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States of Deliberation
The States met at 9.30 a.m. in the presence of
His Excellency Air Marshal Peter Walker C.B., C.B.E.
Lieutenant-Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Bailiwick of Guernsey

[THE DEPUTY BAILIFF in the Chair]

PRAYERS
The Senior Deputy Greffier

EVOCATION

CONVOCATION
The Senior Deputy Greffier: Billet d’État XX 2014. To the Members of the States of the Island of
Guernsey, I hereby give notice that a meeting of the States of Deliberation will be held at the Royal Court
House on Wednesday, 24th September 2014, at 9.30 a.m. to consider the items contained in this Billet
d’État which have been submitted for debate.

In Memoriam –
Tribute to former Deputy Francis X. Paul
5
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The Deputy Bailiff: Members of the States of Deliberation, at the end of last month we were saddened
to learn of the death of former Deputy Francis Xavier Paul.
Francis was born in Guernsey in 1933. He spent the German Occupation away from the Island but
returned to Guernsey shortly after the Liberation.
He was educated at Elizabeth College from 1945 to 1951, when he commenced a career with the British
Bank of Iran and the Middle East, which was later taken over by the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation, now known as HSBC.
His service with the Bank took him to many Middle Eastern countries, including Jordan, Lebanon,
Muscat, Morocco and Saudi Arabia. He retired in 1984 from his last posting as senior manager at the
Bank’s head office in Hong Kong.
Following his return to the Island, he commenced a long period of public service in his home parish of
the Forest, holding in succession the offices of Procureur of the Poor, Constable and Douzenier. Francis
served two terms as People’s Deputy for the Forest. He was a member of the Education Council, the
Gambling Control Committee and the Heritage Committee, of which he was the President from 1998 to
2000. It was during that presidency that the States had to grapple with the difficult subject of the demolition
of the 1811 prison building.
Sir de Vic Carey recalls that, as a States’ Member, Francis’ manners were impeccable and he was
always listened to with respect. He in turn valued kindness being shown to him and his willingness to praise
where he felt it was deserved was shown in the short letter published in the newspaper as recently as 12th
August, commending the care he received during a hospital stay.
Beyond his service as a Member of the States, Francis had many and varied interests. He was a founder
member of the Guernsey Bicycle Group and was its chairman for many years. Francis was also chairman of
the Friends of St Julian’s Committee, where he cared deeply for the welfare of the hostel’s residents.
Francis enjoyed fishing from his boat, which he moored on the west coast. He was a keen
environmentalist and a devoted family man. Throughout his life he was sustained by a strong and active
Christian faith and was a devout member of St Joseph’s Church.
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He leaves a widow, Marguerite, five children and 14 grandchildren, to whom we extend our sincere
condolences.
Will you please join me in rising to honour the memory of Francis Xavier Paul?
35

Members stood in silence.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you all very much.

‘Challenge Trophy’ Archery Competition –
medals
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Lowe, I see a number of your colleagues wearing strange paraphernalia
around their neck. Do you have any explanation for that?

40
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55

Deputy Lowe: I certainly do, sir. They are medals, sir, which I appreciate you, as the Deputy Bailiff’s
team, did not actually win in the competition and that is an unfortunate position that you have found
yourselves in.
The States’ Members in the archery competition came third out of 11 teams, sir, so it is a great honour,
as the first time to ever have been entered before, to come so high up in the rankings.
I would like to congratulate the States’ Members who took part and thank them for a great, fun day; and
thank Deputy Dave Inglis and the Guernsey Bowmen for what was actually a superb competition.
I am sure you probably agree with that, sir, even though perhaps we beat you. But it was a very good,
fun afternoon and we look forward to maybe getting first place next year.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you very much, Deputy Lowe, and I extend my congratulations to the
Requête Ponies, as they called themselves, who came third.
I recall, from watching their early practice, that most of their arrows consistently went to the left of
centre (Laughter) and a good number of them were completely off target! (Laughter and applause)
It may be a reflection of what practice brings but by the end of the competition there was a good spread
all around the centre and some even hit the bull’s-eye! (Laughter) So congratulations for those who
participated.

STATEMENTS
The Proposals for Transformation beyond 2014 –
Statement by the Chief Minister
The Deputy Bailiff: The first item of business we have today is a Statement from the Chief Minister on
the Proposals for Transformation beyond 2014.
Deputy Le Tocq.
60
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The Chief Minister (Deputy Le Tocq): Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
The Financial Transformation Programme States’ Report, considered by the Assembly in February of
this year, set out the Policy Council’s position on the need for transformation of public services to continue
beyond the end of 2014.
The Report set out financial, demographic and organisational reasons why it is necessary to build on the
work already undertaken as part of the FTP in transforming the public sector.
As I have set out publicly in recent weeks, for many reasons, governments everywhere find it difficult to
change. Guernsey was no different. It was no surprise, therefore, that the last States decided to bring in
outside consultants to help the States be a catalyst and to learn how to change through the FTP.
So, alongside the transformational projects that have been or are being delivered, it is clear that a
transformation has been achieved in other ways such as greater focus on evidence-based decision making
and a culture of cost consciousness. This lays the ground for future transformation.
The Policy Council remains of the opinion that an integrated transformation programme will enable the
organisation to be properly structured and balanced to enable efficiency to be maintained, to ensure that
changes are embedded and create: a culture of cost consciousness and shared responsibility for delivery; a
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80
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change in behaviours towards a mentality of putting the best interests of the States and the Island first, as
opposed to departmental interests, and the concept of always implementing best practice where appropriate
– inherent in delivering this is an acceptance of personal accountability and responsibility; also developing
the performance of the public sector through rewarding good performance and managing poor performance;
competence through facilitating the right skills to do the job that needs to be done; clear lines and
boundaries of accountability and an acceptance of accountability; effective management systems – in other
words, those that provide the required level of business control, ensure outputs are optimised and lessons
learnt for future improvements; and continual improvements of processes or efficiency which involves
focussing on output – in other words, the services delivered – rather than input – the cost or resources
required to deliver those services – and embedding a continual drive.
The States resolved after consideration of the Report at the February meeting to direct the Policy
Council to present a report to the States by September 2014 detailing proposals for transformation beyond
2014.
Since the appointment of the new Chief Executive at the beginning of this year, a significant amount of
work has been undertaken to develop such a programme. However, considerable work remains to ensure
that the programme is fit for purpose, properly defined following engagement with staff across the whole
organisation, and sufficiently detailed to enable the costs of delivery to be clearly identified.
Sir, it is for these reasons that the Policy Council has had to delay reporting to the States on this matter
at this time. But the Council remains committed to delivering on the Resolution, but suggests it would be
best to do so over a longer timeframe. It is therefore the intention to come forward with proposals during
the first quarter of 2015.
Thank you, sir.

100

The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you, Chief Minister.
Does any Member have a question in the context of the Statement that the Chief Minister has just given?
Deputy Gollop.

105

Deputy Gollop: Yes. Thank you, sir.
There is lots of management speak there, but I would like to ask what role does this next stage of the
Transformation Programme give to Departments and their boards, because clearly efficient Departments
working towards a common objective would indicate that a Department will lose a degree of their
autonomy in pursuing a corporate States-wide goal?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

110

115
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The Chief Minister: I think Deputy Gollop has answered the question to some degree.
It is important that we have a corporate view of the States for the sake of the Island; and Departments,
whilst remaining in one sense responsible for their mandate, have to have an accountability – and we are
talking about accountability here.
In fact under the FTP project it was only when some central targeting was put in where Departments
were forced to seriously look at the issue and to begin working on the benefits. Of course where
co-operation happens and it is proven to be of benefit to all parties, you get a willingness to do so and so
that degree of force is not necessary.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy de Lisle.
Deputy de Lisle: Sir, I was expecting a little more from the Chief Minister, in that I had asked
questions on this on 25th June 2014.
I understand that governments everywhere find it difficult to change, downsize and react quickly to
changing economic circumstances, but I would like to ask the Minister: what is realistically achievable by
ongoing change through the delivery of public services?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

130

135

The Chief Minister: I think it has been clear through the FTP programme, and certainly when I was
Home Department Minister, that there are many things that could not be achieved within the timeframe of
the FTP programme itself but that would be put forward for the future.
Also we have a major piece of work in the rationalisation of States’ properties and that, I believe, will
not only affect the properties themselves and the way in which we deliver our services but also the manner
in which we do that in year-to-year transformation and thinking, where Departments can work together.
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There is a lot of opportunity that has emerged through the current programme, which to be honest was
the first of its kind that the States has undertaken, and that has given us hope that there is much more that
will be of benefit for the future, as we focus on outcomes particularly.
140

145

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Le Clerc.
Deputy Le Clerc: Sir, I would just like to ask the Chief Minister: what is going to happen at the end of
this year, where there will definitely be some Departments that will not be able to reach their FTP target?
Will that be carried forward to next year? If we are only going to get the report in quarter one of next year,
there is going to be that timing gap.
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

150

The Chief Minister: There are obviously going to be issues like that but we want to ensure that
Departments continue to work on those projects that they have promised to deliver and we will be doing our
utmost to make sure that happens.
At the moment we are certain that they understand that. At the same time, when we consider the next
programme and how that will look, it will have to incorporate some of the lessons learned from the current
FTP.

155

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Brehaut.

160

Deputy Brehaut: Thank you, sir.
The FTP has been delivered in part by quite arbitrary caps on Departments and putting financial limits
on Departments. When you have that degree of constraint you introduce risk.
With regard to accountability, who does that risk sit with? Does it sit with Members of the Department
or does it sit with you, as Chair of the Policy Council?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

165

170

175

180

The Chief Minister: That is a very good question but I would qualify that all the activity of FTP has
been arbitrary in terms of the targets set. It is certainly one of the things that will need to be looked at in the
next part of ongoing transformation… as to where that risk lies.
I would answer, from my part, that the risk lies with all of us, in that we are responsible for whom we
put in various positions of authority and responsibility – be that departmental or be that in this senior
Committee here. Therefore we have a corporate responsibility to ensure that once this Assembly has
decided that this is the programme that we are working on, that we keep to it and we remain accountable.
There will always be questions and that can be healthy if it is done in a detailed way, whether it is
around a departmental board table or be it in this Assembly or within the Policy Council itself. I am sure
that will continue. That is healthy and that is good.
In fact it is a whole culture of questioning why we do things in the way that we have done them in the
past and whether there are alternative ways of doing them, achieving the same outcomes more costeffectively. Those are the sorts of questions we want to encourage.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Kuttelwascher.
Deputy Kuttelwascher: Thank you, sir.
Does the Chief Minister agree that the recently approved States’ Capital Investment Portfolio processes
form an essential part of this transformation?

185

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

190

The Chief Minister: I absolutely do. It is an excellent example of thinking not only in a creative way
that achieves the outcomes that we want, in a different way that is more cost-effective and I believe more
efficient in this day and age.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy St Pier.

195

Deputy St Pier: Sir, does the Chief Minister accept that in order to unlock the benefits, both financial
and non-financial, from some – not all, but some – of the transformation projects, it will be necessary for us
to find and invest resources, time, people and money; and one of the challenges for the States will be the
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priority, the provision and the governance of sufficient resources to enable the next phase of transformation
that he referred to in his Statement?
200

205

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.
The Chief Minister: It is absolutely clear to me that we would not have achieved what we have
managed to achieve so far under FTP without resources having been applied to that programme. We just
did not have the motivation to deal with it as an organisation and going forward we are going to need to
target resources in key areas so that we can achieve what we want to achieve and so that we are enabled to
deliver for the people that we represent.
I totally agree.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy de Lisle.

210

Deputy de Lisle: Sir, can I ask the Chief Minister whether in fact we are likely to see a leaner public
service in the future? There is some concern that, while the private sector rationalises staff and endeavours,
there is a feeling that the Government continues to employ more staff and I am just wondering what he
meant by ‘targeting resources’, for example.
215

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

220

225

230

The Chief Minister: There is not a one-size-fits-all resourcing programme. We have to look at what is
appropriate and what can be done. So we, I think, have the opportunity – through lessons learnt and the
successes of the FTP – to say, ‘Well, in the future we recognise that this particular area is going to need
greater resourcing, but perhaps this area can achieve it in a different way’.
Later on today, sir, I will be speaking at the 30th anniversary of the Association of Guernsey Charities
and I am proud to be doing that because I am a great supporter of investigating and exploring the areas
where the third sector can help us to deliver, in more cost-effective and efficient ways, the sort of services
that are appropriate to deliver in that way and that are not appropriate for Government to deliver.
It is certainly true that there is more exploration to be done on those things, but I do not envisage that we
will have a one-size-fits-all. In certain areas we are under-resourced and in other areas we are probably
over-resourced and can apply different methodology to deliver the same outcomes.
The Deputy Bailiff: I do not see anyone else rising so what I will do before turning to the next
Statement is say that because it is still warm weather if Members wish to remove their jackets they are free
to do so.

Quarterly update on the States’ financial position –
Statement by the Minister of Treasury & Resources

235

240

245

250

The Deputy Bailiff: The next Statement is from the Minister of the Treasury & Resources Department,
providing the quarterly update on the States’ financial position.
Deputy St Pier.
Deputy St Pier: Mr Deputy Bailiff, thank you for the opportunity to make a Statement updating the
Assembly on progress with delivery of the Financial Transformation Programme, the overall financial
position at the end of the second quarter and the forecast to the end of the year.
Like the curate’s egg, it is good in parts. FTP has delivered but there is more to do, expenditure overall
is largely under control but with some particular challenges and revenues remain under pressure. This is a
similar story to the one told in my Statement in May dealing with the first quarter. All of this of course
informs my Department’s thinking on the 2015 Budget Report, of which I will say more in a moment.
The FTP has helped transform a spending States into a more cost-conscious States; and wider
transformation must now continue beyond the end of 2014 – the Chief Minister has spoken about that in his
Statement this morning.
The FTP is targeted to deliver at least £31 million annual recurring revenue savings by the end of 2014.
The programme has now signed off in excess of £28 million – just £3m short of the minimum target. In
getting to this point, the States has so far spent £54 million less than it would otherwise have done. That
£54 million has remained in the Contingency Reserve’s Tax Strategy and has significantly extended the life
of that Reserve and our ability to make investment returns on it.
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As I highlighted in my last Statement on the matter in May, the Policy Council now considers it unlikely
that the full £31 million will have been signed off and delivered before the end of the year – although, as
the Chief Minister said, every effort must continue to be made towards doing so. There are many projects
and initiatives already underway which will see savings delivered in 2015 and beyond. It is vital that these
benefits, which have been identified and planned, continue to be developed and implemented beyond the
end of this year.
Estimates show that the total recurring revenue expenditure reduction, as a result of projects developed
as part of the FTP, could now amount to £35 million – exceeding the original target by over 12%. However,
it is also clear that these benefits will take longer to deliver than originally intended. We will take this into
account in our budget planning for next year and beyond.
Both the Health & Social Services and Education Departments will have a balance remaining against
their targets at the end of the year. Both Departments understand that they must and they will continue to
work towards their targets in and after 2015. My Department has been working with them to factor this
delivery into the 2015 Budget Report. We will also not lose sight of any other Department – and this
addresses Deputy Le Clerc’s question to the Chief Minister – or Committee which has not met its FTP
targets by the end of this year and they will have to deliver these after 2014 instead. There remain no easy
options on this.
Sir, six months into the financial year the revenue position was, like the first quarter, showing a
continuing shortfall against our budgeted targets. This was in large part due to an estimated real terms
growth in ETI receipts assumed in the budget, which has simply not materialised in the year to date.
Further analysis of the receipts by economic sector suggests that, although there are increases in some
areas – for example, construction – and decreases in others – like hostelry – there is no overall trend.
Members will, I am sure, have noted in the most recent quarterly Labour Market Bulletin published by
Policy Council on 17th September 2014, the 1% annual decline in the numbers of employed compared to
the prior year. This will have played a part too.
So, although ETI receipts importantly continue to be maintained in real terms, limited growth in
incomes and the on-going falling numbers in employment, is a constant headwind to achieving our
budgeted revenue.
Other income tax receipts are largely in line with budgetary expectations, with some areas such as tax
received from banks growing faster than our previous estimates.
Customs duties, company fees and document duty have all yielded in line with budget in the first half of
the year and are – other than document duty, which remains sluggish – showing some growth over the same
period in 2013. I shall return, sir, to document duty.
Taking the experience in the first six months, along with the information held on the Income Tax system
regarding payments due by the end of this year, would suggest that we are likely to end the year with
revenue income up some 5% on 2013, although still short of our budget estimates by some 1% – 1.5%, or
between £4 million and £6 million.
This will, of course – unless there is a greater restraint on expenditure before the end of the year – also
result in an additional draw down from the Contingency Reserve above that authorised as part of the 2014
Budget Report.
On the positive side, net expenditure by Departments and Committees in the first half of the year was
more or less in line with the budgeted position. However, this overall result masks far more volatility at
Department level. Here some favourable variances across several Departments and indeed unrequired
provisions in the Budget Reserve are compensating for adverse variances in others.
In particular, the Education Department continues to struggle to cope within its allocated budget in
2014. This is not news, is no surprise and is due to the agreed timing in the delivery of many of its signed
off FTP benefits falling after the end of 2014. This places additional pressure on the Department’s cash
position in year, which is having to be managed, to some extent, through one-off measures.
The Health & Social Services Department’s position following the first six months of the year was a
negative variance of some £2.25 million, or 4%. This position has been relatively stable since my last
Statement to this Assembly on the first quarter’s position.
The variance is largely the result of not yet having delivered a substantial portion of the Department’s
FTP target for the year and partly due to pressures on the underlying ‘business as usual’ position.
As I reported in May, significant and targeted resource has been provided to the Department from the
FTP team in order to try and maximise the delivery of savings in the year. However, despite this, it now
looks likely that HSSD will be some £3.7 million short of its overall target by the end of the year and the
team must now focus on ensuring there are robust plans for delivery of these savings over a longer period.
The two Departments continue to work closely in order to monitor the financial position, including ongoing monthly ministerial meetings. The agenda covers the progress with delivery of HSSD’s Financial
Recovery Actions, which incorporate FTP performance. In addition, over recent months significant
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attention has been paid to the 2015 budget for the Department and ensuring it is as appropriate and realistic
as possible within our fiscal constraints.
During my meetings with the HSSD Minister it has become apparent that the Department is likely to
overspend its authorised budget in 2014 by at least £5 million. This is clearly disappointing given the
commitment given to achieving a balanced budget before the end of 2014. However, my Department is
advised that there are many demands and pressures in the health and social care sectors and these have
proved difficult to control, alongside making real and sustainable reductions in the Department’s baseline
spending.
The forecast overspend means that it is likely that the Departments and Committees will, in aggregate,
overspend authorised budgets by some £7 million, or about 2%. This can be managed using the Budget
Reserve without breaching our ‘no real terms’ increase in spending policy contained in the Fiscal
Framework. This position was of course, to some extent, anticipated by the Department in the 2014 Budget
when the size of the Budget Reserve was substantially increased in order to manage the situation when
Departments had identified and initiated projects through the FTP, but where a full year’s benefits was not
delivered until 2015 or later. This is certainly the case for the Education Department, which has savings
continuing to be delivered until 2018.
After taking this Budget Reserve into account and as a result of the shortfall on the revenue position
already mentioned, it looks likely that we will end 2014 with a financial position marginally worse than
budgeted.
The latest forecasts put the overall position £2 million to £3 million down on original estimates, which
is within 1%. It would clearly be disappointing to have to draw down more than planned from the
Contingency Reserve again in 2014. I therefore urge all Departments and Committees to pay particular
attention to spending for which they are responsible in the final three months of the year.
Prudent fiscal management in the remaining period could result in an overall position in line with
original estimates, which would see us end the year with approximately £54 million in the Contingency
Reserve’s Tax Strategy.
Before closing, sir, I would like to briefly explain how our 2014 position impacts on our 2015 Budget
planning.
The Treasury & Resources Department believes that after six years of deficit, it is now time to balance
the budget. The States has been running an overall deficit since 2008 which has been extended as a result of
the unprecedented external economic environment. However, as our key trading partners’ economies
recover and as consumer and business confidence returns, it should now be our priority to deliver the
balanced budget taxpayers expect.
It is critical that in getting to that position a focus on expenditure remains. The ‘no real terms’ increase
in spending constraint in our Fiscal Framework remains as important as ever in providing discipline to our
budgetary process. This budgeting round has seen requests by Departments for increases to cash limits
above those initially allocated by my Department, rise – and in some cases rise significantly.
Given our fiscal envelope which prevents overall revenue expenditure increasing in real terms, these
pressures have been exceptionally difficult to manage and not all requests are affordable. My Department
considers it important to live within our means, while recognising and accommodating where possible the
pressures under which many Departments are operating.
HSSD’s needs present us – by which I mean, the States as a whole, not just T&R – with a massive
challenge. It spends one-third of our General Revenue budget. The demands on health services across the
world seem insatiable. Delivering one-third of the FTP savings has not proved possible for the Department
in the timeframe and this has contributed to persistent and recurrent overspends and most of the predicted
overspend.
This is unsatisfactory from a fiscal management perspective and must be frustrating and demoralising
for staff, management and the political board. However, investigations have started on the feasibility of
benchmarking HSSD’s spending with similar jurisdictions to better understand what the baseline ought to
be, without which it is difficult to determine whether the service is over or under-funded.
In order to raise the revenue we need to fund the services Government provides to the public. We must
also do all that we can to ensure that we have the right conditions in which businesses can form and
flourish. But my Department is also aware that as it finalises its Budget recommendations to bring to this
Assembly next month, we need to ensure that we have appropriate funding in place and governance over it,
to ensure that the States are in a position to support appropriate economic development initiatives that are
capable of growing our economy and consequently our tax receipts.
I spoke earlier of our sluggish document duty receipts this year. These are the product of a property
market with fewer transactions than in the recent past. It would seem that the document duty holiday
introduced in last year’s Budget has, at best, had only marginal impact.
Most of the fiscal initiatives we could deploy – as the Housing Minister and Department will say, I am
sure – risk stimulating increased demand and so prices, whilst a more important challenge remains the need
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380

385

390

395

400

to increase supply. However, we will continue to explore with Housing what, if anything, Government can
do to assist.
Sir, given our tighter fiscal position, you will have heard me say in the past that we must ‘sweat our
assets’. This is a phrase which is often used and most people will agree with, but what does it mean?
Firstly, when it comes to the investments in our reserves, we must be very clear about what we are
holding them for and for how long. This will help us in ensuring that we have the most appropriate
investment policy. With that in mind, we will be including proposals in the Budget in relation to our
reserves and in particular the Contingency Reserve.
Members will have heard me characterise this not as our ‘rainy day’ fund – which of course risks
disagreement over whether or not it is raining and requires, more importantly, a relatively short-term
investment policy in case it starts raining – but instead as a very long-term ‘permanent reserve’ or ‘core
investment fund’, the excess returns over and above the returns required to maintain the fund’s real value,
should quite rightly be available for re-investment in our Island’s infrastructure.
‘Sweating our assets’ in relation to our trading assets – the commercialised ones, such as Guernsey
Electricity and Guernsey Post as well as Guernsey Water, the Ports, States Works and Guernsey Dairy –
means that we need to clearly articulate the return which we expect to receive on the capital we have
invested in those enterprises on behalf of taxpayers.
That requires us to review and determine the most appropriate capital structures for each of those
businesses, and in turn that will impact on our thinking in relation to the issue of a States of Guernsey bond
as we seek to take advantage of record low interest rates to re-finance at lower cost our existing substantial
stock of public sector-related borrowings, many of which are guaranteed by the States.
We will be therefore, through the Budget Report, be seeking from the Assembly the maximum
flexibility within our Fiscal Framework to enable us, if we can, to exploit the increasingly narrow window
of opportunity available in the marketplace before interest rates start their inevitable upward rise.
In closing, sir, I once again stress the need for the States to continue to focus on expenditure restraint
and urge all Members – as I know many do – to continue to challenge spending decisions presented to the
Departments and Committees on which they sit.
Of course, sir, I will continue to keep Members updated about our financial position through regular
Statements in this Assembly.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you, Minister.
Deputy Hadley.

405

410

Deputy Hadley: Mr Deputy Bailiff, it is now nearly two years since the Minister of the Health & Social
Services Department, in standing for election to that Department, undertook to bring his Department within
budget or, with the help of T&R, to come to this Assembly with a report outlining a model that would work
for HSSD.
Does the Treasury Minister now mean that in fact, after a two-year delay, they are at last starting this
process by benchmarking the spending of the Department; and when will the Minister bring a report to this
Assembly with a budgetary system that will work?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

415

420

Deputy St Pier: Sir, of course the management of Health & Social Services is a matter for that
Department. The joint working between the Departments has been effective, I would suggest, in ensuring
that there are no surprises, either for my Department or indeed, through this process here, sir, no surprises
for the Assembly and beyond.
In relation to the work which is being considered on benchmarking and seeking to establish a baseline
for the budget for HSSD, that is of course primarily an issue for that Department that we are liaising, and
will continue to work, with them and assist them in that exercise.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Luxon.

425

430

Deputy Luxon: Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
I commend the Treasury & Resources Minister for making the point about returning the States to a
balanced budget after six years and I equally commend the cost constraint of the FTP, the Personal Tax,
Benefit and Pension Review and indeed the successor to FTP, as being key parts of that.
But, on the basis that economic growth is absolutely key to this, I wondered if the Treasury & Resources
Minister would confirm that as well as other initiatives and without compromising his imminent Budget
speech, he will confirm that options such as drawing into the tax net the UK retail chains that operate in the
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440

Island that currently (Several Members: Hear, hear.) do not contribute will be seriously considered and
accelerated.
Also, bearing in mind the extreme growth in internet sales and as we can see in Guernsey Post’s
accounts, that we will look seriously at how the States of Guernsey can benefit from some tax revenue from
that development; and indeed, in regard to Flybe’s recent announcement of leaving this Island compromised
by again reducing their services, that we will look at how we improve connectivity to aid economic
recovery and aid our Income Tax revenues.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

445

450

Deputy St Pier: Sir, I think many of the initiatives and suggestions which Deputy Luxon suggested of
course, again, lie outside the ambit of the Treasury & Resources Department. Many of them of course lie
within the ambit of, and mandate of, the Commerce & Employment Department.
But, yes, again, I can confirm that my Department will continue to work closely with, and support, that
Department and others with all the initiatives that we sensibly can, to help with economic growth. I
certainly referred to the need for us again to ensure that we do provide sufficient resources to enable that to
happen.
In relation to the tax base which Deputy Luxon referred to in his question, yes, we will obviously
continue to keep that under review. There will be, obviously, further information on that in the Budget
report and the Budget debate in next month’s sitting, and of course the ongoing work of the Personal Tax,
Benefit and Pension Review.

455

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Brehaut.

460

465

Deputy Brehaut: Thank you, sir.
I am trying to re-orientate myself. I am not too sure whether I am at the Edinburgh Fringe or I have just
listened to a Statement from the Treasury & Resources Minister, for the Alice Through the Looking Glass
quality of the speech – if you will allow.
The issue is: education and health on this Island are seriously underfunded. The interpretation is we
have exceeded our budgets. What you have said this morning is you are doing benchmarking to establish
what our budgets are.
Isn’t the reality that we will require £5 million for business as usual, not for being overspent in the real
sense simply because the arbitrary cap is not done in a scientific manner?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

470

475

480

485

490

Deputy St Pier: It is clear that the Department is going to require an additional £5 million for business
as usual, as it is currently conducting its business. The question and the purpose, I would have thought, of
benchmarking – which I know his Department is considering – would clearly be to establish whether it can
provide services in a different way that would enable it to function at a different level.
That will assist us in knowing actually whether the Department is over- or, indeed, under-funded and,
given the financial management of the Department and the experience that there has been over the last few
years and the resourcing issues in that area, I think it is very difficult with any certainty for anyone to be
able to say what the right funding level is. It is clearly inadequate for the current state, as Deputy Brehaut
has quite rightly said, which has led to the recurring overspends. But that is our challenge.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Fallaize.
Deputy Fallaize: Thank you, sir.
I am delighted to hear that the Minister has reached the conclusion that now is the time to balance the
Budget. There is actually a States’ Resolution dating back to 2010, directing proposals to be laid before the
States to enable the Budget to be balanced by 2012.
Deputy Luxon talked about economic growth – or he said economic growth had a key role to play – but
most of the items listed actually were extending the tax net and not growing the economy.
Given that we cannot rely on economic growth to make much of a contribution to removing the deficit –
at least not in the short term – is the Minister able to advise the States, if now is the time to balance the
Budget, what are his Department’s initial thoughts about the proportion that we will need to rely upon
expenditure restraints to balance the budget and the proportion which will be allocated to increasing the
revenue of the States?
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There must be some idea within the Treasury about the proportions that those two measures will be able
to contribute to balancing the Budget.
495

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

500

Deputy St Pier: With respect, sir, I suspect Deputy Fallaize is actually seeking an advance copy of the
Budget and I am afraid he will have to do wait for another couple of weeks and that may hopefully provide
the answer to the question he is asking.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy de Lisle.

505

510

Deputy de Lisle: Thank you, sir.
I am also delighted to learn from the Minister his emphasis on spending restraint and also his objective
to balance the Budget and the books this time.
But is the Minister aware, sir, that people are strapped with uncertainty, given the downsizing that has
gone on in the private sector and also global economic uncertainty more generally? And I would like to ask:
can the Minister assure this Assembly that the Budget’s intention is to lighten the burden on the individual?
(Laughter)
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

515

520

Deputy St Pier: In relation to the latter part of that question, I refer to my previous response to Deputy
Fallaize; we are very conscious, sir, of the uncertainty which has prevailed, which of course is precisely
why the Resolution, that Deputy Fallaize referred to, in 2010… It has not been possible for either this
political board or indeed the previous one to bring the States back into balance before now.
But it is a difficult balance that is – as underlay Deputy Fallaize’s question – a balance between
spending and revenue-raising and a balance in how we raise the revenue; but again further details to follow,
sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy David Jones.

525

Deputy David Jones: Sir, in trying to balance the Government books, can the Government have any
credibility at all while we still give automatic pay rises to those in our Civil Service and clearly it is not
happening in the private sector?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

530

Deputy St Pier: I think, as employer, the Policy Council is the best place to answer that question rather
than the Treasury & Resources Department.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Gollop.

535

Deputy Gollop: Sir, I would like to point out to Deputy St Pier that there appears to be a paradox
between a growing economy level of Island GDP and the rise in not unemployment but less employment.
How is the Treasury & Resources Department working with Policy Council and Commerce &
Employment to stimulate the economy so that those who perhaps are underemployed but have already skills
can develop their talents to serve the emerging workplace and newer sectors of employment?

540

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

545

550

Deputy St Pier: Sir, once again, most of the work that needs to be undertaken to address the issues
which Deputy Gollop quite rightly raises lie principally with the Commerce & Employment Department,
but also with the Skills Strategy and I suspect to some extent with Social Security and helping people get
back into work with the right skills.
So Treasury & Resources Department’s role in that is very much to liaise with them and work with
them, understand their needs and ensure those initiatives can be supported so far as is possible, again within
our physical constraints.
That is, as I alluded to in my Statement, one of the issues that we believe will need to be considered and
addressed through the Budget report next month.
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The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Stewart and Deputy Trott, you both arrived during the course of this
Statement. Do you both wish to be relevées?
555

Deputy Stewart: Yes, thank you, sir.
Deputy Trott: Yes, please, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Trott, do you have a question for the Minister?
560

565

Deputy Trott: Yes, sir.
I may have been late but I had the benefit of listening to the Treasury Minister’s Statement on the way
here.
Sir, would the Treasury Minister agree with me that not only does economic growth play a significant
part in balancing the books but that there are signs for optimism based on the revised GDP figures for the
period 2008-11, which exceeded even my perceived optimistic predictions of the time?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, are you able to answer that without being inaccurate or misleading?
(Laughter)

570

575

Deputy St Pier: Thank you for the reminder, sir.
I think, again, I will refer to the Statement and I hope that on his journey here Deputy Trott did not miss
any of it, but he may have missed the bit which referred to the fact that we do believe that there are signs
for optimism with increased confidence of consumer and business level, here and of course, as importantly
or given the drivers in our economy, amongst our major trading partners.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Soulsby.

580

Deputy Soulsby: Sir, does the Minister agree that a way of finding out whether HSSD is properly
funded is if a full review of Health & Social Services is undertaken, from which we can decide which
services we wish to provide and how, and fund appropriately?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

585

Deputy St Pier: I think to some extent that there is a hope and expectation that the exercise in relation
to benchmarking and, ultimately, baselining will deliver that outcome that Deputy Soulsby is seeking, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Brehaut.

590

Deputy Brehaut: Thank you, sir.
At a presentation by GIBA, I think a week ago or 10 days ago, they were saying there was scope to
extend the reach of Zero-10. Does he agree with GIBA?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

595

Deputy St Pier: As I have said in this place and on several occasions in the past, we continue to keep
the scope of Zero-10 under very close review. We do have to be cognisant of the international environment
but it is an issue which is not entirely closed and, once again, that question is perhaps best addressed
through the Budget report next month.
600

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Langlois.

605

Deputy Langlois: Sir, would the Minister agree that the wage restraints that have been achieved over
the last two or three years will continue to play an important part in the process of balancing the books for
the foreseeable future?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

610

Deputy St Pier: Sir, Deputy Langlois, through his question, does make a very good point.
I did refer in my Statement to one of the positive variances this year in the release of provisions in our
Budget Reserve and some of those relate to provisions in relation to wage and salary increases and
associated costs.
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620

So undoubtedly it has played an important part in our performance to date and I am sure will continue to
play an important part, given, obviously, the size of the wage bill as a proportion of total Government
spend. It is clearly a significant and important contributor and all efforts to date in that regard, both from the
employer and the employee’s side, of course are well appreciated.
The Deputy Bailiff: I am going to exercise my discretion to extend the period of 15 minutes, at least for
a short time, to permit those who have questions for the Minister to pose them.
Deputy Soulsby.
Deputy Soulsby: Sir, I would like to ask the Minister, given that the Isle of Man and Jersey as well as
Guernsey have structural deficits, does he consider there might be some merit in all three Crown
Dependencies getting together and considering revisiting Zero-10? (A Member: Hear, hear.)

625

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

630

Deputy St Pier: I think there is great merit in ongoing, continuing dialogue amongst the Crown
Dependencies in relation to our position on many issues and international taxation clearly is one of them.
We do have to recognise that the three economies do have very different fiscal structures, fiscal
demands and, indeed, very different economies, so our interests are not entirely aligned. But there is merit
in continuing to liaise and speak with the other Crown Dependencies to see what we can do together.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Brouard.

635

640

Deputy Brouard: Thank you, sir.
Would Deputy St Pier agree that HSSD has been very open to investigations as to the savings and as to
new working models, and that the reality is that there is no silver bullet, or at least not one that has been
found by the various consultants, which – pardon the pun – have been over HSSD like a rash?
Happy to have benchmarking, but as Deputy St Pier knows, it will require resources and that is in his
name.
Thank you.
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

645

650

655

660

665

Deputy St Pier: Yes, I would agree. The Department in the last year or so, and beyond, has been very
open to working with those from outside, from my Department, from elsewhere, to lift the drains on many
of these issues.
I think everybody, as I said in my Statement, recognises that there are significant challenges for the
Department and those challenges, I would suggest, rest not with HSSD alone and not with Treasury &
Resources alone. They rest very firmly with the entire States. Given the proportion of the Budget which
HSSD consumes, we must all take responsibility for ensuring that that Department is both adequately
funded and has excellent financial management.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Lester Queripel.
Deputy Lester Queripel: Thank you, sir.
Being a believer that the more colour there is in the world the better, I find myself in the curious
position of pursuing the issue of Departments and Committees printing documents in black and white, as
opposed to colour, in an attempt to save money.
I realise I would probably only save thousands of pounds, instead of the millions we need to save, but as
the FTP champion, can the Minister tell me please, does he ask Ministers to publish documents in black and
white?
Will the Budget itself be printed in black and white?
And finally, in his view, is it even worth pursuing savings of a few thousand pounds, as opposed to the
millions which we still need to save?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

670

Deputy St Pier: A three-part question, sir.
In relation to the first part, no, I do not ask Ministers to print in black and white, rather than colour. That
is quite clearly a matter for those Ministers, their boards, management teams and departments. It would be,
I would suggest, not my role to be questioning their management of their financial resources at that level.
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The Budget will be printed in black and white.
And the third question, I have now forgotten, sir. (Laughter)
The Deputy Bailiff: Could you remind the Minister of your final question, then, Deputy Queripel?

680

Deputy St Pier: Ah yes, sorry, I have remembered, thank you.
Yes, of course I believe it is important to pursue every savings opportunity: thousands as well as tens of
thousands and beyond.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Stewart.

685

690

695

Deputy Stewart: Thank you, sir.
Would the Minister agree that we have had some very productive dialogue, both at ministerial, board
and officer level, between Commerce & Employment and T&R, in ways of exploring how we can actually
pump prime the economy and economic development within the framework of the Economic Development
Framework and the Financial Sector Strategy?
Would the Minister also agree that the approval of funding from the Strategic Development Fund –
which I do know at officer level was known as ‘Kev’s fund’, apparently (Laughter) – that funding has been
approved both at Policy Council level and T&R in principle, for us to pull together an innovation centre,
which will really kick-start our digital sector?
And does the Minister also agree that to look at further funding for areas such as “fintech”, those talks
are well underway and that we will continue to have dialogue to look at other ways of how we can pump
prime the economy and develop certain areas within the Economic Development Framework?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, another composite question.

700

Deputy St Pier: Yes. (Laughter)
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Dorey.

705

Deputy Dorey: Does the Minister agree that the close working relationship between T&R and HSSD is
illustrated by the Head of Finance at HSSD, whose job title is ‘Interim Business Partner’, who reports
directly to the States’ Treasurer?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, are you able to answer that question?

710

715

Deputy St Pier: I can, sir. I think the working relationship between the two Departments has
significantly improved, certainly in the period since I became Minister. It is clearly absolutely critical,
given the size of the budget, as I referred to earlier, that these two Departments do work very closely
together to help solve the problems, anticipate them, understand where the pressures are, and as I referred to
in an earlier answer, to ensure that there are no surprises. That, I think, has probably been one of the
greatest benefits of the contact between the two Departments – and ensuring that adequate resources are
made available to HSSD, not least of which is the Finance Business Partner that the Minister referred to.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Trott.

720

725

730

Deputy Trott: Thank you, sir.
Would the Minister agree with me that there has been no material change in our fiscal position over the
term of this Assembly, and it is quite probable that any external credit-rating agency would continue to give
us the highest achievable rating?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.
Deputy St Pier: Yes, I would agree with Deputy Trott, that we should not lose sight of the fact that
actually our overall financial resources and credit position is extremely strong and remains the envy of
many other jurisdictions. The deficit that we have run, as a proportion of our economy, has been small and
of course we have been able to fund it out of the surpluses generated in previous years. That does leave us
in a very strong and unique position.
But undoubtedly the deficit that has existed through this term, as it was implied in Deputy Trott’s
question, has persisted from the previous term at around about the same level, but clearly that is
unsustainable and that is the reason that my Department feels it does need to be addressed.
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740

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley.
Deputy Hadley: At the beginning of this set of questions to the Minister, he said that it was no surprise
that HSSD was overspent by £5 million. Well, I have to tell him, it was a considerable surprise to many of
us in this Assembly. As that is no surprise, and he knew it was coming, is it not a bit late in the day to tell us
that they are going to start benchmarking the requirements of the Department now, whereas this should
have started some time ago?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

745

Deputy St Per: Sir, I think, actually, the phrase ‘no surprise’ was applied in the context of the
Education Department.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy De Lisle.

750

Deputy De Lisle: Sir, there have been concerns with respect to the need to strengthen financial controls
in Government. Can the Minister assure the public of any new initiatives that are being brought in to
implement proper financial controls in Government?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, are you able to answer that question?

755

760

Deputy St Pier: Clearly, the establishment of the Shared Transactions Services Centre and the
harmonisation of the controls across the States, which that piece of work has helped develop, is a very
important contributor to our financial management and financial controls. That process clearly highlighted
that whilst we have rules and directives, a little bit like the EU, the way individual Departments interpreted
those rules and directives did vary. So achieving greater consistency clearly is an important control in itself.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Dorey.

765

Deputy Dorey: Sir, does the Minister agree that actually the level of overspend at HSSD has been
predicted for a while and in fact, in the Statement he made on the first quarter, which is in Hansard of 28th
May, you said that the Health & Social Services Department is currently forecasting year end overspend in
the range of £4.5 million to £5 million, or 4.3% to 4.8% of its overall net expenditure budget?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

770

Deputy St Pier: I can confirm that and indeed I did refer to the position for HSSD as having been
relatively stable since my last Statement.

Questions for Oral Answer
Rule 5(5) suspended
to allow grouping of Questions on similar topics
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you all very much. We will move on to Question Time now. (Laughter)
Deputy Fallaize, you are rising.
775

780

Deputy Fallaize: Yes, sir, before we do, you have raised with the States’ Assembly and Constitution
Committee the Rules as they are written at present do not allow for questions on the same topic to be
grouped together if they are asked by different Members, and the consequences of that can be seen on the
running order which was circulated to States’ Members yesterday.
The Committee will of course consider what can be done about that as part of its next review of the
Rules, but in the meantime, and given the unusual circumstances of today, can I propose, sir, that you allow
– or put it to the States that they allow – the questions that relate to the University of the Channel Islands to
be grouped, so that they can be asked effectively one after the other, rather than being split up with
questions on other topics in between them?
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785

I have spoken to Her Majesty’s Procureur in advance of this, and he feels that it would not be necessary
to put this motion in writing. So if I can put it verbally please, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: It is effectively a Proposition, then, to suspend the effect of Rule 5(5) during this
period of Question Time. Does that need to be seconded, Mr Procureur?

790

795

The Procureur: No, sir. I think procedural matters are for you, and if the majority of Members support
the sensible course of…
What I am suggesting, sir, is actually – to be clear – it would seem to me to make sense to take each of
the Questions on the same topic one after the other, not allowing supplementaries until we get to the end of
them, so you just have one session on supplementaries.

800

The Deputy Bailiff: Well, Members of the States, the suggestion is that, because we have a number of
Members asking Questions in respect of similar topics, or the same topic, rather than abide by the Rules and
have them in the order of the electoral district area as required, that we have some grouping this morning.
All those in favour of relaxing the Rules today; those against?
Members voted Pour.

805

The Deputy Bailiff: In that case, we will do so.
The difficulty with the Procureur’s suggestion that we have all the questions and then a series of
supplementaries, is that the questions are posed to more than one person. Some of them are to the Chief
Minister, some of them are to the Minister of the Treasury & Resources Department. But maybe we will
take the ones to each of the respective people.
Deputy Lowe.

810

Deputy Lowe: Equally, sir, as Members are unaware of the questions that are going to be posed, it is
very difficult to know if that question is going to follow further on, with somebody else asking it. It seems
more appropriate to have the supplementary questions after each Question.

CHIEF MINISTER
University of the Channel Islands –
Progress in establishing
The Deputy Bailiff: Well, we will start with Deputy James, then, to ask questions of the Chief Minister.
815

Deputy James: Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
In November 2013, this Assembly approved a States’ Report entitled ‘States’ Support for the Concept of
a Guernsey-based University of the Channel Islands’. That Report included the statement:
‘In its first phase, planned for October 2014, the proposed University of the Channel Islands will initially be organised into three
schools – Humanities, Sciences and Education - covering a wide academic curriculum…’

820

The proposers had previously advised States’ Members that the first 50 postgraduate students would be
recruited for an October 2014 start. Would the Chief Minister advise on progress in establishing such an
institution, and the number of students currently enrolled for an October 2014 start?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

825

The Chief Minister (Deputy Le Tocq): Members will recall that this is a private sector initiative, and
the States only committed at that time to supporting the concept of a University of the Channel Islands
based in Guernsey.
There are currently no students enrolled for the October 2014 start, as the developers are not in a
position to launch.

830

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy James.
Deputy James: Mr Deputy Bailiff, could you clarify for me, please? Did you say we are able to ask
supplementary questions as were going along? I was a little unclear on your directive, sir.
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835

840

845

The Deputy Bailiff: I don’t think I gave one! But in the light of what Deputy Lowe indicated, if you
feel it easier to ask a supplementary as a result of that answer, then please do.
Deputy James: Thank you very much, sir.
I am sure that I am not alone in being very, very disappointed at the lack of progress and I am sure that
many of the Members of this Assembly were inclined to vote for this proposal on the assurances given.
But my supplementary, sir, is: the Report stated that degree courses including modern languages,
economics, politics, arts, biology, science and computer sciences would be delivered in the first phase
commencing October 2014. To what extent have programmes in any of these disciplines been secured? Is
the Chief Minister aware of any marketing or other student recruitment initiatives designed to bring these
ambitions to fruition, now or at any time in the future?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to respond to Deputy James’s two supplementary questions.

850

855

The Chief Minister: Because it is a private sector initiative, it is inappropriate for me to make specific
comments on the details of some of those things but it is quite clear, I am sure, to all that in terms of
academic years, if it was not possible to galvanise the projects and launch it in October 2014, then it would
not be possible to start again until the following year at the earliest.
As a result, the Policy Council Liaison Group, in liaising with the supporters of this initiative, decided
that it would wait until October this year to review the situation, having done all that we could in line with
the Propositions of this Assembly, to help and support those who were seeking to establish a university in
Guernsey.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Kuttelwascher.

860

Deputy Kuttelwascher: Thank you, sir.
I think this could be truncated rather rapidly because my question is simple. Can you just confirm that to
date there has been no progress towards the establishment of a Channel Islands University?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

865

The Chief Minister: Certainly from our point of view, we are waiting for a meeting in October and we
will not know until then whether any further progress has taken place since our last meeting, which was in
April, I believe.
870

875

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Sherbourne.
Deputy Sherbourne: Thank you, sir.
Can the Chief Minister confirm that the Policy Council’s Liaison Group is fully aware that delays and
uncertainties associated with this private initiative will inevitably impinge upon the proposals of the
Education Department regarding the development of a tertiary provision within the Island, as outlined in the
board’s document, ‘Today’s Learners; Tomorrow’s World’, which I will remind you, was unanimously
endorsed by this Assembly?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

880

The Chief Minister: As Deputy Sherbourne will know, the Education Minister is part of the Policy
Council’s Liaison Group, and the officers of the Education Council are those who have been advising us.
So, yes, we are fully aware of that.
885

890

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy James to pose her second Question to the Chief Minister.
Deputy James: Thank you, sir.
The Report also states that a key feature of the University will be partnerships forged with the most
eminent academic establishments in the UK, Europe and globally. Is the Chief Minister aware of any such
partnerships having been forged to date?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

895

The Chief Minister: The Policy Council Liaison Group has had regular project reports from the
developers and we have been informed that they have made good progress in developing partnerships with
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universities, both in the UK and overseas. As this is a private initiative, details of with whom those links
have been developed must remain confidential until such time as they are ready to make an announcement.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy James to ask a supplementary.
900

905

Deputy James: Thank you, sir.
Sir, the Vice-Chancellor-designate has said the proposed University of the Channel Islands in Guernsey
will admit the best students, appoint the best professors, lecturers and researchers, established links with the
best academic partners, sponsor the best and the most useful research and so on. Whilst appreciating that
the Chief Minister is reluctant to divulge commercially sensitive information, can he advise the Assembly
in the broadest terms, to what extent, through his discussions with the proposers of this initiative, he is
aware as to whether any of these high ideals might be realised and when?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

910

915

920

925

The Chief Minister: Sir, I can assure Deputy James that I think all members of the Liaison Group have
been, whilst disappointed at the speed of progress, impressed at the potential relationships with high-level,
respectable academic institutions around the world, and the potential for attracting students to be able to
start in similar ways to that which was envisaged at the time in which we brought this to the Assembly.
However, it is inappropriate at this stage, because none of that can happen until the resourcing and the
infrastructure is in place. It is inappropriate to comment further on how and when that would happen. But in
the terms of the relationships, I would emphasise, and the potential academic relationships and connections,
we have been highly impressed.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Fallaize.
Deputy Fallaize: Sir, I think, in answer to a previous supplementary, Deputy Le Tocq said that the
Policy Council’s Liaison Group had met most recently in April. But in answer to this second question, he
tells us that the Policy Council Liaison Group has had regular project reports from the developers. Can he
tell the States, precisely when was the last of these regular project reports from the developers, please?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

930

935

The Chief Minister: The Liaison Group began in January this year and had monthly meetings. At those
monthly meetings, an update was given on key questions that the Policy Council had asked of the team
developing the proposition. As a result of that, we came to the conclusion in April that unless there was
substantial change in issues surrounding the timing and resourcing of the University, we would not seek to
meet.
So, I believe that the last documentation that we were given was after the April meeting, so it would
have been in May, at some point. But we plan to meet and discuss progress, and discover at what point the
timescale now looks in October, and I look forward to reporting back in due course.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Conder.

940

945

Deputy Conder: Sir, I declare an interest: I am a board member of Bournemouth University.
Sir, I am a little confused by the Chief Minister’s responses to Deputy James’s first and second
Questions in terms of the contacts and the relationships with UK and international universities. I think, in
his first response, the Minister said, because it was commercially confidential, he and the project group
were not aware of the links with international institutions; but in his second response, he said he was highly
impressed by the links they had established with international universities.
Could he advise me, please, is the Liaison Group aware of any of the links, or potential links, with other
universities? Thank you.
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

950

The Chief Minister: Yes, the Liaison Group is aware of potential links, and where those are, but it is
inappropriate to make them public in this instance, for the reasons given before.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Gollop.
955
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Deputy Gollop: Sir, maybe this has already been said, but bearing in mind we are having a whole range
of questions delivered to the Policy Council on this subject, why has the Policy Council or its
representatives not contacted within the past five working days representatives of the University to see if
the project is still an ongoing one, rather than relying on what may or may not have happened in April?
960

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

965

Chief Minister: Because we gave an assurance to the project organisers that we would not liaise again
until the end of this month and that has not happened yet and we do not feel it is appropriate to go back on
that until that has taken place, because there was a number of different things they needed to achieve before
we got back together.

TREASURY & RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
University of the Channel Islands –
Financial implications
The Deputy Bailiff: There being no more supplementaries, I will invite Deputy Soulsby to pose her
Question to the Minister of the Treasury & Resources Department.
970

975

Deputy Soulsby: Sir, one of the Soulsby-Conder amendments to the States’ Report on the University of
the Channel Islands, which was approved in November last year, directed the Treasury & Resources
Department to report to the States on the financial cost implications to the States of Guernsey arising from
the establishment of a Guernsey-based University of the Channel Islands and how it proposes to mitigate
such financial cost implications. Could the Treasury & Resources Minister advise when the States might
expect to see such a report?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.

980

985

990

Deputy St Pier: Sir, my Department has obviously been kept informed of the plans for the University
through its representation through me on the Liaison Group that has been established to work with the
promoters of the initiative that the Chief Minister referred to in his responses.
The Department is conscious that it has not yet been possible to establish a clear operating model for the
proposed University, but sets out firmly the issues, such as the size, scope and structure, as well as the
phasing and timing of its development. Clarity on these issues and on the business model for the University
is of course essential if the Department is able to make a meaningful and reliable assessment of the
financial cost implications for the States, and in the absence of such clarity, the Department is not prepared
to prioritise the use of its limited resources on undertaking such an assessment, with the risk that much of
the work may be based on unfounded assumptions and therefore proves to be abortive.
Only once the necessary information about the University’s business model is available will we be able
to begin such work and as such I am unable to confirm when the States may expect to see such a report.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you, Minister.

CHIEF MINISTER
University of the Channel Islands –
Protection of ‘university’ title
The Deputy Bailiff: Now we turn to Deputy Conder to pose a Question to the Chief Minister on a
similar topic.
995

Deputy Conder: Thank you, sir. I just remind the Assembly again of my interest in Bournemouth
University.
Sir, in the United Kingdom and other Western jurisdictions, the title ‘university’ is recognised as having
significant financial and reputational value. As such, the title ‘university’ is protected by law. Could the
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1000

Chief Minister advise as to whether there is any intention to seek to create legislation to secure the same
protection of title in Guernsey?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

1005

1010

1015

The Chief Minister (Deputy Le Tocq): I thank Deputy Conder, not only for his Question but also the
correspondence he has provided to the Policy Council Liaison Group on this matter.
I can give Deputy Conder assurance that the PC Liaison Group is giving this matter active
consideration. At the current time, there are sufficient powers under section 24(6) of the Company Law for
the Company Registrar to refuse to register the name if, in his opinion, it gives so misleading an indication
of its activity as to likely cause confusion. The Guernsey Registry is now also responsible for charities and
would be aware of any organisation wishing to use the mark ‘University of Guernsey’ or ‘University of the
Channel Islands’, etc.
The Policy Council is engaging with the Ministry of Justice to seek their views and guidance as to how
the use of the title ‘university’ might be addressed, and understand more fully the Privy Council’s role in
this area.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Conder.

1020

1025

Deputy Conder: Thank you. I thank the Chief Minister for his reply and I am pleased that the Policy
Council is now engaging with the Ministry of Justice to seek their views and guidance as to how to use the
title ‘university’, how it might be addressed and understand more fully the Privy Council’s role in this area.
In retrospect does the Chief Minister consider it to have been wise for the States to recognise an
institution which chose to call itself the University of the Channel Islands, when it was clear that at that
time of such recognition, that institution did not meet a single one of the criteria required to take that title,
had not even begun the process of securing the right to use that title, and would not have been awarded such
title by the Privy Council in any conceivable timeframe?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister, are you able to answer that question?

1030

1035

The Chief Minister: Yes, I do not think it is unwise, sir, because, as reminded in the Question raised by
Deputy James, the States were asked to support the concept of a Guernsey-based University of the Channel
Islands and this Assembly was the best place to decide whether that support for the concept should be
supported and taken forward. As a result of that, the opportunities to work on this and seek clarification for
some of the questions that he has raised have been enabled and brought forward. As a result, I do not
believe it has been, in any way, a waste of time.
Deputy Conder: With respect, sir, that does not quite answer my –
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Conder, do you wish to pose a second supplementary question?

1040

Deputy Conder: Yes, sir. Could I ask the Chief Minister how the States might presently respond if a
third party or third parties chose to set up institutions in Guernsey, without consultation with any authority,
and proceed to describe themselves as a University of Guernsey or University of Sarnia, and offer degrees
or, worse, degree certificates for sale, as has happened in other jurisdictions?
1045

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister, are you able to answer that question?
The Chief Minister: Sir, I think I replied that under the Companies Law, and the Registrar at the
moment, we believe would have the authority in order for us to control that sort of activity happening.

University of the Channel Islands –
Potential significant policy changes
1050

The Deputy Bailiff: We move on now to Questions posed by Deputy Fallaize to the Chief Minister.
Deputy Fallaize: Thank you, sir. I think these are the final set on the University of the Channel Islands.
After consideration of that Report last year, the States also resolved to direct the Policy Council and any
Departments that may be affected by the concept set out in that Report to report to the States should they
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1055

1060

1065

1070

1075

have reason to consider that any significant policy changes are required in order for a Guernsey-based
University of the Channel Islands to develop. Is the Chief Minister on behalf of the Policy Council able to
advise whether the Council or any Department has indicated that it intends to report to the States further to
that Resolution?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.
The Chief Minister: The Policy Council Liaison Group has been collating views from the various
Departments that will be affected by the creation of the University along the lines in the September 2013
States’ Report. The Policy Council Liaison Group will be reviewing the current views at its next meeting in
October and will then report to the Policy Council prior to taking a view, whether it is necessary to submit a
States’ report.
At this stage the Liaison Group is not aware of any Department reporting back to the States on this
matter, but I expect to be in a position to be able to make a statement on this matter in the November States.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Fallaize to pose his second Question to the Chief Minister then.
Deputy Fallaize: Thank you, sir.
The States also resolved to direct the Council to report to the States on the necessity for any future
Guernsey-based university to be regulated. Is the Chief Minister able to advise when the Council expects to
lay such a report before the States?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

1080

1085

The Chief Minister: Work in this area is still ongoing and we are exploring how a Guernsey-based
university could be regulated cost effectively. The Policy Council would expect that any report will come
before the States during 2015.
Members will be aware of the many initiatives and workloads and the competing pressures on our
Finance staff resources and as such, we have had to prioritise where we focus our time and energies. Whilst
we are continuing to investigate and explore options, it has to be considered in the round with all the other
pressing demands.
I expect, as I said before, to be able to make a statement at the November States’ meeting, outlining to
Members the current status of this initiative.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Fallaize.

1090

Deputy Fallaize: Just one supplementary, please, sir.
Does the Policy Council expect to be in a position to make proposals regarding the regulation of the
University and to put those proposals to the States in advance of the University opening for business,
whenever that will be?
1095

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

1100

The Chief Minister: As I mentioned before, because we have given the group – the independent private
consortium – working on this project time to consider the business plan, moving forward and how that will
take place, including the timescale, and decided to meet in October to review that, I cannot fully answer that
question at this time, but will be in a better position to do so at our November States’ meeting.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Burford.

1105

Deputy Burford: Thank you, sir.
How long would the Chief Minister be prepared to wait for this initiative to get underway, and at what
point in the future, if any, would he recommend that Government support for this concept be withdrawn?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

1110

The Chief Minister: Certainly my own personal view is that there will need to be a time limit, because
this is only one initiative and there is a number of different ways similar objectives might be achieved.
However, that is for the Liaison Group and ultimately the Policy Council to decide, once we have heard
back from the group in October.
1115
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The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Conder.

1120

Deputy Conder: Sir, in response to the last comment by the Chief Minister – he alluded to other
possibilities – could I ask him, if there are other possibilities, does it remain the case that there is no
intention for States’ funding and does that remain the case for other potential providers in the future, with
reference in the original States’ Report?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

1125

The Chief Minister: I do not think it is possible for me to answer that. I shared some personal thoughts.
It needs to be taken into context of what we have presented to us at our meeting in October, and then for
Policy Council to consider that and if necessary to bring Propositions to this Assembly.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Luxon.

1130

1135

Deputy Luxon: Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
Would the Chief Minister agree with me that on the back of the conversation that we had earlier,
following the Treasury & Resources Minister’s Statement on our finances, that exploring whether or not
this university concept could actually happen, take place and become an economic generator within our
Island, it is worth exploring it fully before we dismiss it out of hand.
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.
The Chief Minister: I totally agree with that view.

PUBLIC SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Airport noise abatement procedure and safety requirements –
Importance of aircraft discipline
1140

1145

1150

The Deputy Bailiff: We now move on to Questions posed by Deputy Inglis to the Minister of the
Public Services Department.
Deputy Inglis.
Deputy Inglis: Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
Following the recent public consultation into noise abatement procedure at Guernsey Airport, some
recommendations are to be implemented. It is noted that compliance by pilots is not mandatory. However,
the Airport authorities do control the airspace above the Island and have the ability to turn the plane on and
off. Will the Minister agree that aircraft discipline is important in achieving safety and NAP requirements?
That being said, why have the authorities not acknowledged that there is significant variation to Department
to departure routes heading west from Runway 27, routing north and south?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister of the Department, Deputy Luxon to reply.

1155

1160

1165

Deputy Luxon: Thank you, sir.
Pilot discipline is of course important, both in achieving safety and complying with Guernsey Airport’s
noise abatement procedures.
With regard to noise abatement, Airport management routinely investigate complaints and, when pilots
are found to have disregarded the procedures, will take the appropriate action. It would therefore be absurd
not to acknowledge there are occasions when pilots deviate from the designated take-off or approach path.
Such transgressions are treated seriously and will continue to be so.
What the Airport management does not accept, however, is that variations from the published noise
abatement procedures leaving west from Runway 27 are any more significant now than they have ever
been. Occasional variances have always been reported and will continue to be so.
Nevertheless, I am pleased to report that since the revised noise amendment procedures at Guernsey
Airport were implemented at the end of June, a number of residents, including Deputy Inglis, have reported
the situation is much improved.
The Deputy Bailiff: Supplementary question, Deputy Inglis.
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1170

1175

1180

Deputy Inglis: Thank you, sir.
Deputy Luxon is quite correct, in that I have noticed, at times, improvements. However, will he not
agree that whilst the independent Review stated that there was no obvious reason for a more southerly flight
path, at no point did the Review, nor the Minister, deny that planes are in fact consistently on a more
southerly route than that of the official flight path? Will he now publicly do so?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.
Deputy Luxon: If I understood the question correctly, sir, the PSD Department, Guernsey Airport and
myself recognise that some neighbours – some isolated neighbours – believe that there are changes that
have happened around the Airport to do with take-off and landing and noise implications. The Airport does
not have any evidence or knowledge or clarity as to why any changes have made that happen. We accept
the neighbours’ comments and have tried to engage with them and resolve them.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Quin.

1185

Deputy Quin: Sir, does the Minister agree with me that if we move a plane 50 yards to the left or 50
yards to the right, members of this Island are still going to get the noise? So, I have got, at the moment…
they seem to have moved over my house. That is just the way it goes. Someone else has been relieved and I
have got the noise.
1190

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister. (Laughter)

1195

1200

Deputy Luxon: Sir, I am sure you do not want personal anecdotes, but I have lived in Torteval, and
now live in St Martin’s and I have been aware of planes flying over, above, either side of my property.
I do not want to say that flying is not science – that would be rather dangerous! (Laughter) But it is not a
science in the sense that a plane could always travel as a train would travel on the train lines. There are
aspects about payloads, different types of craft, weather and the rest. So it is not an absolute science in
terms of which flight path planes will or will not take.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Burford. We will take ladies first for the pilots!
Deputy Burford: Would the Minister agree with me that it is the case that the departure track from the
western runway has not moved?

1205

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.
Deputy Luxon: I totally agree.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Kuttelwascher.

1210

Deputy Kuttelwascher: Is the Minister aware whether air traffic control actually have different
routings in order to spread the noise more evenly, like actually happens at other airports? So when Deputy
Burford talks about a departure track, that is an initial track. Obviously, if you are turning north, you are not
going to turn left, so the tracks vary. But are these tracks varied in order to spread the noise nuisance?
1215

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

1220

Deputy Luxon: Sir, that was the case, and following the consultation and amended noise abatement
procedures, that has actually been improved to comply with the common-sense approach that Deputy
Kuttelwascher has just outlined. So, yes, that does happen.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy David Jones.

1225

Deputy David Jones: Could the PSD do something about the foghorns from shipping where I live
(Laughter) and move those further away towards the town area?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, you will be pleased to know that I am going to disallow that question
(Laughter) as not being a supplementary arising out of the Answer to the principal Question.
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1230

Deputy Luxon: I do have an answer for it if you would like me –
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Inglis, if you would like to pose your second Question to the Minister.

1235

Deputy Inglis: Thank you, sir.
It is clear that the findings of the report, whilst addressing residents’ concern about noise, have proved
to be incomplete and do not address the main issue of aircraft direction when departing from the west end
of Runway 27.
Why did the Department not seek independent monitoring of aircraft movement in the area of the
western parishes that has generated a significant number of complaints?

1240

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.

1245

1250

1255

1260

Deputy Luxon: Mr Deputy Bailiff, I assume Deputy Inglis is referring to the independent review of
complaints undertaken by the Director of Civil Aviation at the end of last year.
That did take into account aircraft departing to the west since the majority of the complaints examined
by that review, mostly submitted by a very limited number of residents to the west of the Airport, related to
such aircraft movements.
We therefore do not accept that the review was incomplete in that regard. In fact, subsequent revisions
to the noise abatement procedures following the recommendations of the review were aimed specifically at
dealing with complaints lodged by these residents to the west.
They seek to keep larger commercial aircraft on an extended centreline for longer and persuade lighter
aircraft on training circuits to vary their turn after reaching a set altitude.
Guernsey Airport has for several years routinely investigated reports of aircraft deviating from the
prescribed take-off or approach extended centreline of the runway. Given this experience, coupled with
daily study of radar images provided to air traffic control, there is a good understanding and degree of
confidence over the propensity of pilots to follow the extended centreline on departure in either direction.
Deputy Inglis did propose independent ground observations to assess whether a change had occurred
around August 2013 to give rise to additional complaints. As such, as no such monitoring was undertaken
prior to that date, there is no standard against which to measure. It would therefore not have been an
effective way to demonstrate if there had been any change or not.
That fact, combined with the in-house knowledge regarding compliance procedures, meant independent
ground monitoring was neither necessary nor useful.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Fallaize.

1265

1270

Deputy Fallaize: Sir, I just wonder whether the Minister might agree with me that independent
monitoring would at least provide the residents and the Department, crucially, with credible evidence or
information of the frequency with which the more southerly path is taken; and that at the moment the
dispute which there is ongoing with several residents, despite the reports of some improvement, is not
assisted by the absence of truly independent monitoring?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

1275

1280

1285

Deputy Luxon: Sir, in answer to Deputy Fallaize’s questions, we should bear in mind there continues to
be one neighbour who is raising complaints following the changes that were made. I am aware that there are
several other – few in number – neighbours who still have issues.
In answer to his question, Members of the PSD board and the Guernsey Airport team did go and
undertake some personal viewpoints of monitoring of the sort that they describe, but in actual fact, even
when I have attended some of the neighbours, there are inconsistencies to the complaints that were being
made.
So I would simply repeat my point that the DCA and all of the other work we have done has
demonstrated that there is nothing to investigate and ground-based monitoring would be, by its very nature,
an element of subjectivity.
In answer to his question specifically, no, I do not believe that would help the neighbours because I do
not think the neighbours will believe, frankly, anything that we tell them.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Inglis, do you have a supplementary question?
Deputy Inglis: I do, sir.
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1290

1295

1300

1305

The Minister makes reference to a limited number of residents to the west of the Airport being the
majority of the complainants. However, data verified in the noise abatement report shows that this equates
to nearly 10% of the households in the area concerned.
Is this not compelling evidence of something being different?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, are you able to reply?
Deputy Luxon: Numbers and percentages are always interesting, sir. There are very few neighbours in
number at the western end of the Airport who have had problems and complaints.
Since the noise abatement procedures were reviewed earlier this year, we have had positive
confirmation from many neighbours that the situation has improved to a level of satisfaction from their
point of view.
PSD and Guernsey Airport recognise that some few neighbours still believe that the situation has
changed and they believe that that should be dealt with. We are not able to deal with something... No
changes were enacted that would cause this problem. Flying and aviation is not exact, as a train on train
tracks would be.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Burford.

1310

Deputy Burford: Would the Minister confirm that printouts of aircraft departures drawn from our
extremely expensive radar system have been made available to the complainants on request?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

1315

1320

Deputy Luxon: Indeed and to an extensive level every complaint or query has been explored and has
been investigated and formed part of the basis of the analysis of the consultation submissions that we had.
The Airport and PSD have taken the complaints seriously. We recognise that the Airport does have an
impact not just on the immediate neighbours but in fact on the entire Island.
We are a small Island – 25 square miles. We need planes, we need the Airport and unfortunately we
need to accept that there will be elements of noise which will be worse for some residents than others at
different times of the year and day and weather.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Kuttelwascher.

1325

Deputy Kuttelwascher: Deputy Burford made the point I was going to make.
Independent monitoring is indeed very simple because the radar tracks of aircraft operating in and out
Guernsey are actually recorded and stored. I do not know for how long.
Could one way forward for independent monitoring be to ask Deputy Inglis to review these tracks over
a particular period of time? He will know exactly which aircraft, where and when. Maybe that will satisfy
him and the people who are actually communicating with him.

1330

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.

1335

Deputy Luxon: Deputy Kuttelwascher makes a very good suggestion which we have already done. We
have invited Deputy Inglis and the other neighbours to look at the printouts. They are kept for 30 days
unless there is a query raised, in which case they are retained for longer.
All I would say is that every single complaint has been explored and investigated, and any monitoring,
whether it be ground-based or whatever, simply is not going to answer the problem.
The problem is some neighbours believe something has changed and believe that the Airport should do
something about it. We are simply not able to deliver on that.

1340

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Brehaut.

1345

Deputy Brehaut: Thank you, sir.
Is it not the case that the dull thud of Condor is audible to more islanders than the comings and goings
of the Airport?
The Deputy Bailiff: I am going to, similarly, disallow that question as not arising out of the Answer to
the principal Question.
Deputy Inglis, to pose his third question to the Minister.

1350
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1355

Deputy Inglis: Thank you, sir.
The Minister will be aware that a financial consideration was factored into the overall Airport Pavement
Rehabilitation Project costings to counteract additional contingencies.
Would he therefore consider that, because something has changed since August 2013 as an unintended
consequence of the project, it should be investigated by way of an independent monitoring organisation, not
by the Department staff?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.

1360

1365

Deputy Luxon: Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
The Department does not accept that something has changed since August 2013 and the independent
review of complaints undertaken by the Director of Civil Aviation also found no logical reasons to account
for the reported changes in the pattern of movements as a consequence of the pavements project.
As such, for the reasons given recently, we do not consider it necessary or beneficial to engage an
independent monitoring organisation.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Inglis.

1370

1375

1380

1385

1390

Deputy Inglis: Sir, noise is amongst the most pervasive pollutants today. The problem is not only that it
is unwanted but it also negatively affects human health and wellbeing. So I am a bit surprised at what
Deputy Brehaut has just said.
Would the Minister not agree to an independent review that could draw a line under this once and for all
and demonstrate the Department’s commitment to tackling residents’ concerns?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.
Deputy Luxon: Thank you, sir.
PSD did exactly that by inviting the DCA as an independent body who is responsible for aviation
matters in the Channel Islands, working in agreement and compliance with the Civil Aviation Authority
itself. So we have actually instigated exactly what Deputy Inglis wants.
PSD board has every empathy for the neighbours who believe and are experiencing more aircraft noise
than they did before – every empathy – and would want to do anything and have demonstrated many, many
man hours of both executives and political Members of the board in trying to engage with, explore and
ratify the issues that have been raised.
The Department has done that in a way that I would suggest no other Department may well have
considered being appropriate. We took the responsibility seriously. We have listened, we have tried to
improve the situation; but we are not in a position to be able to give the one or two neighbours who still
believe that something needs to be done… We have explored every avenue. There is nothing else that we
can do reasonably.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Kuttelwascher.

1395

1400

Deputy Kuttelwascher: Sir, as regards take-offs to the west, nothing has changed as regards where the
aircrafts start their take-off run, so there should be no difference to what happens once they are airborne.
The first 120 metres of the old runway are available for take-off but not for landing. Therefore the only
thing that could have changed is the frequency of arrivals and departures or the type of aircraft that fly to
and from Guernsey, which would have happened anyhow.
So I do not think anything has effectively changed as a result of the works which would not have
changed if the works had not been done in the first place.
The Deputy Bailiff: And the question?
Deputy Kuttelwascher: Does he agree with me? (Laughter)

1405

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister.
Deputy Luxon: Sir, I was waiting for Deputy Kuttelwascher to slip in there the need to extend the
runway, but I was impressed that he did not go that far.
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1410

1415

He is absolutely right. Divorcing this issue from the rehabilitation project which has completed and has
been an extensive civil engineering project… Divorcing that from the issues of the complaints from the
neighbours is absolutely right.
The type of craft – we know that the three airlines that operate to the Island have been changing their
fleets. Some of those things may well have caused some of the differences that neighbours have seen. I
totally agree with Deputy Kuttelwascher.

HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Fluoroscopy procedures–
Replacement of broken equipment and referrals off-Island
The Deputy Bailiff: We now move on to Questions to be posed by Deputy Hadley to the Minister of
the Health & Social Services Department.
Deputy Hadley.
1420

Deputy Hadley: Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister of the Department, Deputy Dorey, to reply.

1425

1430

1435

1440

1445

1450

Deputy Dorey: Mr Deputy Bailiff, the fluoroscopy machine is used for interventional procedures such
as guiding the placement of a catheter for accessing stomach and bowel movement and function, for
detecting obstructions in airway and blood vessels. The machine uses a continuous x-ray beam to view a
part of the body. An image is displayed on a computer screen or television monitor.
On average, about a thousand procedures are carried out a year using this machine, which include
barium swallows, barium enemas and angiograms.
The HSSD board and the senior officers have known that the machine, also known as Room 3, was
approaching end of life since 2013. It was therefore earmarked to be included in the radiology equipment
replacement programme.
HSSD subsequently submitted a bid for the replacement programme through the States’ Capital
Investment Portfolio process.
During the September 2013 SCIP debate, the States agreed the bid was a priority for the 2014-17 capital
investment cycle. This was confirmed again during the SCIP debate in July of this year.
Within HSSD’s strategic outline case, which set out its bid for the radiology equipment replacement
programme, the machine was identified as the highest priority for replacement in 2014.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Adam.
Deputy Adam: Thank you, sir.
I gather the Minister of HSSD stated that a fluoroscopy radiological machine was included in the SCIP
programme of September 2013.
From memory, sir – and it is only from memory – I thought the machines included in that programme
were what is called a CT scanner, an MRI scanner and I think it is a nuclear scanner for doing gamma x-ray
analysis.
There was no mention, as far as I am aware, of any fluoroscopy machines. And if this was identified so
early why wasn’t it either in that programme or actually a request submitted for capital Department
expenditure to replace this piece of equipment as has been done for other pieces?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, are you able to reply?

1455

Deputy Dorey: I think I answered the question as I have been informed that it was part of our bid in the
radiology equipment replacement programme.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley.

1460

Deputy Hadley: A supplementary, sir.
I do not see how that can be the case because in fact the Minister has stated that the board were not told
until the middle of 2013 and the SCIP debate occurred only a few weeks later.
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1465

Indeed, I would like to ask the Minister: doesn’t he find it surprising that equipment that is coming to
the end of its life is not brought to the attention of management or the board until 2013? It seems
extraordinary to me that members of the department were not pointing out that they were using obsolete
equipment.
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.

1470

1475

Deputy Dorey: The replacement of the machine was brought to the senior officers and the board in
mid-2013 and, as I understood, it was included in our programme.
We do have a regular maintenance programme and some of the later Questions go into this area. We
knew it was near the end of its life but the regular maintenance programme had not said that it was due to
breakdown and would not be able to be repaired.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley.
Deputy Hadley: Could the Minister tell us what the probable cost of replacing this equipment is?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to answer the question.

1480

1485

Deputy Dorey: Mr Deputy Bailiff, at present HSSD is in active negotiations with potential suppliers
about a replacement for the machine. Until these negotiations have been completed, this information is
commercially sensitive and the Department is not prepared to disclose it. But it should be noted that the
Department is looking to establish the whole of life costs of the equipment, which will include replacement,
installation, commissioning, operation, maintenance and disposal, to ensure the solution is based on full
information about the financial implications.
Deputy Hadley: Mr Deputy Bailiff, I would like to ask the Minister what the life expectancy of this
equipment is.

1490

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.

1495

Deputy Dorey: Sir, on average the lifespan of this type of equipment is around seven to 10 years.
States’ Members would have seen from HSSD’s SCIP bid that the equipment that is used less frequently
can last for longer than the average lifespan. However, this presents various challenges of its own: for
example, manufacturers may stop producing replacement parts; the need for repairs; and of course the
complexity of maintenance on all the machines is inevitably higher.
Deputy Hadley: Could the Minister tell us how old the equipment is in fact?

1500

The Deputy Bailiff: Before you launch in, Deputy Hadley, each time, just give me a moment to see if
there is anyone rising to ask any supplementary questions.
I take it there have not been any supplementary questions so far, so Minister to reply to the fourth
Question from Deputy Hadley.
1505

Deputy Dorey: The fluoroscopy machine was installed in 2001, so it is now 13 years old.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his fifth Question.
1510

Deputy Hadley: How long will it take to replace the equipment?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.

1515

1520

Deputy Dorey: When Room 3 stopped working, HSSD immediately made interim arrangements. The
radiology department has been able to arrange the loan of a piece of equipment called an Image Intensifier,
but this only allows the department to carry out a very limited number of procedures on Island; other
patients are being referred off Island where necessary. So, short-term arrangements have already been put in
place. At the same time, the replacement equipment is currently being procured as a priority with the
corporate procurement team. Once this has been completed, the supplier will need to decommission and
remove the existing machine and install the new equipment. HSSD expects the new fluoroscopy machine to
be up and running within six months.
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The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Le Clerc.
1525

Deputy Le Clerc: A supplementary question, sir, to the Minister: would the Minister agree that this
puts undue duress on patients having to travel to the UK, and that this is also an additional cost on the
Social Security Department budget in travel expenses?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, are you able to reply?

1530

Deputy Dorey: Yes, obviously it does involve increased expenditure of people having to travel off
Island, and it is obviously not ideal that people have the problems of travelling off Island when they are
potentially ill, but obviously that is why we are trying, working with T&R and their corporate procurement
team, to try and procure the new machine as soon as possible.
1535

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to ask a sixth Question.
Deputy Hadley: Could the Minister tell me what categories of patient will have to be sent off Island?
1540

1545

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.
Deputy Dorey: HSSD’s radiology department and the off-Island team are working closely together
with UK radiology departments that may be able to offer cover for the procedures that would normally be
carried out using the failed equipment. However, the decision to send a patient off Island will be undertaken
on a case-by-case review in order to provide the appropriate radiology examination for each individual.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his seventh Question.
Deputy Hadley: How many patients are likely to have to go to the UK for treatment?

1550

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.
Deputy Dorey: As off-Island referrals will be determined on the basis of individual case review, it is
not currently possible to say how many patients are likely to be sent off Island.
1555

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his eighth and final Question on this topic.
Deputy Hadley: Mr Deputy Bailiff, what is the probable extra cost to the Health & Social Services
Department for these off-Island referrals?
1560

The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply, please.

1565

Deputy Dorey: Some barium work and paediatric cases may be referred off Island, and in one month
this has been estimated at a cost of £22,000. However, this cost will vary by month depending on the degree
of dependency for each individual patient and the investigations they require.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley, are you rising to ask a supplementary question?
Deputy Hadley: I am, sir, yes.

1570

The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you.

1575

Deputy Hadley: When one considers that the department has been using equipment that has been used
for 13 years nearly – twice its expected life – and the disruption for the department with procedures not
done on Island for six months, doesn’t he think it is extraordinary that no plans are in place for replacing
obsolete equipment like this to stop the worry to patients, the trouble to patients and the increased cost to
the Department?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister, are you able to reply to that question?

1580

Deputy Dorey: Deputy Hadley has said it twice: ‘the life’. I said the life of the machines is 10 years and
it can be extended because we use it probably less frequently than some busy hospitals.
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1585

It is not satisfactory that we were not informed that this machine was at the end of its life earlier, but we
have embarked on a programme to identify all the equipment and their replacement dates and we have
worked with T&R for an accelerated replacement programme for the equipment which is oldest, and that
programme is continuing.

CHIEF MINISTER
Recompression chamber –
Update on progress
The Deputy Bailiff: There being no further supplementary questions, we will now move on to the set of
Questions that Deputy Hadley wishes to ask the Chief Minister.
Deputy Hadley.
1590

Deputy Hadley: Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
I would like to ask the Chief Minister if he can update the Assembly on the progress that has been made
in the last four months regarding the hyperbaric chamber.
1595

1600

1605

The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you very much.
Chief Minister to reply.
The Chief Minister (Deputy Le Tocq): Thank you, sir.
In the last four months, an assessment of the options for hyperbaric provision have been completed. This
has included a review of the needs of commercial, leisure and scallop divers, the States’ operational
requirements and the need to meet relevant health and safety requirement standards. Various options have
been appraised and costed, including on-Island provision and the viability of long-term dependency on and
off-Island option. Full options appraisal has been considered by the board of the Health & Social Services
Department and was presented to the Policy Council earlier this week. An on-Island chamber has been
recommended, but the means of funding it now have to be agreed by Treasury & Resources.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his second question to the Chief Minister.

1610

Deputy Hadley: Will the Chief Minister explain – a supplementary, sir – why this appraisal has in fact
taken four months; and can he tell me whether the professional divers were consulted?
The Deputy Bailiff: Are you able to answer that, Chief Minister?

1615

The Chief Minister: The consultation has taken place with all the parties that I have mentioned before
and their representatives were involved in that. It has taken four months because it has taken place over the
summer and some of the time not all parties were available. It is frustratingly slow, but as I said in my
Statement earlier, I did my best to make sure it was happening as expeditiously as possible.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Adam.

1620

1625

Deputy Adam: Thank you, sir.
This may be considered as a new service… or, is it not considered as a new service? And if it is a new
service, does it not fall foul of Deputy Storey’s amendment that no new services should be commenced
until after the FTP programme has been realised?
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister, are you able to answer that question?

1630

The Chief Minister: It would depend on the funding options, but one of the funding business plans
available could mean that it was self-funded in terms of the operation itself.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his second Question.
Deputy Hadley: Yes, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
What conclusion has been reached regarding regulations concerning diving at less than 12 metres?
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1635

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.
The Chief Minister: The Health and Safety Executive align the diving safety standards employed
locally to multiple approved codes of practice. These reflect accepted national and international standards.
There is no intention to change these regulations, which are fit for purpose.

1640

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his third Question then.
Deputy Hadley: Were the professional divers consulted about the appropriateness of the Jersey
recompression chamber as a temporary solution for Guernsey?

1645

1650

1655

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.
The Chief Minister: The relationship with the Jersey Hyperbaric Treatment Centre was established by
Guernsey Harbours to enable their commercial diving team to support harbour operations and to permit
diving within the port area. Professional divers were not consulted beforehand but the agreement with
Jersey was proactively extended to be as far reaching as possible in order to support the diving community
of Guernsey while investigations were undertaken to assess the most appropriate long-term plan. This was
the most suitable arrangement to ensure diving could recommence as soon as possible and so that essential
services could continue whilst the long-term options were evaluated. Indeed, in assessing a long-term
solution it has been acknowledged that permanent dependency on an off-Island hyperbaric service presents
particular issues to the commercial divers in order to meet approved code of practice standards.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his next Question to the Chief Minister.

1660

Deputy Hadley: Is the Minister aware that the Jersey recompression chamber is a class 3 chamber that
is not suitable for complex accidents?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

1665

The Chief Minister: Yes. When the agreement was put in place with the Jersey Hyperbaric Treatment
Centre, it was known that this was a class 3 chamber. It is also worth noting that Guernsey has been
dependent upon this chamber prior to the permanent closure of the St John Ambulance facility – for
example, during maintenance and other periods when the St John’s chamber was temporarily out of action.
The type of chamber required has been a key part in evaluating the long-term solution and the
recommendation put forward is for a chamber suitable for treating complex accidents.

1670

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to ask his next Question.
Deputy Hadley: Oh, there is a supplementary to that, sir.
1675

1680

The Deputy Bailiff: You want a supplementary? If you want a supplementary, can you stand up,
please, because it makes life easier for me if I see somebody standing. A supplementary, Deputy Hadley.
Deputy Hadley: Does the Minister then agree with me that, as the Jersey chamber is only a class 3
chamber, any complex accident would have to therefore go to the United Kingdom and that transfers of
people with decompression problems are particularly dangerous, and so the whole essence of diving on
Guernsey is put at considerable risk in the absence of a suitable class 1 chamber?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply to that supplementary.

1685

The Chief Minister: All those considerations were taken into account when the options were put
forward. It was an opportunity to look at the practice that had occurred in the recent past and to put forward
an option that was more robust for the future.
The Deputy Bailiff: Is that a supplementary question, Deputy Hadley?

1690

Deputy Hadley: No, it isn’t! (Laughter)
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his next Question to the Chief Minister.
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1695

1700

Deputy Hadley: This is Question 5: how long will the Minister take to decide on a funding method and
charges for service provision?
The Deputy Bailiff: I am not aware that that question was posed previously, Deputy Hadley. It is
certainly not in the replies that have been furnished in accordance with the Rules. Could that be a
supplementary?
Deputy Hadley: Sorry, I am on the wrong bit of paper, sir – I do beg your pardon.
The Deputy Bailiff: Has an order been placed…

1705

Deputy Hadley: Has an order been placed for a recompression chamber for Guernsey?
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you, Deputy Hadley.
1710

Deputy Hadley: You frightened me, you see!
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

1715

The Chief Minister (Deputy Le Tocq): No, but will be shortly, subject to approval of the
recommended funding method and charges for service provision.
The Deputy Bailiff: Is this a supplementary?
Deputy Hadley: This is, sir, yes.

1720

The Deputy Bailiff: A supplementary, Deputy Hadley.
Deputy Hadley: How long will the Chief Minister take to decide on a funding method and charges for
service provision?
1725

The Chief Minister: It is not within my mandate, certainly personally, to make those decisions. It will
go to Treasury & Resources Department, as I mentioned before.

1730

The Deputy Bailiff: Mr Procureur, Rule 5(6) has a guillotine at one hour after the commencement of
Question Time, subject to my discretion, to postpone dealing with Questions not then disposed of to not
later than the conclusion of the meeting. Does that mean that Question Time ceases now and we resume
Question Time if I am so minded to allow it; or does the discretion still exist to continue Question Time at
this point?

1735

The Procureur: No, I do not think Question Time ceases now. My interpretation of that Rule is that
you are … restrictions on your ability to control meetings. Oh, he is not here so it does not matter.
(Laughter)
The Deputy Bailiff: It’s a pantomime moment, if you look behind you, Mr Procureur!

1740

1745

The Procureur: What I think it says is that for the first hour you must endure the Questions which are
being asked. If after one hour you consider it appropriate, then you may, but need not, postpone the rest to
the end of the meeting; but my interpretation is that if you do not make such a ruling Question Time just
continues.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you very much.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his next Question to the Chief Minister.
Deputy Hadley: Thank you, sir.
Could the Chief Minister tell me what the cost of this chamber is likely to be?

1750

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.
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1755

The Chief Minister: Estimated capital costs are likely to be less than £200,000. It is not possible to
give a definitive answer at this stage as the final cost of the chamber will be dependent on the final
specifications deemed most appropriate for the Island’s requirements and subject to the outcome of the
competitive tender process to ensure that the best value for money is obtained in line with States of
Guernsey mandatory procurement rules. The method by which this is to be funded will be considered by the
Treasury & Resources Department shortly.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his seventh Question to the Chief Minister.

1760

Deputy Hadley: Could the Chief Minister tell me what class of chamber they are proposing to obtain?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.
1765

The Chief Minister (Deputy Le Tocq): The recommended chamber will be suitable for recompression
and treatment of other conditions. This is regularly referred to as a class 2, albeit not all suppliers refer to
the same classification standards.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to ask his next Question.

1770

Deputy Hadley: Yes, sir. When will the chamber be ready for use?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

1775

The Chief Minister: No specific data can be given until the tender process has been completed.
However, the lead time to supply will be an important factor in tender evaluation.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Le Clerc. (Interjection and laughter)

1780

Deputy Le Clerc: Sir, will the Chief Minister… I am not sure he will be able to answer that, but will
the lack of a decompression chamber in Guernsey delay the works on the Belle Greve sewage pipeline; and
if there are delays, would this have an impact on any contracts that have been signed, and would there then
be a financial implication with regard to that contractor?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister, are you able to answer that question?

1785

1790

The Chief Minister: I think I can, sir. Part of the reason for my involvement in this and our
requirement of getting all the parties to work together more efficiently and effectively and to focus on it
was the need, for example, for that contract to be able to go ahead in that manner, and so that is why it is
essential that we do find a methodology to fund this and move it forward. We are at a stage now where it is
very close.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his ninth Question to the Chief Minister.
Deputy Hadley: Sir, I am getting a bit confused. May I ask a supplementary question?

1795

The Deputy Bailiff: A supplementary, of course.

1800

Deputy Hadley: Many people are getting worried – the professional divers – at the delay in getting a
facility on Island, and I have here a tender which was obtained for supplying a class 1 chamber – the RollsRoyce of Chambers as far as this Island is concerned – for €172,257, or £135,000 in today’s price. Would
the Chief Minister give me the assurance that this tender will be looked at in the near future to expedite the
provision of this facility on Island?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister, are you able to answer that supplementary question?

1805

The Chief Minister: I am sure that Treasury & Resources Department will consider all tenders
appropriate under the specifications in accordance with States’ guidelines.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to now pose his next Question to the Chief Minister.
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1810

Deputy Hadley: Is the Chief Minister aware that work is being delayed on the number 4 berth at the
harbour and that these delays could have a cost implication for the States?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

1815

The Chief Minister: Diving work is progressing on berths 4, 5 and 6 and is being managed within the
limitations of access to the Jersey facility to meet approved code of practice standards. To date, minor
weather delays have been incurred. Significant cost implications are not envisaged and progress is being
closely monitored and managed by the project team.
The Deputy Bailiff: Is this a supplementary question, Deputy Hadley?

1820

Deputy Hadley: Yes, sir. Marine Management Consultancy have lost 25 hours of diving time in recent
weeks and a major contract is considering legal action over lost time and money. Does he really think that
this constitutes ‘minor’ delays?
1825

The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister.

1830

The Chief Minister: I think that matter should be taken up with the Public Services Department, but I
am given to believe that the response time involved is within current approved code of conduct practices. If
the Member has other detailed matters to take up, then I encourage him to do so with the PSD Minister and
his Department.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his 10th Question.

1835

Deputy Hadley: Is the Minister aware that five local diving companies are incurring considerable loss
of business because of the lack of the chamber in Guernsey?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply.

1840

The Chief Minister: I cannot comment on the financial impact for local diving companies, but would
emphasise that the temporary arrangement with Jersey has enabled diving activity to continue, albeit with
greater constraints than if it were an on-Island provision.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Laurie Queripel.

1845

Deputy Laurie Queripel: Thank you, sir.
I would like to ask the Chief Minister: has the Chief Minister considered that the present chamber is
repairable; would it be feasible to do so, even as a temporary measure; and what assessment and
consultation have taken place to establish this?
Thank you, sir.

1850

The Deputy Bailiff: That might not strictly be a question arising out of the answer to the last Question,
but we will have it in the context generally.
Chief Minister.
The Chief Minister: I am not able to give the precise details, but I understand that option was looked

1855

at.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley to pose his final Question to the Chief Minister on this topic.

1860

Deputy Hadley: Is the Chief Minister aware that there has been a reduction of leisure diving in
Guernsey because of the lack of a facility on Island?
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister to reply, please.

1865

The Chief Minister: The impact on the leisure market is unquantified. What can be said is that leisure
diving has continued in the knowledge that a hyperbaric chamber is available, if required, under the
arrangements with Jersey.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Brehaut, a supplementary.
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1870

1875

1880

Deputy Brehaut: Thank you, sir.
Is it not the case, Chief Minister, that we the States have been wrong-footed by the withdrawal of the
hyperbaric chamber at extremely short notice and that the time frame to replace that machinery, that
seemingly cannot be repaired… There should have been more dialogue with St John’s over a longer period,
rather than the absolute withdrawal of the equipment.
The Deputy Bailiff: I am going to treat that as two supplementary questions – it might even have been
three, but can you answer, Chief Minister?
The Chief Minister: I will try my best.
It is disappointing that there was not a prior warning of the situation that we have found ourselves in,
and we would hope that by having greater control over the facility in the future this would not happen
again.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Hadley, a supplementary.

1885

1890

Deputy Hadley: Yes, sir. Is the Chief Minister aware that a leisure diver diving more than 12 metres
who suffers from the bends needs to be got to a chamber within two hours? That is hardly feasible on this
Island, and as a result of this a lot of leisure diving has curtailed and the companies arranging leisure diving
over wrecks and so forth have moved out of this jurisdiction.
The Deputy Bailiff: Chief Minister, are you able to answer that question?
The Chief Minister: I am aware that the interim measures which had to be brought in have perhaps
made constraints in certain circumstances; but, as I emphasised, they were interim measures; they were
necessary, and we look for a permanent solution which I hope will be forthcoming very soon.

HOME DEPARTMENT
Issuing of local passports by HM Passport Office –
Reconsideration of decision
1895

1900

The Deputy Bailiff: We now move on to the final set of Questions, this time to be asked by Deputy
Gollop to the Minister of the Home Department.
Deputy Gollop.
Deputy Gollop: My first Question is, to paraphrase: will the Home Department reconsider the decision
to transfer the issuing of passports to the United Kingdom office in view of the perhaps alleged reputational
damage that that office has had in recent months?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister of the Department, Deputy Gillson, to reply.

1905

1910

1915

Deputy Gillson: Thank you, sir.
The move to the centralisation of passport printing is to maintain the security and integrity of the British
passport. Her Majesty’s Passport Office has determined that the personalisation, the printing, of passport
books can only take place in the UK to avoid the security risk of transporting blank books outside the UK.
Therefore, the option to print passports locally will no longer be available from next year.
All passport applications will continue to be processed by the Guernsey Passport Office staff and a
decision as to whether a person is eligible to hold a British passport will be made by the Guernsey staff as
per the current practice.
The delays experienced by HMPO this summer were around the processing and decision-making of
applications due to a higher volume of applications than they anticipated. The personalisation of British
passports is undertaken by a separate service provider, De La Rue printers, so whilst our passport data will
be channelled through HMPO’s systems before reaching the printers, we do not expect our processing times
to be affected should HMPO experience another surge of passport applications in the future.
The Deputy Bailiff: Is this a supplementary, Deputy Gollop?

1920
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Deputy Gollop: My supplementary to that would be: will the practice continue of inscribing on the
front of the passport ‘Guernsey and its Dependencies’, with the Lieutenant Governor signing them off?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.
1925

Deputy Gillson: There will be no change to the format of the books. They will continue to be issued by
the Lieutenant Governor and they will continue to have exactly the same format.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Gollop, are you ready to pose your second Question to the Minister?
1930

Deputy Gollop: Yes. Could this outsourced transfer of the local service be seen as any lessening of our
growing international independence and autonomy and thereby affect any perception of our vital role in
external relations?
The Deputy Bailiff: Minister to reply.

1935

1940

1945

Deputy Gillson: The personalisation of the passport book is a very small part of the application process.
Guernsey will retain its own Passport Office, therefore continuing to provide a valuable public service to
our residents, and will also retain the Guernsey variant passport, which identifies that passport as issued in
the Bailiwick of Guernsey by the Lieutenant Governor, enabling Guernsey to continue to provide a travel
document that is an integral part of maintaining our global standing and identity of the Bailiwick of
Guernsey. It is envisaged that there will be no impact in relation to our international standing as there is no
change to the end product, albeit a document with much enhanced security systems.
From the public’s point of view, there will be no change in the process they currently experience. The
Guernsey Passport Office staff will continue to accept and process applications and it is purely the printing
of the data which will occur in the UK. The Guernsey Passport Office will retain the facility to issue an
emergency passport locally.
The Deputy Bailiff: Members of the States, that concludes Question Time. Thank you all very much.

Billet d’État XX
PROJET DE LOI
I. The Financial Services Ombudsman (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2014 – approved
Article I.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether they are of the opinion to approve the draft Projet de Loi Ordinance entitled ‘The Financial
Services Ombudsman (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2014’, and to authorise the Bailiff to present a most
humble petition to Her Majesty in Council praying for Her Royal Sanction thereto.

1950

The Senior Deputy Greffier: Article I. The Financial Services Ombudsman (Bailiwick of Guernsey)
Law, 2014.

1955

The Deputy Bailiff: Is there any debate on this draft Projet de Loi, which you will find commencing on
page 1 of the brochure through to page 101? No comments at all?
In that case, I will put the Proposition to you as to whether you approve the draft Projet de Loi. Those in
favour; those against.
Members voted Pour.
The Deputy Bailiff: I declare the Article duly carried.

1960
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ORDINANCES
II. The Banking Deposit Compensation Scheme (Bailiwick of Guernsey)
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2014 – approved
Article II.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether they are of the opinion to approve the draft Ordinance entitled ‘The Banking Deposit
Compensation Scheme (Bailiwick of Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014’, and to direct that the
same shall have effect as an Ordinance of the States.
The Senior Deputy Greffier: Article II. The Banking Deposit Compensation Scheme (Bailiwick of
Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014.

1965

The Deputy Bailiff: Members of the States, this draft Ordinance is at pages 102-122 in the brochure. Is
there any debate on this Article?
In that case, I will put the draft Ordinance to you: those in favour of approving it; and those against.
Members voted Pour.

1970

The Deputy Bailiff: I declare the Ordinance duly made.

III. The Income Tax (Guernsey) (Approved International Agreements)
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2014 – approved
Article III.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether they are of the opinion to approve the draft Ordinance entitled ‘The Income Tax (Guernsey)
(Approved International Agreements) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014’, and to direct that the same shall
have effect as an Ordinance of the States.
The Senior Deputy Greffier: Article III. The Income Tax (Guernsey) (Approved International
Agreements) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014.

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

The Deputy Bailiff: I invite the Minister of the Treasury & Resources Department, Deputy St Pier, to
open the debate on this Article.
Deputy St Pier: Thank you, sir.
For the record and for completeness I just want to say a few words about this legislation.
In part, of course, the Ordinance before the States for approval today covers very familiar ground in that
it makes, or it seeks to make, agreements to exchange tax information with Austria, Belgium, Lichtenstein
and Montserrat – international agreements for the purposes of the Income Tax Law. The Assembly has seen
many such Ordinances in the past as Guernsey now has well in excess of 60 such agreements in existence to
date, but the Ordinance also deals with another matter, however, and that is an amendment to section
75C(4) of the Income Tax Law to extend the type of agreements which the States may specify by
Ordinance as being “approved international agreements”.
So, by way of background, to date only agreements directly made between the States of Guernsey and
the government of another jurisdiction could be made approved international agreements under the Income
Tax Law, and of course such agreements have included Tax Information Exchange Agreements, Double
Tax Agreements and the Intergovernmental Agreements that Guernsey signed with the United Kingdom
and the United States in relation to FATCA.
In December 2013, the States agreed that Guernsey should request that the Multilateral Convention on
Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters be extended to Guernsey, and that was subsequently done
and came into effect on 1st August this year. One of the consequences of the Convention is that Guernsey is
obliged, when requested to do so, to enter into agreements for automatic exchange of tax information with
other jurisdictions. Guernsey was not actually a signatory to the Convention. However, instead, the
Convention was extended to Guernsey at our request by virtue of the UK’s signature to the Convention. As
a consequence, the Convention is not presently capable of being an approved international agreement for
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2000

2005

2010

the purposes of the Income Tax Law because it is not an agreement made between the States of Guernsey
and the government of another territory. Therefore, the proposed amendment to section 75C(4) contained in
the Ordinance will extend the definition of agreements which may be approved, international agreements,
to include both agreements made between the States of Guernsey directly with the government of another
territory and also all other agreements binding on Guernsey and governed by international law, such as the
case with the Multilateral Convention. So the amendment to the Income Tax Law does not specifically refer
to the Multilateral Convention in order to be sure that the definition is broad enough to encompass any
similar instruments dealing with co-operation in tax matters which may be extended to Guernsey in the
future.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you for that explanation, Deputy St Pier. Nobody else is rising to speak in
this debate, so there is no need for you to reply.
This draft Ordinance is at pages 123-125 in the brochure. I put the Proposition to you to approve it. All
those in favour; those against.
Members voted Pour.

2015

The Deputy Bailiff: I declare the Article duly carried.

IV. The Alderney eGambling (Operations in Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014 –
approved
Article III.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether they are of the opinion to approve the draft Ordinance entitled ‘The Alderney eGambling
(Operations in Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014’, and to direct that the same shall have effect
as an Ordinance of the States.
The Senior Deputy Greffier: Article VI. The Alderney eGambling (Operations in Guernsey)
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2014.

2020

The Deputy Bailiff: Members of the States, this short Ordinance is at pages 126 and 127 in the
brochure. Is there any debate?
In that case, I will put the Proposition to you whether you are minded to approve it. All those in favour;
those against.
Members voted Pour.

2025

The Deputy Bailiff: I declare that duly carried with minor dissention.

ORDINANCES LAID BEFORE THE STATES
The Crimea and Sevastopol (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) Ordinance, 2014;
The Afghanistan (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014;
The Ukraine (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014;
The Territorial Integrity etc. of Ukraine (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey)
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2014;
The Central African Republic (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014;
The Sudan (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) Ordinance, 2014;
The South Sudan (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) Ordinance, 2014

2030

The Senior Deputy Greffier: The following Ordinances are laid before the States: The Crimea and
Sevastopol (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) Ordinance, 2014; The Afghanistan (Restrictive Measures)
(Guernsey) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2014; The Ukraine (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) (Amendment)
Ordinance, 2014; The Territorial Integrity etc. of Ukraine (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey)
(Amendment) Ordinance, 2014; The Central African Republic (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey)
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(Amendment) Ordinance, 2014; The Sudan (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) Ordinance, 2014; and The
South Sudan (Restrictive Measures) (Guernsey) Ordinance, 2014.
2035

The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you very much, Deputy Greffier. We note that those Ordinances have been
laid before the States at this meeting and that there is no motion to annul.

STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS LAID BEFORE THE STATES

The Health Service (Benefit) (Limited List) (Pharmaceutical Benefit)
(Amendment No. 4) Regulations, 2014;
The Air Navigation (Restriction of Flying) (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Air Display Regulations, 2014;
Animal Welfare (Guernsey) Ordinance, 2012 (Commencement) Order, 2014;
Animal Welfare (Slaughter, Killing, Euthanasia etc.) (Prescribed Animals) Regulations, 2014;
Animal Welfare (Requirements for Slaughter, Killing, Euthanasia etc.) Order, 2014;
Animal Welfare (Prohibited Operations) (Amendment) Regulations, 2014;
Animal Welfare (Designation and Control of Pest Animals) Order, 2014;
Animal Welfare (Welfare Codes) Order, 2014;
The Companies (Registrar) (Fees) Regulations, 2014;
The Criminal Justice (Proceeds of Crime) (Legal Professionals, Accountants and Estate Agents)
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) (Amendment) Regulations, 2014;
The Criminal Justice (Proceeds of Crime) (Financial Services Businesses) (Bailiwick of Guernsey)
(Amendment) Regulations, 2014

2040

2045

2050

The Senior Deputy Greffier: The following Statutory Instruments are laid before the States: The
Health Service (Benefit) (Limited List) (Pharmaceutical Benefit) (Amendment No. 4) Regulations, 2014;
The Air Navigation (Restriction of Flying) (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Air Display Regulations, 2014; Animal
Welfare (Guernsey) Ordinance, 2012 (Commencement) Order, 2014; Animal Welfare (Slaughter, Killing,
Euthanasia etc.) (Prescribed Animals) Regulations, 2014; Animal Welfare (Requirements for Slaughter,
Killing, Euthanasia etc.) Order, 2014; Animal Welfare (Prohibited Operations) (Amendment) Regulations,
2014; Animal Welfare (Designation and Control of Pest Animals) Order, 2014; Animal Welfare (Welfare
Codes) Order, 2014; The Companies (Registrar) (Fees) Regulations, 2014; The Criminal Justice (Proceeds
of Crime) (Legal Professionals, Accountants and Estate Agents) (Bailiwick of Guernsey) (Amendment)
Regulations, 2014; and The Criminal Justice (Proceeds of Crime) (Financial Services Businesses)
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) (Amendment) Regulations, 2014.
The Deputy Bailiff: Once again, thank you, Deputy Greffier. We know that that raft of Statutory
Instruments is being laid before the States at this meeting with no motions to annul.

Billet d’État XX
ELECTION
XVI. Commerce & Employment Department –
Re-appointment of Employment and Discrimination Tribunal Panel Members –
Mrs Joanne Antonia de Garis and Ms Christine Diane Le Lièvre re-appointed
Article XVI.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether, after consideration of the Report dated 17th June, 2014, of the Commerce & Employment
Department, they are of the opinion:
1. In accordance with the requirements of Section 1 of the Employment and Discrimination Tribunal
(Guernsey) Ordinance, 2005, to re-appoint Mrs. Joanne Antonia de Garis, as a member of the
Employment and Discrimination Tribunal Panel, until 28 February 2015.
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2. In accordance with the requirements of Section 1 of the Employment and Discrimination Tribunal
(Guernsey) Ordinance, 2005, to re-appoint Ms. Christine Diane Le Lievre, as a member of the
Employment and Discrimination Tribunal Panel, until 28 February 2015.
The Senior Deputy Greffier: Article XVI. Commerce & Employment Department – Re-appointment
of Employment and Discrimination Tribunal Panel Members.

2055

The Deputy Bailiff: I invite the Minister of the Department, Deputy Stewart, to open this item of
business.

2060

Deputy Stewart: Mr Deputy Bailiff, comrades, I do not really have anything to add to this very
straightforward report, which just is a temporal realignment of the officers, and you do have, on page 2279,
appendix 1, which has a summary of the career history of the candidates proposed for reappointment.
Thank you, sir.

2065

The Deputy Bailiff: Does anyone wish to make any further comment on this matter? No.
There are two propositions, Members of the States, on page 2280 in the Billet. I am going to put both of
them to you at the same time to re-appoint Mrs Joanne Antonia De Garis and Ms Christine Diane Le Lièvre
as members of the Employment and Discrimination Tribunal Panel until 28th February 2015. Those in
favour; those against.
Members voted Pour.

2070

The Deputy Bailiff: I declare the two Propositions carried and the two ladies duly appointed to the
Tribunal’s panel.

REPORT OF THE POLICY COUNCIL
V. Policy Council –
Co-ordination of related economic and social policy projects –
Debate commenced
Article V.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether, after consideration of the Report dated 28th July, 2014, of the Policy Council, they are of the
opinion:
1. To note that, although the Policy Council is making concerted efforts to co-ordinate them effectively,
it would be impractical to synchronise fully the timetables for reporting of the various policy projects
referred to in section 3 of that Report.
2. To acknowledge that, arising from any one of the policy projects referred to in section 3 of that
Report, decisions are likely to need to be made by the States before they have had the opportunity to
consider and fully debate the entire suite of related reports.
3. To note that a lack of resourcing is hindering progress on the development of a Government Service
Plan.
The Senior Deputy Greffier: Article V. Policy Council – The Co-ordination of Related Economic and
Social Policy Projects.
2075

2080

2085

The Deputy Bailiff: I invite the Chief Minister to open the debate on this Article. Chief Minister.
The Chief Minister (Deputy Le Tocq): Mr Deputy Bailiff, this Report is slightly unusual in that it
does not ask the States to make any decisions, but it is instead more of a briefing paper. However, this does
not make it any the less important. Indeed, what is important is that the States appreciates and formally
agrees that while all these various interrelated projects are proceeding in parallel it is neither practical nor in
the best interests of the Island to wait until we have perfect information on everything before making
decisions.
In particular, although its focus is explicitly long term, decisions will need to be made shortly on the
Personal Tax, Pensions and Benefits Review ahead of knowing the outcomes of the Welfare Benefits
Review and before the States has debated a Supported and Living Well strategy. To proceed in this way is
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2090

2095

2100

2105

2110

2115

2120

2125

not to devalue either of the fundamental pieces of work – on the contrary, each is of strategic importance in
its own right – but where overlaps and synergies exist between projects we cannot allow our decisionmaking to be dictated by the pace of what proves to be the last to come forward. What we can do is to make
sure that, as far as possible, there is good communication between the different bodies responsible so that
what is being discussed by one body is known to another in an attempt to avoid conflicting proposals
coming forward at a later date.
That is what the Policy Council is trying to achieve in its co-ordinated role, assisted by the fact that it is
Policy Council staff who are providing much of the staff support for each of the projects referred to in this
Report. So, in a nutshell, this is what this Report is about. It is not intended to open up debate on whether
we have a living wage statistic, whether GST should be introduced, or how Islanders’ long-term care needs
should be met and funded. There will be plenty of opportunity to discuss these and many other significant
matters when the relevant reports come before this Assembly. Instead, I reiterate, what the Policy Council is
seeking to do today is a Resolution acknowledging that decisions will have to be made based on the best
information available at the time each individual report is presented for debate.
While, however, this is the central message, I would like to take the opportunity to make a few other
points. The first, sir, is to acknowledge that although there are difficulties in doing so, each of these projects
is moving forward. They are not gathering dust on the ‘too difficult’ shelf. There is momentum, as I hope
those of you intimately involved with each will be able to confirm.
Secondly, the subjects being addressed are weighty, so the pace is unlikely ever to be a sprint; but
equally, we are trying to avoid each of them turning into a marathon.
Thirdly, as the report highlights, progress might be speedier and more in depth if we had more resources
to carry out research, prepare financial modelling or undertake public engagement activities. Instead, we
have a very small crew of hard-working staff who are doing their best to progress an extensive policy
agenda. We should all be grateful for their efforts. Nonetheless, both the Policy Council and the Treasury &
Resources Department acknowledge that we need to invest more in the policy-making function. However,
equally, we are mindful that this is a universal requirement across the States extending well beyond the five
projects highlighted in this Report. We therefore need to have a broad view and to avoid any narrow focus
on the needs of specific projects, however important each may be in its own right. Furthermore, if we want
to employ more people, we know that this will cost money at a time when the States is under pressure
financially. This means we need to think both carefully and creatively about how to resource the policymaking function. Yes, this is likely to include a request for additional resources, but this is unlikely to be
the complete solution.
In the meantime, I want to stress that the projects referred to in this Report, and others that are not
mentioned, still continue to be progressed: no-one is sitting on their hands. Nonetheless, it would clearly
help matters if we had a Government Service Plan in place to set policy priorities, as with those priorities in
place we could seek to resource them appropriately and thereby reduce the dissipation of effort that results
from working on so many projects simultaneously. Of course, ironically, the lack of the GSP is a
consequence of resources not being made available to prepare it by this Assembly, in its wisdom, but the
Policy Council is considering what it can do to address that matter.
However, debates about the GSP and resourcing policy-making are for another day. Let us today I
accept that we have started several major pieces of work that interrelate but which are due to come to
fruition at different timescales, and let’s also be prepared to take the decisions that arise from them – even if
we are not completely certain we are completely sighted on all of the implications at that time.
Thank you, sir.

2130

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Fallaize, to be followed by Deputy Lester Queripel.

2135

2140

Deputy Fallaize: Thank you, sir.
Deputy Le Tocq just said debate about the GSP is for another day. Well, no, no, no, because the Policy
Council included quite a lot about the Government Service Plan in this Report. They cannot do that and
then say, ‘Please don’t debate anything related to the Government Service Plan.’
The Propositions are – I think Deputy Le Tocq knows this and referred to it implicitly in his speech – a
bit nebulous, and at first reading I was not quite sure what to make of this Report; but actually, on
reflection, I support the Report and I support the Policy Council for laying it before the States, first of all
because it is useful to have this update on various important economic and social projects, but secondly and
more importantly, because of Proposition 2. Proposition 2 is:
‘To acknowledge that, arising from any one of the policy projects… decisions are likely to need to be made by the States before
they have had the opportunity to consider and fully debate the entire suite of related reports.’

When I read that Proposition, I thought, ‘Hallelujah! That is a change of thinking!’ because for years the
States have been beset with the reverse problem that we cannot agree to anything relating to ageing
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2145

2150

2155

demographics until we have designed a social welfare model, and we cannot design a social welfare model
until we have dealt with minimum income standards, and we cannot design minimum income standards
until we know the results of a review of taxes and benefits – and we end up in this paralysis of policymaking. The phrase I often use is that if you try to do everything before you do anything, you will end up
doing nothing. That is where we have been, and I think this Report does demonstrate a change of thinking
which acknowledges that no matter what plans we put together it is in the nature of government, and it is
human nature, that we have not got 20-20 vision – sometimes we will just have to apply a degree of
political judgement, not exactly piecemeal but without knowing exactly what the consequences may be
years down the line. If we do not do that we will not make progress at all.
It seems to me that, reading this Report, actually quite steady progress is being made in all of these areas
– and that is good news because there have been, in some cases, years of delay and prevarication. If we
stick to the timetable that is set out at page 2048, the present States will have made substantial progress on
these important matters – much more substantial progress actually than some of their predecessors. This is
where the Government Service Plan comes in, of course, because this progress will have been made in the
absence of a Government Service Plan, despite what Deputy Le Tocq says about the importance of the plan.
At paragraph 1.3 it says:
‘The Report also highlights that, in the absence of a prioritised Government Service Plan (GSP), each of these projects is beset
with resourcing issues to enable them to progress in timely fashion…’

2160

2165

2170

2175

2180

2185

2190

2195

2200

In the absence of a prioritised Government Service Plan, each of these projects is beset with resourcing
issues: how you can get from the first part of the sentence to the second part of the sentence is completely
beyond me. In reality, the lack of progress has nothing to do with the absence of a Government Service Plan
and it has everything to do with our reluctance historically to invest adequate resources in the development
and crucially in the implementation of policy. We do not have enough resources being pumped into policymaking and policy development and then the follow-up step – the implementation of policy.
There is certainly no shortage of plans. We have had strategies and plans and visions and everything.
We have had a Government Business Plan, a States’ Strategic Plan, a Government Service Plan proposed –
we have had plans coming out of our ears. What is missing is not the planning, it is the resourcing to
develop and implement policy. If the Government Service Plan had been waved through by the States last
year without the scrutiny that it was afforded, I have absolutely no doubt that some of the resources which
clearly are now being applied to developing the projects which are laid out in this Report would actually
have been tied up developing the thinking behind the government business plan and contributing get again
to the drawing up of wonderful labyrinthine plans with fancy diagrams and charts which are designed often
not to lubricate but to frustrate progress. That is what has caused delay and prevarication, so if we have got
away from that I think that is a good thing, and if anyone doubts that you just have to look at the record of
the last States in terms of policy planning and the development of policy: stuck in a quagmire for most of
the term.
It is not that I disagree with the Government Service Plan in principle – policy planning is important; we
have to prioritise because we have scarce resources which have to be allocated sensibly – but the policy
planning process needs to be reasonably straightforward and it needs to be enabling, and often these plans
have been designed in such a way that they are frustrating rather than enabling and they become an end in
their own right, rather than a plan to serve the development of policy.
So, after reading this Report, I am more pleased than ever that the States amended the report on the
Government Service Plan last summer, but actually all the amendment did was to direct the Policy Council
that before they can have access to £¼ million to develop the Government Service Plan they have to come
back to the States and explain how the Government Service Plan is going to work in practice. That was all
the amendment did, but that direction seems to have thrown the policy Council into a spin. That is proof, if
any were needed, that clearly when they laid the report before the States they had absolutely no idea at all
how the Government Service Plan was going to work in practice and we would have embarked on yet
another policy planning process with no idea of how to roll it out. I will never again vote for a policy
planning process unless accompanying it is an explanation of how it will work in practice – and the
progress that has been made with the events of the past 12 months I think underlines that the States were
right in the way they voted last summer.
I commend the approach that is now being taken by the Policy Council. In a sense, this Assembly has
forced the policy Council into this approach, which probably they would say is slightly piecemeal. I think
that by the end of this term there will have been more substantial progress made than there would otherwise
have been made. The approach that they are setting out in this Report demonstrates a degree of pragmatism
and flexibility which is long overdue. I fully support the Report and thank the Policy Council for bringing
it, and in particular I endorse Proposition 2. Make no mistake: if we vote for Proposition 2 today, we have
to understand what that means. It will be no good Members voting for Proposition 2 today and in six
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2205

months saying, ‘Well, we can’t really consider the reports from the Welfare Benefits Committee,’ or ‘We
can’t really consider the Personal Tax and Benefit Review or the Minimum Income Standard Review until
we have seen all the other parts of the jigsaw.’ If we vote for Proposition 2 today we are endorsing
proceeding along these lines. I fully support that and I hope other members do too.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Lester Queripel, you have got eight minutes. Is that going to be sufficient?

2210

Deputy Lester Queripel: I timed my speech at home, sir, and without interruption it will take
approximately six minutes.
The Deputy Bailiff: Do proceed then. (Interjection and laughter) Deputy Queripel to speak.

2215

2220

2225

2230

2235

2240

2245

2250

2255

2260

Deputy Lester Queripel: Sir, the main reason I wanted to be a Deputy was to support and accelerate
social policy, so I rise to express extreme disappointment and great concern regarding this Report, because
we are told in paragraph 1.3 on page 2039, as Deputy Fallaize has already highlighted, that every one of
these projects is beset with resourcing issues and also that a lack of resources is hindering the development
of the Government Service Plan. The five projects can be found at the top of page 2048 with anticipated
reporting dates printed alongside them. We all know what they are. I was going to read them, sir, for the
benefit of people listening at home, but I am conscious of the time so I will move on.
What really concerns me, sir, is that the majority of us sign up to visions and strategies in good faith and
with the best of intentions, and at the same time we build up the hopes of our fellow Islanders only to be
told further down the road that a lack of resources is hindering progress. So could it not be said that we
simply take on too much? Are we not setting ourselves up to fail? I am wondering why we even get asked
to consider so many visions and strategies in the first place if we do not actually have the resources to
progress them.
Surely we need to address that issue to enable us to make progress in the future, and one way to address
that would be for SACC to recommend a change in the Rules of Procedure that would place a requirement
on proposers of motions to set out the financial implications and also the future demand on resources; or
perhaps for the States’ Review Committee to recommend that Departments and Committees only be
permitted to propose initiatives for which they have already identified funding. I apologise, sir, through the
chair, if I may, to any of my colleagues if they feel I am stating the obvious, but some strategies, despite
what the Chief Minister says, appear to be almost grinding to a halt, so we do have a major problem that
needs to be resolved – but that is for the future.
Moving back to this Report, in the pages I omitted I was going to say that the majority of these projects
are major pieces of social policy, but there is one I question and that is the project to determine a living
wage, because compared to the other four, determining a figure for a living wage does not really seem that
crucial. I may be missing a fundamental point somewhere, but the way I see it, the other four projects
impact severely on the lives of our fellow Islanders, but what difference will it actually make to anyone
once a figure for a living wage has been decided on? Say, for example, the figure for a living wage is set at
£10 an hour, will it automatically mean that every employee in Guernsey will then receive £10 an hour? I
doubt it, because not long after the anticipated reporting date for the living wage C&E will probably
recommend a 15p or 20p-an-hour increase to the current £6.65 an hour. So a question I would like to ask
the Chief Minister is does he see any merit in laying an amendment that seeks to postpone further work on
the living wage project until such time as work on the measurement of poverty and income inequality is
complete? Also, would he be prepared to lay such an amendment? I realise, sir, that I could lay that
amendment myself, but I do not have any confidence that it would succeed, because out of all the
amendments I have laid in the last two years and five months only one has been successful – and even that
one was rejected by the majority of my colleagues the day after they supported it! (Laughter) It seems to me
that it is absolutely vital that we make progress with the measuring poverty project and even accelerate
SLAWS if we can. The fact of the matter is that the Chief Minister will have far more success than me if he
lays the amendment, so I would like his thoughts on that, please, when he responds.
To conclude, sir, I want to emphasise that I appreciate a lot of work has probably gone into trying to
determine a sum for a living wage and it is not my intention to discredit the project or Deputy Langlois and
his Living Wage Feasibility Investigation Group – LWFIG being the acronym – but it seems to me that we
really do need to prioritise in order to be able to make progress with the other social policy initiatives and I
sincerely hope Deputy Langlois and his group are not offended by what I am saying. I appreciate I might be
missing a fundamental point, but I think it is crucial that we deliver the other four projects in this term.
Bearing in mind all the work that we are all involved in behind-the-scenes, it would be totally unjustified if
we ever became known as the ‘States of Good Intentions’, the States that signed up to a multitude of visions
and strategies, but because of lack of resources were only able to deliver a handful of them.
Finally, to focus on recommendation 3 on page 2051:
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‘To note that a lack of resourcing is hindering progress on the development of a Government Service Plan.’

2265

2270

 surely it is not good enough for us to merely note that. Haven’t we got a responsibility to rectify that
situation? It seems to me that supporting the amendment I spoke of earlier will go some way to rectifying
that situation.
We are also told on page 2050 that T&R are prepared to consider a request from the Policy Council for
funding from the Strategic Development Fund. The sooner that happens the better, and I am wondering, sir,
is the Chief Minister able to tell me when that is liable to happen? When will the request be made?
Regarding all the future strategies we will be asked to consider, as I said earlier, we can only hope that
SACC or the Review Committee come up with the recommendations to address that issue.
I will leave it there, sir. Thank you. (Applause)
The Deputy Bailiff: With perfect timing, Deputy Queripel!
We will now adjourn for lunch and resume at 2.30 p.m.
The Assembly adjourned at 12.30 p.m.
and resumed its sitting at 2.30 p.m.

Condolences to Deputy Paint
The Deputy Bailiff: Mr Harvey, welcome. You wish to be relevé, do you?
Deputy Harvey: I do, sir, thank you.
2275

2280

The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you very much.
Members of the States of Deliberation, before we proceed with our business this afternoon it is with
sadness that I inform you, if you do not already know, that Deputy Paint is absent because his daughter was
very poorly and sadly just before lunchtime she died, and I am sure it is the wish of all present that we
extend our sincere condolences to Deputy Paint and his family at this sad time (Several Members: Hear,
hear.)
The Deputy Greffier.

REPORTS OF THE POLICY COUNCIL
V. Policy Council –
The Co-ordination of Related Economic and Social Policy Projects –
Debate continued and Propositions carried
Article V.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether, after consideration of the Report dated 28 th July, 2014, of the Policy Council, they are of the
opinion:
1. To note that, although the Policy Council is making concerted efforts to coordinate them effectively, it
would be impractical to synchronise fully the timetables for reporting of the various policy projects
referred to in section 3 of that Report.
2. To acknowledge that, arising from any one of the policy projects referred to in section 3 of that
Report, decisions are likely to need to be made by the States before they have had the opportunity to
consider and fully debate the entire suite of related reports.
3. To note that a lack of resourcing is hindering progress on the development of a Government Service
Plan.
The Deputy Greffier: Article V. The continuation of the debate.
2285

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Soulsby, to be followed by Deputy Langlois.
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2305

2310
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Deputy Soulsby: Sir, after reading this Report it really did leave me scratching my head. We hear that
Policy Council are: (a) blaming the fact that there is no Government Service Plan for the reason they have a
lot of work to do all at once, and (b) wanting more resources to deal with it.
I find this rather puzzling on a number of levels, leaving me with several unanswered questions such as:
why would a plan make any difference? Just as Deputy Fallaize says, what is stopping Policy Council from
prioritising its workload and advising the States the reason behind this and getting approval as a
consequence? I believe that any policy development that comes to the States in future should include the
cost of both formulation and implementation to avoid this happening again.
All Government Departments are busy. Members will know that Commerce & Employment has a
number of areas of legislation related to employee rights that require development. There are seven in fact
from industrial disputes, disability and inclusion, maternity and paternity, age discrimination, racial
discrimination, statutory rights to redundancy pay, and statutory rights to paid leave. But we, like Policy
Council, have limited staff to undertake them. We have therefore prioritised this work. And surely Policy
Council must do the same.
Surely Government should be looking to reduce the administration costs at the centre and putting more
resources into frontline services. This Report suggests that resources should be transferred the other way.
And, if all these plans are to be produced at once, how are they going to be implemented? If the expectation
is all at once, how will this be achieved without more resources?
And, more importantly, how are we going to pay for more central resources? It would be totally and
utterly wrong if we are told we have to bring in GST because of Government spending increasing as a result
of growth in the central administration function. (Several Members: Hear, hear.)
And why are we producing more plans when we need to get on and implement the ones already in
existence?
Finally, how will the creation of new posts impact on FTP savings banked to date, in terms of posts
saved and vacancies now filled?
I will support the Report but these are important questions. I do not expect to get all the answers now
and I realise from the e-mail sent by the Chief Minister to all States’ Members today that the Policy Council
also has concerns that these are important questions. And I look forward to hearing the response from the
Chief Minister how Policy Council will address these issues.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Langlois, to be followed by Deputy Gollop.

2320

2325

2330

2335

2340

2345

Deputy Langlois: Thank you, sir.
This Report is all about process, not content, and I hope that Members will respect that because the last
thing we want today is the rehearsal of all four debates which are being worked… a lot of work is going in
on them and we have got, I think, the right people in the right place to do that work, and so on.
I very much welcome the support from Deputy Fallaize, having been – I claim in this particular case –
one of the prime movers of this Report because I was involved in each project in a different way. It struck
me that we were facing the horror of the coming year with people constantly saying, ‘Well, we cannot do
this until we have done that, and we cannot do that until we know that.’ and so on, because I have seen it in
this Assembly before. So I welcome that support.
However, that is nothing compared with the thanks that I must give to Deputy Lester Queripel, with his
speech today because if any of you were in any way doubtful about the value of this Report, you should not
be after his suggestion about the amendment, because that exactly demonstrates the problem that we might
be up against. The possibility of now going back on a States’ Resolution to deal with the living wage and so
on, and delaying it in order that we know more about something else before we do it, actually proves the
point of the whole Report. So thank you, Deputy Queripel, for that.
If we move on from there, it does need some embellishment in the sense that I think we could have been
stronger in the wording with hindsight and all of the benefits of getting back to it in time for this debate,
about the existing contact and co-operation between the groups.
I will happily take some personal responsibility for that because I am actively involved in two of the
groups; I have two of my board Members on one of the other groups and my Deputy Minister on the final
one of the four.
So there is a lot of interaction between the groups and I would say to the Chair of each group today, can
we make sure that continues so that we minimise the possibility of being faced with awkward decisions
which are somewhat dependent on other things? And I would say that the process trick that is going to be
needed, sir, is that during the preparation of the reports – the separate reports – if we focus on the
Resolutions and in each case say, ‘What effect does this have on those other reports, or could it have?’ Then
I think we stand a sporting chance of making progress with the early ones and making some difficult
decisions.
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2350
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Also, I would like to appeal today to all Members to steel yourself, to get ready. This is going to be a
rough ride in the coming year. There are some really difficult decisions to be made in these four areas. The
one which Deputy Queripel mentioned, I totally acknowledge the reason I was prepared to have a little go
just now is because it is by far the most minor of the four areas. It has certain social implications, we are
getting towards some conclusion of the sort of shape that report will take, but it will not change the world –
let us put it like that if I have anything to do with it. But in the other areas we have got some really, truly
difficult decisions to be made.
Please see the whole thing in context today, notice the complexity of those problems and Resolutions
that we are trying to make and, above all, remember Proposition 2 – that is the one that I think there are at
least two Members of this Assembly… Deputy Fallaize and myself will be just itching to say, ‘But in
September you passed a Proposition so and so and so and so, right?’ And Proposition 2 is the key one you
have got to be prepared to say that although there are connections here, step-by-step we have got to make
progress in the right direction because otherwise we will reach the end of this term with nothing having
been done again.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Gollop, to be followed by Deputy De Lisle.

2365

2370

2375

Deputy Gollop: Yes, thank you, sir.
I sit on two of these groups, and I think we have progressed well in a pragmatic way and I would
support that process, and I take on board what Deputy Fallaize says; but I think this debate is certainly not
about specific policies or outcomes, but it is slightly more than process. It refers to certain aspects of our
Government, Deputy Fallaize has already mentioned the Government Service Plan, and it does appear to
me that the context, the language, is perhaps really away from a socially democratic base to a more right of
centre approach. And perhaps I do not want to steel myself for the difficult decisions the Deputy Chief
Minister has outlined because there are assumptions made – I could at length question in detail every one of
the PTR points as to what they mean and what they mean in practice.
But to go on to page 2044, for example, on the Supported Living and Ageing Well Strategy, I find it
interesting that the ‘Principles (in no particular order)’ are listed and then two of them are in bold type. The
bold type:
‘Of particular relevance to this Report - and to the PTR - are the question and principles highlighted above…’
‘To have regard to affordability and financial viability for the funders, providers and recipients of care and support services.’

and
‘To ensure that service provision and funding options are sustainable in the medium to long term.’

2380


Well it is quite true; those principles do have relevance to the PTR. But surely, other principles in that
list do as well:
‘To ensure there are opportunities for independence and choice... To enable fair access to appropriate care and support and
suitable housing… To promote improve and protect individuals’ health, wellbeing and dignity.’

2385

2390

I think our integrated Government model is soon going to go adrift if we take a financially-based
approach to some of our work and a socially-based approach for others without linking the two, without
linking the mechanism for raising funds and the methodology of spending it. And there is a lot of emphasis
in this Report on principles of self-reliance, perhaps independence and responsibility. And we have got no
way of ensuring that the public are aware of that, or even support that as an objective.
I noticed too with the SLAWS – or the Supported Living and Ageing Well Strategy – that is outlined,
there is a policy included. I know we are not supposed to predict policies, but amongst the objectives at the
top of page 2044 it says:
‘a) To reduce, where possible the incidence of adults (18+) having enduring care support or supported accommodation needs.
b) To improve outcomes for all adults (18+) with an enduring care, support or supported accommodation needs.
c) To protect the health and well-being of the carers of those with care and support needs.’

2395

2400

I did not know we had a policy to reduce the incidence of adults having enduring care support, or
supported accommodation needs. Here we are being told that in fact we are producing new sites at Longue
Rue, what used to be Maison Maritaine, and other places – but there is a policy objective here producing
their distribution. We have got to be very careful about signing up to these reports – the devil is in the
detail. And I would agree too with something Deputy Soulsby said, that there is no specific mention here of
the Disability and Inclusion Strategy, but bearing in mind perhaps up to 14,000 Islanders could come within
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the compass of that, maybe more if you expanded the definition of inclusion, I think it should be here as
well. And the time frames for some of the work are surprisingly lengthy.
I also would note that the Treasury & Resources Department have clearly highlighted there is a shortage
of resource. They have mentioned on page 2050 that T&R:
2405
‘… will be prepared to consider a request from the Policy Council for funding from the Strategic Development Fund which was
established to “facilitate the delivery of fiscal, economic, social and environmental policy objectives including, of course, cost
effective, efficient public services in a sustainable and diversified economy”.’

Well, let’s perhaps not just the ‘Kev funds’ as they are called but, surely they are hinting there that if we
do have a shortage of policy officers and implementers we should be doing that now not the fourth quarter
of next year. And that is borne out by the curious third Resolution on 2051:
‘To note that a lack of resourcing is hindering progress on the development of a Government Service Plan.’

2410

Well here we are, as an Assembly, noting that we are going nowhere pretty fast on the Government
Service Plan. That is not really government; it is not even a party conference resolution. We really do need
to get specific proposals for allocating people and money to work these projects through so that they are all
done in a timely manner, and we also need to be clear on the direction that the train is going towards.
2415

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy De Lisle, to be followed by Deputy Kuttelwascher.

2420

2425

2430

2435

Deputy De Lisle: Sir, while I support the rationale of the underlying philosophy, I have reservations in
this Report.
In terms of the underlying philosophy and co-ordination of related economic and social policy projects,
this surely should provide major efficiencies for Guernsey and for the Guernsey taxpayer. I was
disappointed to note that at a time when austerity has to be a priority of Government, the States would have
to make decisions on aspects of tax welfare, living wage reviews and so on, without full information coordinated at one time, as originally anticipated.
Sir, also implicit in this Report and the comments in the opening remarks that the Chief Minister made,
is another request for new resources which certainly troubles me. With revenues under stress and people not
being able to cope with additional taxation and the desire of the Islands to remain competitive with outside
jurisdictions, Government has to follow the private sector’s current momentum towards rationalisation and
cuts in spending. And that has to relate to capital as well as revenue spending. The States has a duty to
ensure that expenditure is controlled and public money is used efficiently. This is one of the objectives of
the review emerging from public consultation.
Sir, I was also concerned to read the end note to the review of social welfare benefits with respect to
identifying possible resources for funding for any additional expenditures likely to be incurred by the new
single comprehensive social benefits model. As the economy contracts, all surely have to bear the burden of
further fiscal consolidation and that must include expenditure on social welfare, the cost of which is
substantial and a growing component of the States’ annual expenditure.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Kuttelwascher and then Deputy Le Lièvre, and then Deputy Green.

2440

Deputy Kuttelwascher: Thank you, sir.
Deputy Gollop made mention of Proposition 3. I will just repeat it:
‘To note that a lack of resourcing is hindering progress on the development of a Government Service Plan.’

2445

2450

2455

I take the blame for that Proposition. On one of my few visits to Policy Council I did ask that this be
added and to my surprise it was unanimously agreed. And I think it is an issue. We have a prioritisation
process for our capital spending and we need this – we need to prioritise our revenue spending. So until this
goes in place you will get the old, old system of Departments pushing and shoving to get their particular pet
projects forwards. I will not mention two that have recently gone through the Assembly, but there may be
able – and that is not fiscal financial discipline and I do not think it is sensible.
So I think the fact that we can actually fund this and Treasury & Resources’ comments are suggesting
where it may come from… I think it needs to be progressed with some expediency because the reason why
we are moving so slowly in particular, is this problem.
Whether you agree with that or not… I see a negative/positive nod from Deputy Fallaize, if you know
what I mean. (Laughter and interjections) He went like this… That is a negative/positive nod. That is a
positive/negative nod. It is just a play on words. I think it is important, so I hope Members make note of
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2460

those and if some sort of request for funding does come back, they really ought to consider allowing it
because I think the savings long term and the fact that you will prioritise what really needs to be done,
rather than what people want to be done, is important.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Le Lièvre.
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Deputy Le Lièvre: Mr Deputy Bailiff, Members of the Assembly, I hope that this short speech helps to
allay some of Deputy Lester Queripel’s fears regarding the process applied to the development of these
individual, but linked, social policies/financial arrangements. And possibly this speech will add a little bit
of positivity amongst some of the negativity that is being expressed at the moment.
It is a rare event indeed when the States has five separate investigations on the go at the same time, all
of which are closely related or at least have areas of overlap. In fact, this alignment of purpose is so rare
that it has probably never happened before, and I think we can quite safely say and conclude that it has not.
That said, some of these reviews have been around for so long – SLAWS and SPB, in particular – that it
was only a matter of time before the aggregate weight of these items became a force in its own right,
hastening the procedure we have before us today.
Nevertheless it will be a red letter day for the States if all these investigations reach a satisfactory
conclusion of some sort within a reasonable timescale. The opportunities these reviews represent is quite
staggering: the opportunity to rebalance our tax take, to set in place support measures for the elderly, to
bring equity of treatment where no equity exists, to define and measure poverty and to better understand
and evaluate what a living wage is, or at least should be.
SWBIC’s part in this great event feels quite minor but what it loses in stature it makes up for in
complexity – not so much the complexity of the scheme itself, but the process by which the Committee,
methodically grinds its way through to the creation of a robust set of benefit rates and associated issues that
must be fair and equitable as well as sustainable in the Treasury’s and, more importantly, in the States’
eyes.
The policy letter euphemistically refers to the Committee as having ‘a difficult start’– not as bad as
Rosberg in the Singapore Grand Prix, but certainly not much better. Poor chap. Happily, the Committee
with the aid of the Policy Council, eventually overcame its staffing issues and is now progressing steadily,
ably assisted by highly experienced staff from both SSD and Housing.
As the Policy Council Report indicates, the plan is to report to the States in two stages: the first report
on or before the date required by the Resolution, which report will set out in broad outline the nature of the
proposed new scheme and the reasoning behind it; the second will be a far more detailed report, should
indeed the first report be endorsed, and this will include comprehensive proposals for the way transition
from the old system to the new system is managed.
The two-stage process will obviously take slightly longer, but its chances of success are far greater
because it allows for input from other areas – in particular the Personal Tax and Benefits Review – and
especially in the areas of affordability and sustainability.
Now for the element regarding Deputy Queripel’s fears. A by-product of SWBIC’s investigative and
benefit construction processes will be a wealth of information indicating levels of poverty for the individual
and for family groups. This was not a planned outcome but has arisen from the processes employed in the
development of benefit rates. All of this comprehensive process and data will be shared with the Policy
Council’s Social Policy Group to aid it to progress measurement of poverty and income inequality. It will
also be possible, and probable, that the data will prove useful for the Deputy Chief Minister’s Living Wage
statistic.
When SWBIC reports to the States, the design process is involved and the data constructed in
determining the new benefit rates and associated issues will be available for inspection in the Members’
Room. As I said a few moments ago, progress is being achieved and the levels of agreement are quite
staggering given the diversity of the group, but we are still in the early stages of benefit design and all the
more difficult elements lie ahead of us. It would be both unrealistic and untruthful to say that we will
overcome these difficulties without significant differences of opinion. But the further we progress without
serious incident, the more unlikely a major parting of the ways becomes. There is, however, enormous
scope for disagreement. I certainly wish to avoid such a turn of events, as does the membership of the
Committee. To some extent the report will be a series of compromises designed to achieve consensus. The
Committee has expressed a desire to report as one body and it is a viewpoint I concur with wholly.
Finally, Mr Deputy Bailiff, I would like to thank the staff of Housing and Social Security for their
abiding patience, for their extensive input, and for their sense of humour. I would also like to thank the
Members of SWBIC for their continued commitment to solving a problem, the solution to which has eluded
many committees and the States for more than half a century. I look forward to presenting the Committee’s
first report, hopefully during the first quarter of 2015.
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Thank you, sir.
2520

2525

2530

2535

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Green, then Deputy Harwood.
Deputy Green: Mr Deputy Bailiff, thank you very much.
As the political representative for Ageing Well in the Bailiwick, I thought I had better just say a few
words about SLAWS, the Supported Living and Ageing Well Strategy.
I am, like many others, particularly keen on seeing progress with SLAWS and I support this Report. I
think it is a very pragmatic way of moving forward. Clearly, with these five interlocking workstreams, we
have a real opportunity in this States’ term to not only put public services and public finances on a
sustainable long-term basis, but we also have the opportunity to robustly deal with some of the social issues
in our society.
I was very, very pleased indeed to hear from Deputy Le Lièvre who probably knows more about social
problems and social policy in this Assembly than anybody else. I was very, very pleased to hear about the
progress that seems to be being made on his Committee.
I looked at the comment by T&R in the Report and it struck me that there really must be a first time for
everything, Mr Bailiff, because I was completely in agreement with T&R’s letter of comment on this
occasion (Interjection) and the bit that really set it out for me was this, and I quote:
‘It is, therefore, essential that an appropriate short-term investment is made in suitable resources at this stage in order that the
outputs of these projects meet their objectives’

2540

2545

And that is what it is all about.
I think it would be very short-sighted and very much a false economy if we do not put the investment
into proper policy development, and proper research and analysis at the start, because what will happen is
we will end up with solutions which are not fit for purpose and they may not be financially robust and
sustainable in the long term. So I completely agree that there should be an application made for funding
from the Strategic Development Fund. I think that would be highly appropriate and I would totally support
that. I think there is a great danger that we try to develop policy on the cheap, and I really do think that
would be false economy.
So in the long run I think it would definitely be in our interests and all of our interests, including the
people we represent, that that fund is accessed and more resources are put in to these highly important
policy areas.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Harwood.

2550
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Deputy Harwood: Thank you, sir.
Like Deputy Le Lièvre, I am very keen to support this particular Report as Chair of the Supported
Living and Wellbeing Strategy Working Group. We have an opportunity here, I believe, to drive forward
the social agenda for this Assembly which has been lacking perhaps over the last five to eight years,
certainly in the case of SLAWS which has been on the agenda and on the back shelf for too long.
We have an opportunity, sir, during the course of this term to begin to deliver, certainly in respect of
Supported Living and Ageing Well Strategy, but in order to do so we do need additional resource and it
comes back to that. I fully endorse Proposition 2, that we do need to find resource, we cannot deliver
without it and it is fine for certain Members of the Assembly to decry that and say, ‘No, we should be
cutting back on resource.’ Yes, maybe we should be in some areas, but if we do that we will not deliver this
social agenda, because I believe it is very important. (A Member: Hear, hear.)
To Deputy Langlois I would say that certainly as Chair of the Supported Living and Ageing Well
Strategy we will be co-ordinating with the other Committees who are working on the other parts of this
Report. Certainly we want to avoid duplication of effort, if one working group is working on a particular
project and is doing some research on a project, that research should be made available across the board to
the other working groups, and because of common membership we can actually achieve that. But, sir, I
would urgently endorse the view that we can only deliver the social agenda if we have resource.
I am very conscious of the fact that, certainly for SLAWS, we are dependent upon key – two, perhaps
three – people from the Policy Council Policy Development Unit who are working on this – but are also
working at the same time on other projects. We need to have a dedicated resource to assist us to deliver this
Supported Living and Ageing Well Strategy so I would ask all Members to fully endorse the Proposition particularly the Proposition 2 – we are clear we do need resource, we are already making representation to
Treasury & Resources Committee. I think we have identified the nature of the resource that we require. So
please support this Report.
Thank you, sir.
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The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Bebb to be followed by Deputy Wilkie.
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Deputy Bebb: Thank you, Mr Député Bailli.
I think it is quite pertinent that today we are actually looking at this Report, especially Proposition 3, on
the same day that we heard from Deputy St Pier, and we also heard from Deputy Le Tocq, in relation to the
future of the FTP. Here we have a number of people recently saying – and the Policy Council itself – that
resources are hampering the progress of this Government Service Plan.
Well, a lack of resources is not hampering the Government Service Plan alone. A lack of resources is
hampering the Mental Health Strategy. A lack of resources means that, for instance, in 2006 a Proposition
was put in order to bring in civil partnerships and here we are in 2014 and still not a lot is being done. I am
sitting currently on a Committee with Deputy Le Tocq looking at that issue but it is a slight embarrassment
that it takes eight years or more to do anything, and even then it will be a number of years before that
comes back to the Assembly with a Resolution.
It feels too much like Government is stuck together with sticky-back plastic. It feels like ‘government
on the cheap.’ I heard Deputy Soulsby say in her speech, the concerns of asking for additional resources
and what that does for the FTP, and the answer is simply we cannot continue to imagine that these huge
social programmes which are of such importance not only to the future welfare of the Island, but also in the
case of SLAWS to the future financial welfare of the Island, can somehow be delayed because we have not
got enough money (A Member: Hear, hear.). Whereas I have recognised calls recently concerning HSSD’s
financial position, realistically the States itself has disinvested too much within a social policy programme.
The catch-up we are trying to do at the moment in times of economic constraint simply will not happen
in a meaningful and timely fashion. It is damning in the extreme that on the Mental Health Strategy we
have currently had to say that any concerns with regard to carers in relation to mental health, all of that
piece of work which is an enormous part of work for the mental health strategy, we have to try and ask
SLAWS, ‘Please would you do it for us?’ And when it comes to the children who are child carers we have
to ask the Children and Young People’s Plan, ‘Please would you take care of that piece for us?’ We have no
resources to do anything.
This Assembly in February 2013 was unanimous in its support for the Mental Health Strategy, and yet it
was actually not able to deliver it with the resources that were requested. It is something that we are trying
to resolve, but on too many occasions do I hear about these big things that we all keep going on and on and
on how important it is to resolve it, but I have not heard anyone say, ‘And I am willing to ask for a bit more
tax in order to actually get it done.’ And that is a problem.
This morning from Deputy St Pier we heard about the financial position – and I heard over the radio
because I was not here – but I did hear murmurs of, ‘Yes, we need to be tight with our belts.’ We need to
make sure of restraint, we need to bring in the FTP target – and yet this afternoon I am hearing calls saying
‘We need more resources in order to try and complete these.’
We cannot continue to face both ways because it is two-faced. We need to be honest. Currently we are
not delivering a social programme; we are failing. And we are failing as a Government, in my opinion. (A
Member: Hear, hear.). And the question is simply, when will we resource things appropriately? When will
we stop thinking that social policy can be resolved as though it is a Blue Peter ‘put-it-together piece’ that
somehow we can magic these people to do it?’
Finally, the Policy Council are admitting they cannot deliver it. They cannot deliver the Government
Service Plan without additional resources. That comes with costs, and that is true of so many other areas
that we are currently responsible for delivering. And I am sorry to say, but we need to accept that either we
forget it, we say to people we are not going to deliver a social policy programme or we need to start being
honest and say we are going to put up tax.
Thank you.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Wilkie.
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Deputy Wilkie: Thank you, sir.
It has been my goal to improve our woeful historic record in social policy, and I feel extremely
privileged to be in a position to achieve that goal. I will go through these quickly… I am currently the CoChair of the Disability Inclusion Strategy, a member of the Mental Health and Wellbeing Strategy
Implementation Group, a member of the Young People’s Plan Committee, a member of the Supported
Living and Ageing Well Strategy Public Steering Group. And I can assure Deputy Lester Queripel that an
exceptional amount of work is being carried out within the financial constraints. But he is right, we need to
do more.
These pieces of work will fill gaps in services and uncover more effective and efficient ways of
delivery. This States has been the most progressive in social policy for a generation, and you have all made
a contribution to that. We have started this journey from a position so far behind the other countries and
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territories that we have a huge catch-up job to do, and I implore all Members to support this Report so those
charged with improving social policy can get on with it.
Thank you.
2640

The Deputy Bailiff: We turn to the Chief Minister, then, to reply to the debate please.
Deputy Le Tocq.
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Deputy Le Tocq: Thank you, sir, I will try and be as brief as I can. I think there are only a few
questions. I will make a few comments as I go through.
I thank Deputy Fallaize for his support, whilst I and maybe others, including Deputy Kuttelwascher,
may disagree with him with regard to the importance of the GSP. Just to be precise I specifically said that
this debate was not about the GSP and resourcing – and it is resourcing that many Members have focused
on – and I thank Members for their input into that because that has helped focus on the need to bring this
particular Report to the Assembly. In fact you could look at this particular Report as a mini GSP on certain
social policies that we have at the moment. That in itself would perhaps be a good thing, but it illustrates
the point that we do need a framework, and at least even if we do not have it in place – and we will not – to
enable this particular Assembly to be able to make its decisions, we do need to have it in place in order to
hand over to the next Assembly – at least some indication of the framework in which we can make those
decisions.
Deputy Kuttelwascher, I think, illustrated that very well in demonstrating that we do so on capital
expenditure, and is absolutely right that we do so in terms of our fiscal, economic and environmental
policies because in doing so, in terms of our revenue expenditure, it will help us in the future to target
resources effectively. We have only two means of controlling what we do, really. One is resourcing and the
other is prioritisation, and those two should work together in harmony. But enough said on that.
Deputy Queripel asked me a question about whether I am going to lay an amendment. I am not going to
do so. (Laughter) I think others have tackled that – particularly the Deputy Chief Minister – and that is
where we will leave it for this moment because we have laid before this Assembly a strong argument as to
why those particular projects need to be looked at in that order; and that is one of the things that has been
mentioned by many Members – there are overlaps between all these projects. We do not want to duplicate,
we are seeking our best to do that, and Policy Council will continue to seek to do our best to co-ordinate
effectively, particularly so there is not waste of time or resources where those are involved.
Deputy Soulsby said the prioritisation was important, and I would totally agree with that, but then really
asked me to answer the issue of how we saw that looking in the future, outside of these particular projects
and social policy. Again I come back to the point of the need for a GSP. And touching on some of the other
things that other Members have mentioned, I think – and Deputy Bebb particularly – for this Assembly to
choose to raise taxation just simply to deal with these sorts of issues would be a very, very dangerous thing
indeed.
We need to see things in the whole and we need to have evidence before us on a number of things
before we even go into thinking in that direction, otherwise we will make the mistakes, perhaps, that other
countries do and we have – as has been stated already this morning – a good position compared to other
countries. It would be silly for us to make those mistakes at this stage.
We do, however, need to understand that certain things are not going to come before us in a way that
may be desired – or the most desirable – by all Members. We have different views here and different
priorities amongst us, and we are going to have to find that consensus as we move forward and we tackle
each individual Proposition that is brought to this Assembly.
I can assure Members of this Assembly that the Policy Council and its staff will do our utmost to make
sure that we have consulted with each individual committee involved in that, and kept you as informed as
possible of what progress is being made, albeit slow – and I have said many times and will say again that I
am the first to say it is frustratingly slow in many areas. But that is the nature of the Government that we
have chosen.
Deputy Gollop illustrated, I think, particularly why a GSP framework is essential. In fact, I was thinking
back to… Deputy Fallaize, I think, was the first to speak and then Deputy Queripel got up to speak. In fact,
Deputy Queripel asked the questions that had been answered by Deputy Fallaize when he spoke in reverse,
and then Deputy Gollop actually asked some more.
Part of the discussion that we are having here – and I did illustrate that, I think, or highlighted that at the
beginning of my speech… it is an unusual States’ Report because it is like a briefing paper. And, of course
we could have done it in a different form; we could have done it outside of this Assembly and had a more
committee-style discussion on it… but I hope the message is getting clearer. We are, of course, as Policy
Council, committed to getting the right resources targeted at the right projects and strategies at that time.
But this Assembly had chosen to view things in isolation and even, on occasion, decided in its wisdom that
no extra resourcing was needed.
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The reason that the Disability and Inclusion Strategy is not included here is that resourcing was included
in that strategy when it was brought to this Assembly. In fact, this Assembly chose to increase the
resourcing available to that strategy, whereas this Assembly has chosen again to consider certain things as
important as SWBIC, for example, and yet to believe initially that there was not any need for resourcing of
that at the time. There has been need and, as usual, it is Policy Council that has to find that resource when
Policy Council itself is under huge pressure.
I have said before that when I took on, as Deputy Chief Minister, my first role as Chair of the Social
Policy Group, I had one member of staff helping me on all those projects. Picking up from the last States,
there was something like 17 different projects which, as Deputy Fallaize and others have mentioned, were
not progressed very much at all because everything was moving forward so, so slowly. We have prioritised,
we have decided that there are things that we can move on. We have already moved on some of those
things, as Deputy Wilkie mentioned before, and this Assembly I hope… and I have said it before and I will
say it again – I am not ashamed at all of the focus that I have put, and others have put, on the importance of
social policy, and we continue to do that. So, despite the frustration, I do believe we are making some
headway.
Deputy Kuttelwascher put it very well – I could not put it any better – we will be asking for some
strategic resource. And I would particularly emphasise that it is a project, and most likely will be
contractual-type of resourcing because it is to deal with a particular need at a particular time. When we
asked staff who are already working on day-to-day operations and they have to do extra things – there will
be a limit, and there is a limit – as to how much they can do in addition to that, and what quality of input
they can give to that. So this is largely why we have ended up in this particular position.
I thank Deputy Le Lièvre for his support, and for Deputies Green and Harwood as well.
I do not really think I have anything more to add. I hope I have answered every question and I
encourage the Assembly to support each Proposition.
The Deputy Bailiff: There are three Propositions that appear at the bottom of page 2050 and the top of
page 2051. Unless anyone wishes me to put them separately, I was going to put all three of them to you at
the same time.
Well, then, you are voting on all three Propositions. Those in favour; those against.
Members voted Pour.

2730

The Deputy Bailiff: I declare all three Propositions carried unanimously.

VI. Policy Council –
Reviewing the Funding Mechanism for the Guernsey Financial Services Commission –
Propositions carried
Article VI.
The States are asked to decide:
VI.- Whether, after consideration of the Report dated 28th July, 2014, of the Policy Council, they are of
the opinion:
1. That the Guernsey Financial Services Commission’s existing funding mechanism remain broadly
unchanged.
2. That fees regulations currently made by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission be made by the
Policy Council (in the case of fees charged under the regulatory laws specified in items 1 to 7 of section
5 entitled "Legislative Regime" in that Report) and the Commerce & Employment Department (in the
case of fees charged under the Companies (Guernsey) Law, 2008 and the Limited Liability Partnerships
(Guernsey) Law, 2013).
3. To direct the preparation of such legislation as may be necessary to give effect to their above
decisions.
The Deputy Greffier: Article VI. Policy Council – Reviewing the Funding Mechanism for the
Guernsey Financial Services Commission
The Deputy Bailiff: I invite the Chief Minister to open the debate on this Item.
2735

Deputy Le Tocq: Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
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Members of the States will remember the discussion last year in connection with the 2012 Annual
Report and Financial Statements of the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, and the level of the
Commission’s expenditure in 2012. That discussion led to agreement that the funding mechanism of the
Commission should be reviewed. The Policy Council was charged with reporting back to the States by the
end of September this year. An independent consultant, Mr Ian Tower, was appointed by the Policy Council
to carry out the review. His principal recommendation is that no change should be made to the existing
funding mechanism.
Most of the Commission’s funding comes from fees paid by applicants for licences, authorisations and
registrations, and annual fees payable by those who are licensed, authorised, and registered. The vast
majority of these fees are paid for by the finance sector. The fees are specified in regulations made by the
Commission under regulatory legislation. The Commission can make these regulations only after
consultation on the political authorities in Alderney and Sark, and with the Policy Council.
The Policy Council has given careful consideration to finding the right balance in relation to its
responsibilities, to the accountability of the regulatory authority for the largest part of Guernsey’s economy,
and in continuing to meet international regulatory standards. The Commission’s ongoing commitment to
ensuring that Guernsey’s hard-earned international reputation for probity, stability and transparency is
maintained is clear, and the Policy Council remains committed to ensuring that Guernsey meets high
international regulatory standards.
While the Policy Council agrees with Mr Tower’s Report that no fundamental change should be made,
it is recommending that the States should make an amendment to the process through which the fee
regulations are enacted so that, in future, regulations will be made by the Policy Council in the case of fees
prescribed under regulatory legislation, and the Commerce & Employment Department in the case of fees
prescribed under commercial Guernsey legislation, rather than the Commission. Importantly, the intention
is for the Policy Council to make the fee regulations under the regulatory legislation only with the
agreement of the Commission. This agreement would be embodied in legislation and therefore form part of
the statutory framework for securing the Commission’s operational independence.
The Commerce & Employment Department also make the relevant fee regulations under commercial
Guernsey legislation with the agreement of the Commission. It is important to note that the fees regulations
made by the Commission are laid before the States after they have been made and can still be annulled in
their entirety by the States. The proposed change would have the effect of bringing consideration of the fees
regulations by part of the States, i.e. the Policy Council, forward in the making of the regulations.
I would like to stress that the Policy Council has no intention other than to preserve the operational
independence of the Commission. I have reaffirmed this clearly in writing to the Chairman and Director
General of the Commission, with the full support of the Policy Council. The change of funding mechanism
will not undermine the reality of the Commission’s operational independence.
The Commission was established to be independent of Government and the Policy Council remains
fully committed to preserving that independence in practice, including the Commission’s discretion in
allocating its resources in accordance with its objectives and the risks it perceives. The Policy Council’s
recommendations reflect the normal practice of legislative powers being reserved for the States, as
Government of this Island. This normal practice is consistent with the different roles of the States and the
regulatory authorities, and assumes greater importance in the context of the sector that comprises the
greatest part of Guernsey’s economy.
It would also reflect the position where a regulatory body for the finance sector be established today. It
is quite unusual for entities independent of Government, such as the Commission, to have legislative
powers. The States are asked to confirm that the Commission’s existing funding mechanism should remain
largely unchanged, agree that the fees regulations made under the regulatory legislation should be made by
the Policy Council, and the fees made under the Guernsey Company Law and the Limited Liability
Partnerships Law should be made by the Commerce & Employment Department, and that the necessary
legislation should be drafted.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Conder.
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Deputy Conder: Thank you, sir, Deputy Bailiff and fellow States’ Members.
I think, in welcoming this Report, it is important that we reflect again on the nature of the debate in
2013, and the actions and commitments undertaken by the Assembly which prompted the production of this
Report.
Colleagues might recall that in the July 2013 debate I identified a number of increases in the cost of
running the GFSC through a fee-collection system which I described as a hypothecated tax, a tax which is
levied by the dues of the GFSC to maintain itself and its operations. I said at the time that the tax is a cost
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upon our most important industry which impacts upon its profitability and therefore its ability to do
business in the Island.
In that debate I also drew the Assembly’s attention to various increasing costs and charges of the GFSC
over the period 2001 to 2012. These included total fees charged to the finance sector increasing from
£3.5 million in 2001 to £12.5 million in 2012 – an increase of 350%. During that same time period, salaries
and related costs at the Commission increased from £2.25 million to £8.76 million – an increase of 389%.
At the end of that debate and in the light of the concerns that I and other colleagues expressed as to the
costs and operation of the GFSC in the recent past, the Policy Council undertook to review the funding and
budgeting of the GFSC and, if my memory serves me correctly, the Assembly was left with the impression
that the Policy Council would seek for the Government to have a much closer involvement in the budgeting
of the Commission. Again, if my memory serves me correctly – and I hope you will correct me if I am
wrong – the Treasury & Resources Minister said at the time… and compared the GFSC to a wayward child
who had had its last warning and was very near to being gated.
The Policy Council undertook to report back to the Assembly with its recommendations, and that
promise has been honoured. We now have the Report of the consultant, Mr Tower, and the
recommendations of the Policy Council, which are that the Commission’s existing funding mechanism
should broadly remain unchanged. But, as the Chief Minister has just said, the power of the Commission to
enact regulatory laws in its own right would cease, and that power be transferred to the Policy Council.
This is somewhat less than those of us involved in the debate might have expected, and I and other
colleagues are probably aware that GIBA is not supportive of this approach. Over lunch today we did all
receive an e-mail from the Chairman of GIBA to that effect. GIBA itself has regularly been critical of the
continuing and sometimes exponential growth in the Commission’s fees and costs under the previous
regime.
Mr Tower does make a compelling case for the need to demonstrate the independence of the regulator
and I suppose, as a former regulator himself at the UK’s Financial Services Authority, one might have
expected him to say that. But nonetheless he makes a good case for financial independence being linked to
regulatory independence and the dangers in terms of international reputation if that link was broken.
Although Mr Tower does give several examples where governments do directly fund the regulator, it is
probable that if that change was made now it might send all the wrong signals to those international
authorities who judge and comment on the state of Guernsey as a place to do business.
In his conclusions Mr Tower does suggest that (1):
‘The Commission could provide more information on its plans each financial year’

He suggests one approach would be for the Commission to:
‘… develop its existing process for consultation with government and with the industry on its fee proposals by setting out more
detail on the drivers of its spending plans’

2830

(2) He suggests:
‘It could set out in more detail its approach to handling income from fines’

And (3), a matter which I have regularly spoken on:
‘It could increase its reporting on actual spending, including on senior staff’
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These recommendations, although not a part of the recommendations to this States’ Report, would, if
implemented by the GFSC, go some way to addressing concerns in respect of the need for greater
transparency in the Commission’s dealings with the States and its fee payers.
Sir, in closing, I think it is important that we as the Government endorse these recommendations but, in
doing so, recognise that they do not go nearly as far as some of us might have expected at the conclusion of
the debate in July 2013. But in recognising that fact we also have to acknowledge the constraints our
Government is placed under if we are to sustain the independence of our regulator. If we accept that fact
then we must recognise the crucial role this Government has on behalf of the Island and our main industry
in subjecting the GFSC to the closest scrutiny in this Assembly.
I believe the new regime at the Commission is committed to controlling its expenditure and to engaging
more openly with this Assembly. But, in the absence of closer governance or other forms of control, it is
this Assembly’s responsibility to ensure that, notwithstanding, we can do no more than note the
Commission’s accounts. In noting them, we also question them.
In that spirit, sir, notwithstanding the 2013 accounts that we noted in July will be the last set in which
the Commission’s monstrous unilateral sequestration of the GTA’s funding will be highlighted, it is just
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possible that in the absence of such a statement in the 2014 accounts I might remember to remind the
Assembly of that fact when we review the Commission’s accounts in July 2015. (Laughter)
Sir, I will vote for these recommendations and thank the Policy Council for initiating this piece of work,
and I encourage my colleagues to also support all of the recommendations.
2855

The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Trott, to be followed by Deputy Kuttelwascher.
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Deputy Trott: Thank you, sir.
Could I ask Members to look at page 2057 of the Billet and in particular the paragraph dealing with the
principles of good governance? The Policy Council tells us that it believes that:
‘… to the extent to which those principles apply to its contents, this Report complies with them.’
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Well I do not! – for a number of reasons. (Laughter) And the first reason is this: in making transparent,
informed decisions, it would have not only been desirable but, I argue, essential to read of the Guernsey
Financial Services Commission’s views on these proposals, because there is a glaring omission and it is any
letter appended to this Report that either procures favourable support or offers an alternative. So I think that
is a fundamental weakness and, at the very least, violates the principles of good governance (A Member:
Hear, hear.)
Sir, we are advised within the Report of the imminent Moneyval visit that will look at Anti-Money
Laundering and the Counter Financing of Terrorism legislation, in particular. It is not inconceivable that
during that visit Moneyval will ask the GFSC of its view to these proposed changes and it would be most
embarrassing, sir, if their view was, ‘We do not actually agree with this. We think it does compromise our
independence, it does cause us difficulties and it is not desirable.’ Of course it may well be that they think
these proposals are fine and dandy – but we do not know. Well, I have been around long enough, sir, to
suppose that their silence is deafening. The absence of a proclamation of support publicly would suggest to
me, in my naivety, that they are not supportive of these proposals.
If we turn to page 2073 and particularly paragraph 52 in Mr Tower’s independent Report – and I remind
Members he is an independent expert in financial regulation who advises that there should be no change –
he says that:
‘As the GFSC currently enjoys a high level of independence, to which its financial arrangements are a contributor, an increase in
government control over funding, even with the limited objectives that have been associated with this review, risks being
perceived as significantly weakening the Commission. Reassessment by international bodies of their previously positive views of
the GFSC could reinforce such perceptions.’

2880

But I really need not have been worried because it would appear that harmony will exist, even if it does
not now, because on page 2056 we are advised that if these changes are agreed:
‘These regulations will be made by the Policy Council with the agreement of the Commission.’
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Now, at the moment the Commission sets a set of regulations. They come before this Assembly and if
we do not like them we simply annul them. Whereas now it would appear that these regulations will be
made by the Policy Council with the agreement of the Commission.
The fundamental question has to be: ‘In what way?’. How intrusive – if I can use that word – will the
Policy Council and the Commerce & Employment Department’s oversight of the Guernsey Financial
Services Commission be?
I suspect if it is not particularly heavy-handed there is absolutely no reason to change the existing
relationship and arrangements. If, however, it is to be heavy-handed then, in the interests of openness,
transparency and integrity, do not be surprised, Members of this Assembly, if the Guernsey Financial
Services Commission makes its views to Moneyval known. We need to be very careful about this and I
hope that as the debate progresses we hear reassurances from both the Chief Minister and the Commerce &
Employment Minister and possibly even the Treasury Minister, whose amendment brought about this
review, in a manner that satisfies me and other impartial scrutineers.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Kuttelwascher.

2900

Deputy Kuttelwascher: Thank you, sir.
For a start, I do not have quite the same worries as Deputy Trott, but I know a bit more about what
actually happened – but I will leave that for others to comment on.
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Sir, I hope this is near enough the final chapter in the review of the funding. The reason we are here
today is because of the debate in July 2013 and I think this is about as far as we can actually go.
One thing that has not been mentioned regarding funding is the extent to which the GFSC have attacked
its costs and in particular the pension fund.
I would like to remind Members that they have actually closed their final salary scheme – I think it was
from 1st April this year – for existing employees. They have gone like the private sector – they are a long
way ahead if you would like to look at it like that – ahead of the rest of the public sector. New employees
and existing employees from 1st April this year were basically members of another scheme which I always
used to call a money purchase options scheme as opposed to a final salary scheme, but it is known by other
names. So I think this is an optimum result for this issue and I think time will tell that it will play out well.
So I hope Members support all the Propositions, as I will.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Gollop.
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Deputy Gollop: Sir, you gave us, as the Deputy Presiding Officer, a full stretch of Question Time this
morning but I almost wish it could be extended for the whole afternoon as well, because I could ask so
many questions of this particular piece of work. It begs many questions. (A Member: Hear, hear)
One point is the report by the eminent consultant was written on 13th February, and yet we see it for
debate at the end of September – there has clearly been some reflection on this that has taken its time.
(Laughter)
My second question would be: supposing we were embarking upon a review of labour relations or staff
costs or the sort of things Deputy Langlois does in his spare time, we would probably not go to a shop
steward of a well-known Labour Party-supporting trade union for that report.
One could think of other examples where the choice of consultant is of itself instructive. Here we chose
somebody clearly with a first-class reputation in regulation, who had worked for three of the greatest
regulators on the globe.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Gollop, I am going to interrupt you and I am going to ask everyone to
leave the building, please. A fire alarm has been activated.
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The Assembly adjourned at 3.34 p.m.
and resumed its sitting at 3.51 p.m.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you, States – better safe than sorry. Thank you all for your co-operation.
I am sorry Deputy Gollop to have cut you off in your prime – I had not realised you were quite that
incendiary! (Laughter) Would you like to continue where you were?
Deputy Gollop: It was a hot topic, sir. (Laughter)
I think other questions that could be asked of course include the one Deputy Trott has raised about the
GFSC reaction. But I think, implied within Deputy Conder’s speech and another question perhaps, is
Deputy St Pier and others frankly raised the amber flag 18 months ago perhaps to the GFSC, and there was
an implication that Government would look at changing the rules of setting the budget. And that would be
done in order to encourage the GFSC to not raise its charges or maybe even reduce them, because the
underlying issue, that I do not think is answered in this Report by the regulator, has been the driver of the
costs of the regulator to Guernsey business. And, indeed, one could go further and say that some of the onus
regulation that is applied can only be done because of the income that the regulator receives. So, in a way,
there are several wider questions here.
But the Report does make two points that I think are of interest to us. The first is the argument that we
would not get away as a Government or as a society with controlling the budget of the regulator. It is not
that convincing because, as we read, there are examples including our famous competitor the Isle of Man,
who does just that.
My secondary point is also intriguing. They mention the subtle difference between us and the Jersey
regulatory opposite number, who of course also regulate companies as well, and we have seen as part of our
FTP, an increase in Guernsey registry fees as a side issue. Their cost base since 2008 has increased by
roughly 20% and ours by more like 30% or 35%. Clearly, the additional costs that the GFSC have sucked
into what they do has had an impact upon the wider debate and the view of some parts of the industry.
So I think there are questions to be raised. Also the use of language of course, because this Report
agrees with its consultant so far and does not go down the route of controlling the budget but it says that
what they are offering is not a change but a fundamental change, that clearly the text of the report suggests
that even the States setting the rates is a fundamental change.
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My final question really relates to the process – which has already been touched on by one or two other
Members. When it says that the Policy Council will set the rates clearly that presumes the Policy Council
will continue to exist, and we suspect that within 18 months it will not, and will be replaced by a successor
body. Also, in setting the rates as the Policy Council will do, and the Commerce & Employment
Department as well, will they then be in a position of placing their adjudication before this Assembly or
will it be an internal review done as a Council?
That of course raises another slight constitutional issue because if it had to be brought back to the
Assembly then the entire executive of 45, 47 Members would be agreeing to it, but if it is just the Policy
Council or the Commerce & Employment Department in some areas, it will be only 11 Members or five
Members, so could not be seen as the entire Government, but just the ministerial level of it. I do not think
we have had an explanation of all of those points in this Report.
I suppose as a compromise between a fundamental change and keeping things as they are, I am willing
to support it, but I do believe there are many unanswered questions to be delivered, if not necessarily at this
meeting, over time.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Stewart.
Deputy Stewart: Deputy Bailiff, fellow States’ Members.
I think, without wanting to add fuel to the fire, after – sorry – after Deputy Trott raised the alarm
(Laughter) about this interference by Government.
We have a very light hand on the tiller of the GFSC. It is clear that sometimes the regulator does not like
changes and by the same token industry perhaps would like us to go further.
I think the important thing to note is that many regulators are funded in many different ways – from
earlier this year, for example, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission that is funded directly
by the Australian Government, with taxpayers’ money. In fact there is a statement from the Government
that said that they think there is scope for the finance service industry and for other industries to selfregulate more and they are reducing $120 million Australian dollars’ worth of funding at a stroke.
So whether we will be marked down by the IMF or anyone else for that matter is really in my view, sir,
a silly notion.
I think what we can read from the Report is that on paragraph 6.1, page 2055, it states:

2995
‘The Policy Council has given careful consideration to finding the right balance in relation to its responsibilities, accountability of
the regulatory authority for the largest part of Guernsey’s economy, and meeting international regulatory standards.’

I will not give way because I just need to finish, Deputy Trott, if I may.
The point is governments set policy and regulators regulate. And this Government is now putting a firm
hand on setting the policy. And I will give way and then continue.
3000

Deputy Trott: I thank the Minister for the Commerce & Employment Department for giving way, sir.
Very interesting to hear about the Australian Securities Exchange. Could the Minister tell us what
happens in the United Kingdom and indeed Jersey who are our closest neighbours and competitors?
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Stewart.

3005
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Deputy Stewart: Australia is an OECD country. You can find examples of Crown Dependencies, you
can find examples of Overseas Territories, that all fund their regulators in different ways. What the IMF
says is that they should have ‘financial independence’ and enough money to do their job, but that job the
policy needs to be set by government.
And if we go down to paragraph 6.4 on page 2056, clearly if we were to set up the regulator today it
says:
‘It would also reflect the position were a regulatory body for the finance sector to be established today. It is quite unusual for
entities independent of government such as the Commission to have legislative powers.’

3015

Really you can look all around the world but, frankly, our view is that we are not impeding on the
financial independence of the Commission, but we are going to give it a lot more oversight, as was clearly
demonstrated that was the will of this Assembly the other year.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy St Pier.
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Deputy St Pier: Sir, perhaps I can just respond to a couple of comments made by Deputies Gollop and
Conder, because I think they, in their speeches, were in essence saying that this did not quite meet their
expectations from the debate in July last year.
I can perhaps understand those comments in the context of the debate. However, the amendment which
was laid and approved by the Assembly is quite clear and that is laid down in paragraph 2.1 of the Report
on page 2053, and that says that Policy Council will:
‘…review the funding mechanism for the Guernsey Financial Services Commission (‘the Commission’) and in particular
whether the Commission could in future be funded by way of direct grant from the Treasury & Resources Department’
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Not ‘should’ but ‘could’. So I think that the amendment has been properly discharged by the
commissioning of this Report and the advice given by Ian Towers.
The second reason for rising, sir, is just to respond to Deputy Trott’s concerns which I think he
expressed in relation to the change here. I think there is clearly, at the moment – as Deputy Trott will I am
sure recall – the process by which fees are updated and changed as the Commission embarks on a process
of consultation with the industry. It then also consults Government and then it makes a decision following
that process, and it signs regulations which are then laid before this Assembly and, as Deputy Trott quite
rightly said, they could be annulled by this Assembly.
However, of course an annulment by this Assembly would be very much the Government that is taking
control and it could well be argued that that would be impeding their operational independence. In very
much the same way if this Assembly were to annul the regulations of the Financial Services Commission, it
could well be at the same level of risk as failing to approve the accounts, which is in a sense what brought
us to this place in the first place, because that is what the debate was about a year or so ago.
What is before the Assembly today, and what is being proposed, is a subtle but important change, in that
the process now will be that the Commission will consult; they will consult with industry, they will consult
with Government and advise Government what they believe are the appropriate fees in order to raise a
budget which enables them to do that which they need to do, that which they are charged to do under the
various regulatory laws. And then Government will decide, with the consent and agreement of the
Commission, and then Government will lay the regulations before this Assembly, and again the Assembly
could still annul those regulations, but I would suggest that would again carry slightly less risk than a direct
annulment of a decision from the Financial Services Commission.
So I would argue, sir, in response to Deputy Trott that actually this perhaps provides greater security
and avoids some of the risks which are inherent in the current system.
Again that just addresses Deputy Gollop’s question in relation to who within Government is making
these decisions. Well, yes, at the moment it will be the Policy Council. Clearly there will be an issue about
the transfer of responsibility from the Policy Council once that body ceases to exist, but the process will be
regulations will still come to this Assembly, just as they do now. So it will ultimately be a decision which
could be taken by all 47 Members here.
The final thing I would say before sitting down, sir, is of course GIBA would like to go further, it would
seem from… I will give way to Deputy Trott.
Deputy Trott: Sir, I am extremely grateful to the Treasury Minister. I could sense he was coming to the
end of his speech.
Sir, would the Treasury Minister agree with me that the most catastrophic of any of the circumstances
that he was seeking to describe would certainly include the resignation of Commissioners over a matter of
principle, hence my question earlier which I hoped he would address during his speech. How does he hope
to ensure that that that degree of conflict will not emerge in what appears to many as being a rather heavyhanded approach to the regulator’s activities?
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Deputy St Pier: Sir, I will attempt to deal with that question and no doubt the Chief Minister can also
add his own comments in summing up.
Clearly the Commission have been involved in this process. They have provided their view. I think it is
fair to say that they did not drive or initiate this review, therefore, in a sense, their starting point is that they
would see no rationale or reason for change. So I think they would have been very comfortable to accept
Ian Tower’s report and his recommendations. However, in the process of consultation which followed Mr
Tower’s report, my understanding of the Commission’s position and the Commissioner’s position is that
they are comfortable with what is being proposed before the Assembly here and the fact that their
operational independence will not be compromised and given the fact that their consent is required.
As Deputy Trott has said and as I have alluded to, there are inherent risks with whatever system we have
that there may come a point where Government and the Commission’s views may differ, which could lead
to the sort of event to which Deputy Trott is referring to. But I think those risks are substantially mitigated
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by the process which is here – which actually permits me to return to the final point I was going to raise,
which is GIBA’s email to Members this afternoon, which seems to suggest they would prefer Government
to have gone further with their recommendations. And no doubt that is of no great surprise, given that they
represent the industry that is being regulated.
But I would advise the Assembly that if they were so minded to proceed down that route it would carry
much greater risks of the sort of event that Deputy Trott is referring to.
So, sir, whilst this may not have met the expectations of Deputies Conder and Gollop, in relation to
what was going to emerge from the review, I think the review has been properly discharged. I think
appropriate consultation has taken place with all interested parties and this is a very sensible, subtle but
important shift.
The comment I made in relation to a wayward teenager being grounded… I think this is an appropriate
ticking off that manages the situation that we were seeking to address 15 or so months ago.

3090

The Deputy Bailiff: I turn to the Chief Minister then to reply to the debate on this Article, Deputy Le
Tocq.
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The Chief Minister: Thank you, sir.
I am not going to say very much because two of my Ministers have spoken and addressed a lot of the
concerns that were raised by those other Members that have spoken.
But just to say, sir, that there inevitably will be a tension that exists between regulator and industry and
between Government and industry and between Government and the regulator. What we are seeking to do
is to find a way – and you can call it a journey if you like; we have begun a journey.
Paragraph 6.4, which some Members have referred to, indicates that were we starting from today we
most definitely would not do things the way they are at the moment. The thing is that any sharp change in
policy would be counter-productive to all our interests and to reputation as well, so what we are seeking to
do is something that is balanced, that maintains a healthy tension because that tension has to be healthy
between us and the regulator.
But one of the good things I think is that, whereas the States years ago set up the Financial Services
Commission and then largely left it to do its job, it is clear that we have had to and we want to engage far
more with the Commission and today there is far more activity clearly in terms of talking, interface,
discussion, strong debate, between Government and Policy Council particularly, Commerce & Employment
as well and the regulator, than there has been before.
I know, whilst in some cases that might seem to demonstrate that there is disagreement, I think actually
it is done with respect and with recognition of different roles. I can say that I value the good relationship we
have and understanding of that.
To pick up on Deputy Trott’s comments on transparency and informed decision-making, the whole of
paragraph 7 talks about consultation and it does mention in paragraph 7.3 that:

3115
‘The Policy Council has also engaged with the Commission and considered its views in finalising the recommendations in this
Report.’
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Not surprisingly, as Deputy St Pier has alluded to, their starting point was, ‘Well, we do not want to
change, then.’ That was obviously the case. So we had to come to a place where we feel that what we are
suggesting now, I am proposing to this Assembly, is a better position, that does not affect our reputation,
that the States has the right and the proper right to legislate and to make policy. The regulator implements
that appropriately and that is the direction of travel; that is the journey that we are on today.
So I do thank those who have spoken in favour of the recommendations here and I encourage this
Assembly to support them.
The Deputy Bailiff: Members of the States, there are three Propositions that you will find on page
2075.
It is your wish that Proposition 1 be taken separately from Proposition 2 or can I put them all together?
(Two Members: Together.) I will put them all together then.
There are the three Propositions. Those in favour; those against.

3130

Members voted Pour.
The Deputy Bailiff: I declare all three Propositions duly carried.
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VII. Policy Council –
Proposed Amendments to the Charities and Non-Profit
Organisations (Registration) (Guernsey) Law, 2008 –
Propositions carried
Article VII.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether, after consideration of the Report dated 28th July, 2014, of the Policy Council, they are of the
opinion:
1. To agree that The Charities and Non Profit Organisations (Registration) (Guernsey) Law 2008 be
amended to:
a. remove the exemption for manumitted organisations, so that they become subject to all existing and
any future requirements in connection with registration;
b. amend the definition of NPOs to clarify its scope;
c. widen the regulation –making powers to permit the making in due course of regulations to cover all
necessary matters regarding internal governance issues;
d. make criminal sanctions for failing to comply with the different requirements imposed on NPOs
explicit and consistent;
e. permit disclosures relating to NPOs to be made by the Registrar of NPOs to the Director of Income
Tax and to corresponding authorities inside the Bailiwick as well as outside.
2. To agree that the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975 be amended to permit information on NPOs
(charities and non-profit organisations) to be disclosed to the Registrar of NPOs.

3135

The Greffier: Article VII. Policy Council – Proposed Amendments to the Charities and Non Profit
Organisations (Registration) (Guernsey) Law, 2008.
The Deputy Bailiff: I invite the Chief Minister, Deputy Le Tocq, to open the debate on this Article.
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The Chief Minister: Thank you, Mr Deputy Bailiff.
The Charities and Non-Profit Organisations (Registration) (Guernsey) Law was introduced in 2008 to
seek to meet international standards issued by the Financial Action Task Force in relation to non-profit
organisations.
The Law established a registration framework for certain charities and non-profit organisations in
Guernsey and was later extended to Alderney. Sark has its own Law. Consideration has now been given to
the steps that are necessary in order both to meet recommendations made by the IMF in its Report on the
Bailiwick, published in 2011, in relation to the previous FATF standards and also to meet the revised FATF
standards going forward.
The methodology for evaluating compliance with the revised standards was published in 2013.
Amendments are necessary to the Guernsey Law, to ensure that the framework meets these evolving
standards and to make other technical changes.
The proposals build upon the existing registration framework, by seeking to remove the exemption for
manumitted organisations administered by fiduciaries licenced by the Guernsey Financial Services
Commission so that they become subject to registration requirements under the Law: amending the
definition of NPOs to clarify its scope, widening the regulation-making powers to permit the making of
regulations to cover internal governance issues, making criminal sanctions for failing to comply with the
different requirements imposed on NPOs explicit and consistent, permitting disclosures relating to NPOs to
be made by the registrar of NPOs to the Director of Income Tax and to corresponding authorities inside and
outside the Bailiwick.
It is also proposed to revise the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law 1975, to permit information on NPOs to be
disclosed by Income Tax to the registrar of NPOs.
The legislative recommendations take account of responses to the consultation we have received. For
example, the proposals will allow the procedure for applying tax relief to be encompassed in the charity and
NPO registration process. It is also the consultation process which has led to the proposal to amend the
definition of ‘non-profit organisations’, to clarify its scope.
The work of the charity and NPO sector is very important to Guernsey. The diversity of the sector, in
both size and activity, ranging from NPOs operating at a local level within Guernsey to the international
profile of manumitted NPOs administered by the fiduciary sector, the voluntary nature of much charity and
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NPO work and funding by the public in many cases, emphasises the importance of proportionality and
ensuring that any legislation in this area is right for Guernsey.
In order to ensure that the revisions are right for Guernsey, there has been discussion with
representatives of the Commercial Bar Association and the Guernsey Association of Trustees, particularly
in respect of the removal of the exemption for manumitted organisations. As a result of these discussions, it
has been agreed that the removal of this exemption should be accompanied by changes to the definition of
NPO to ensure that the scope of the legislation does not go beyond what is necessary to meet the FATF
standards.
In order to allow this to be implemented in a measured way, it is now envisaged that the introduction of
the amendments will be carried out in two stages. The first stage will involve the more straightforward,
technical legislative amendments, which will be brought to the States this year. The second stage will
involve the far more reaching amendments, namely amendments to the definition of a ‘non-profit
organisation’ and also to the enhancement to the regulation making powers, so it is intended that these
amendments will be brought to the States in 2015.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Gollop.
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Deputy Gollop: Sir, on page 2079 there is the comment made from the IMF Report 2011, which says:
‘The registration framework for NPO[s] is not comprehensive. The decision to exempt manumitted organization[s] is not justified
from a risk perspective. A total of 207 manumitted organizations hold £2.018 billion in asset[s] with over 76% of those assets held
internationally.’
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Well, that is interesting, but of course it reflects a decision that this Assembly did take in 2007 – I was a
Member then. I must admit I was not fully conversant with the world of manumission, fiduciaries and all
the rest of it. But clearly the decision was made for a reason and now it is being changed because, in a way,
it is being changed by the old chestnut of worries about criminal activity and terrorist funding, which I am
sure have never happened from Guernsey and would be unlikely to happen in that context.
But then we go on to page 2082, consultation, and we have relatively positive comments identified from
the Guernsey Association of Trustees and, indeed, I have heard through the grapevine that GIBA are not
that concerned. But, in a way, they had to say that because Guernsey rightly has progressive, clean business
and we want an A star, a gold star, for regulation.
But logically, if we exempted this in 2007 now it will be registered and perhaps opened to a degree of
scrutiny that was not there before – at least a degree of transparency perhaps. Could there not be a loss of
business to Guernsey and should we have not considered if there is a risk of that happening? Maybe there is
no risk of that happening and we could even attract more business on the grounds that we are such a firstclass, open, regulated expert area but I do not think the costs to the industry have really been considered in
this. It has clearly been driven by the desire to gain regulatory brownie points.
The Deputy Bailiff: I do not see anybody else rising so, Chief Minister, would you wish to reply to the
debate of Deputy Gollop?
The Chief Minister: He did not really raise any questions, sir, so I have not got much to add except that
I too was in the Assembly in 2007 and I think the sort of things that he was alluding to were considered, but
considered to be a step too far.
Again, here we are not going and proposing the way that other jurisdictions have with a Charities
Commission etc. This is not a sledgehammer and it is considered these are measured proposals that help us
to comply and to keep our reputation and so I do encourage the Assembly to vote for them. (A Member:
Hear, hear.)
The Deputy Bailiff: Members of the States, there are two Propositions. They are interrelated. They
appear on page 2084 in the Billet. I put them to you aux voix. Those in favour; those against.
Members voted Pour

3220

The Deputy Bailiff: I declare both Propositions duly carried.
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REPORTS OF STATES DEPARTMENTS
VIII. Treasury & Resources Department –
Miscellaneous Amendments to the Income Tax Law –
Propositions carried
Article VIII.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether, after consideration of the Report dated 3rd July, 2014, of the Treasury and Resources
Department, they are of the opinion:
1. That section 172(1) of the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975, as amended, be revised to put it beyond
doubt that arrangements made between the States of Guernsey and the government of another country,
may include any arrangements such as, but not limited to, the apportionment of taxing rights, variations
in the rates of tax and methods of computing a person’s liability to tax in relation to, and the exemption
from tax of, particular sources of income, and other ancillary provisions, provided that the main
purpose, or one of the main purposes, of the arrangements or provisions is that they are made with a
view to affording relief from double taxation.
2. That sections 43(2)(ii) and 51(5) of the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975, as amended, be revised to
restrict an entitlement to claim personal and other allowances to an entitlement to the allowances
applicable to single persons, in the circumstances set out in paragraphs 2.2.2. and 2.2.6.
3. That sections 51 and 51A of the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975, as amended, be revised to restrict
an entitlement to claim personal allowances for individuals who are non-resident, or resident but not
solely or principally resident, respectively, in the circumstances set out in paragraphs 2.3.5., 2.3.9. and
2.3.10.
4. That amendments be made to the information powers in sections 75D(4), 75D(5), 75L(2)(c), 75F and
75I of the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975, as amended, as set out in paragraphs 2.4.4., 2.4.5., 2.4.7.,
2.4.9. and 2.4.12.
5. That section 209(1) of the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975, as amended, be amended to put it
beyond doubt that compensatory awards made by the Employment and Discrimination Tribunal under
the Employment Protection (Guernsey) Law 1998 and other relevant legislation, when made by the
Tribunal in consequence of the termination of an individual's employment, fall within the definition of
‘emoluments’.
6. That the Income Tax (Guernsey) (Employees Tax Instalment Scheme) Regulations, 2007, be amended
to increase the amount of unpaid tax that the Director may collect through the issue of a direction
notice to an employee's employer, without prior consent, from amounts of less than £1,000 to amounts
of less than £3,000.
7. That section 193A of the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975, as amended, be revised to enable the
Director to impose penalties on employers who submit incorrect or incomplete forms, schedules or lists
that they are required to submit by regulations made under section 81A, without prejudice to the
existing enhanced penalties that may be imposed under section 193(2) where a return is incorrect or
incomplete in any material particular and the employer has acted negligently or fraudulently.
The Senior Deputy Greffier: Article VIII. Treasury & Resources Department – Miscellaneous
Amendments to the Income Tax Law.
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The Deputy Bailiff: I invite the Minister of the Department, Deputy St Pier, to open the debate on this
Article.
Deputy St Pier: Sir, once a year my Department brings a report to the States which makes
recommendations to the Assembly in relation to a number of technical issues which arise during the year.
That is what is contained in the report from page 2085 onwards. I have nothing to add to that which is in the
report, but obviously will happily respond to any questions or issues that arise in debate.
The Deputy Bailiff: I do not see any Member rising to speak in debate; so, Minister, there is nothing to
reply to.
I will put the Propositions to you as a block. They appear at page 2105 and 2106. There are seven
Propositions, all relating to amendment to the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975. Those in favour; those
against.
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Members voted Pour.
3240

The Deputy Bailiff: I declare all seven Propositions duly carried. Thank you.

IX. Commerce & Employment Department –
Review of the Dairy Industry –
Debate commenced
Article IX.
The States are asked to decide:
Whether, after consideration of the Report dated 1st July, 2014, of the Commerce and Employment
Industry, they are of the opinion:
1. To agree in principle to the investigation of options for the granting of greater commercial freedom
for the operation and governance of the Guernsey Dairy and to direct the Commerce and Employment
Department to submit a report on this matter to the States of Deliberation with the aim of this being
done in 2015, but mindful of the work of the States Review Committee in respect of the future
governance of States Trading bodies.
2. To agree that the general revenue funding for dairy farm management payments be reduced by
£1 million in five equal steps over a five year period commencing on 1st January 2015.
3. To agree that the Milk Price Review Panel be disbanded.
4. To repeal the Milk Control (Guernsey) Ordinance, 1958, as amended.
5. To approve the proposals for a new Milk Ordinance as set out in paragraphs 3.114 to 3.116 of this
Report.
6. To direct the preparation of the legislation necessary to give effect to their above decisions.
The Senior Deputy Greffier: Article IX. Commerce & Employment Department – Review of the
Dairy Industry.
3245
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The Deputy Bailiff: I invite the Minister of the Department, Deputy Stewart, to open debate on this
Article. Deputy Stewart.
Deputy Stewart: Deputy Bailiff, fellow States’ Members, the Dairy Review has been complex and a
very thorough piece of work, as you can see from the review that was circulated and included as part of this
Billet.
I would though just like to read you an extract from my speech when I stood on this floor of the
Assembly back in 2012 in my bid to become your Minister for Commerce & Employment. What I said was,
and I quote:
‘The dairy industry is somewhere where our heart rules our head. However, C&E has to be aware of the social and environmental
impacts of its decisions and, of course, the will of the people.’

3255

We would never start a dairy industry from scratch today. Due to economies of scale, the business case
could never be made to stand up.
‘The dairy industry is quintessentially Guernsey, and the Guernsey breed iconic.’
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I have not changed my mind since that day. Chairing the review group has made me aware of just how
fragile the dairy industry is, how we need to nurture it so it can be viable in an increasingly competitive
world and one of ever-changing consumer habits. We need to plan for a more sustainable future and give
the key stakeholders, the farmers, more responsibility for their future.
The information the Members have before them is detailed and I do not wish to go through all of that,
but rather I would like to give a general perspective on the proposals that lie before us today.
The industry, in some areas, has been one of mistrust – an argument which has not been helpful or
productive. We need an industry that is united and more straightforward from an operational point of view,
so that in time we can drive efficiencies into it and deliver the product the consumer wants. We must also
ensure that the opportunities exist to properly reward all stakeholders in the supply chain. We need to build
back some trust if this industry has a hope of surviving, and this will take some time and effort and
willingness from all parties.
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The current industry flow chart on page 72 of the review group’s report – and you can see it here; it is a
‘Soulsbygram’, and I thank Deputy Soulsby for helping with this – illustrates just how complex the
interaction between the stakeholders and government is at this time. Page 73 shows our recommendations
for a much simplified and, we expect, far more efficient structure.
So why is this review different from others before it – and goodness knows there have been quite a few
and they are all gathering dust up at Raymond Falla House! There is now, as they say in business, a ‘game
changer’, and that is that in the opinion of the law officers we can make a stronger argument to control the
importation of milk into the Island. We can do this because, under Protocol 3, we are obliged to allow free
trade between Guernsey and the EU and we can argue, in relation to milk, that because of the uniqueness of
the local Guernsey breed and the value of preserving it as a farm animal genetic resource, protecting our
market is justified. We can also point to the environmental and heritage benefits, and because of our
extensive farm management we are encouraging the biodiversity that our dairy industry delivers to
Guernsey. These issues are now much higher on the agenda of the EU and as such we have robust advice
that a new Milk Ordinance drafted with enforceable controls on milk importation would be sustainable.
That is the advice: it would be sustainable. This is explained in detail in the Billet from page 2109 onwards.
This game changer gives the industry real certainty and we envisage a new Milk Ordinance could be
brought to this Assembly within six months and would deal with the current small-scale importation of offIsland milk. It is my belief and the belief of the Commerce & Employment Board that this uncertainty
around the importation of milk has resulted in everyone walking on eggshells in this industry and it has held
it back with no real progress being made on farming, the Dairy or distribution. This game changer will put
us in a position for all stakeholders to be able to clearly plan for the future.
What we have not done is suggest radical and swift change. We have not drawn up a plan that today or
tomorrow we move the industry from here and plonk it there next Tuesday. Rather, what we are saying is
let’s set it on a journey over the next five years with a careful hand on the tiller. Deputy Perrot will love
this, because we all know how to get from Guernsey to Sark and we all know most of the rocks to avoid,
but there are always variations in wind and tide that we have to compensate for and make corrective course
changes. This is how we see the changes over the next five years for the dairy industry. We have an aim and
a course to start, but we will watch closely and make changes – those touches on the tiller – as necessary to
ensure safe arrival.
As I have said, at the centre of the industry are the farmers and the Dairy. We do not favour a privately
owned dairy but we do favour a dairy that has more independence from day-to-day political interference
and unnecessary bureaucracy. If we want it to act in a commercial manner, then we should allow it to do so.
We do want the Dairy to build on the trust it has with the farmers and build relationships with the
GMRA. Key to that will of course be that the farmers get a guaranteed producer price. Also key will be that
the GMRA enter into a commercial agreement with the Dairy for the delivery of the milk. We did consider
allowing the Dairy to… or recommend that the Dairy deliver to the supermarkets direct and sell milk from
its trade counter. However, in fairness to the GMRA, we felt that this move would literally pull the rug
from under their feet and put great strain on their businesses, although this concession to the current system
does increase distribution costs and does not benefit our consumers. The conclusion we came to was to
leave in place protections for existing milk distribution businesses, clarifying aspects of the licensing and
allowing greater commercial freedom.
From our evidence, the popularity of doorstep deliveries has waned as shopping habits have changed,
and although doorstep delivery remains important to a significant minority of consumers, what matters now
and in the future is the sale of milk in shops both large and small. In Jersey, the Dairy did stop providing
doorstep deliveries altogether without seeing any change in the demand for milk, but we decided not to
interfere in this aspect of milk sales. In reality, the milk retailers will retain their loyal customers and they
may wish to have a marketing drive to develop their existing customer base by numbers and perhaps by
product. However, it is my view that no private enterprise business should be wrapped in cotton wool by
the States. Consumer habits have changed over the past 30 years and it is our estimation, and from the
evidence before you from the Island analysis report in the appendix of the review, that only a quarter of our
milk is delivered to the doorstep. Milk retailers will have to work hard on business development to reverse
this trend. In fact, the trend of the last year has dropped by nearly a third. If they do not, I fear they will
wither on the vine.
The review group could not see the need to retain the control of the retail price of milk. Our view on that
in the Department is that what is important is that the farmers get a guaranteed producer price and the Dairy
have a standard and firm wholesale price, which is always called the ‘gate price’. The arrangement we
propose will allow the retail price to vary and some outlets may choose to have special offers with the
ensuing benefits to consumers. In Jersey, where the gate price is fixed but not the retail price, the evidence
says that the price varies up to about 5 pence a litre. We firmly believe that we too can harness this
competitive spirit which can work to hold back the retail price of milk in Guernsey. And actually, in reality,
the price of milk is not really set, because although we can say it is £1.11 a litre, on Co-op ‘double-divi’ day
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you are actually getting a discount. In some of the other shops, with a 10% discount to old-age pensioners,
you are actually getting that off your milk – it is all in the basket. Some milk retailers… and we were not
able to establish the exact nature of charging and who charges who, but we know that some charge for
delivery, and so if you charge 60 pence a week, for example, for delivery, and you get 3 litres, actually you
are paying £1.31 litre. So this whole idea that milk is absolutely the price it is, fixed in aspic, is a misnomer.
So although the Milk Price Review Panel has done an excellent job since 2007, their annual
deliberations are always met with debate. It is also difficult for them to get detailed information from the
milk retailers, and they have no powers to compel them to give information that might be helpful in their
deliberations. In their report this year to the Commerce & Employment Board, the panel has this to say on
milk distribution and retailing, and I quote from the Milk Price Review Panel’s report:
‘The panel held wide-ranging discussions with members of the GMRA analysing distribution cost factors, emphasising the
differential costs of delivering to the doorstep and supermarkets. Yet again, the panel does not have sufficient information to
reflect this in any way in their recommendations but was grateful to one representative for offering to share his accounts.’
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I am afraid that, although the C&E Board had wide-ranging discussions with the GMRA – in fact, we
met them more times than any other stakeholder – we also had the same experience as the Milk Price
Review Panel and no real information came forward from the GMRA, although rather late in the day some
sample information was produced. Maybe that does signal a new willingness to engage more fully in future
debate.
Having said that, sir, I am quite convinced that it is time to move on from some of these old historical
arguments. We have to move on for the industry to go forward with the certainty of a fit-for-purpose Milk
Ordinance. The farmers, the Dairy and the GMRA need to work together, engendering a culture of trust and
fairness not just for the industry stakeholders but also for the Guernsey public whose loyalty and
appreciation for our Dairy and its products is unswerving. We saw the evidence last year before our own
eyes when the Dairy was unable to produce milk for a few days: we saw the English milk go out of date on
the shelves as soon as the Guernsey milk was restored. And of course you have got the evidence from the
Island analysis report in your appendix.
I would ask the Assembly to bear in mind the support given to this Report this week by the dairy
farmers. The dairy farmers have an awful lot to lose and they have placed their trust in both the C&E Board
and this Report – and I will not let them down. They support this vision for the future and its pragmatic yet
sensible and balanced approach. I would urge you to vote through these Propositions.
Thank you.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Fallaize, you have circulated an amendment. Do you wish to move it now?
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Deputy Fallaize: Yes, please, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you.
Amendment:
To delete the propositions and substitute therefor:
1. To agree that the long-term future of the dairy industry is best secured through:
a) effective statutory control on the importation of milk along the lines set out in paragraphs 3.1 to 3.10
of that report;
b) a continuing commitment to the Guernsey breed along the lines set out in paragraphs 3.11 to 3.16 of
that report;
c) an independent, but still States’-owned, dairy along the lines set out in paragraphs 3.17 to 3.34 of
that report;
d) a firm commitment from farmers to a year-round supply of milk for the island along the lines set out
in paragraphs 3.35 to 3.47 of that report;
e) a simpler approach to milk pricing in the industry along the lines set out in paragraphs 3.48 to 3.64
of that report;
f) the continuation of dairy farm management contracts along the lines set out in paragraphs 3.65 to
3.81 of that report;
g) support for farm business development and new entrants along the lines set out in paragraphs 3.82 to
3.86 of that report;
h) protection for agricultural land and flexibility for ancillary uses along the lines set out in paragraphs
3.87 to 3.91 of that report;
i) modernised arrangements for milk distribution and retailing; and
j) a new Milk Ordinance along the lines set out in paragraphs 3.114 to 3.118 of that report.
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2. To direct the Commerce & Employment Department to submit to the States as expeditiously as
possible, but in any event by no later than July, 2015, a report on the distribution and retailing of milk
and milk products which shall: set out what in the opinion of the Department are the optimum
distribution and retailing arrangements for the long-term sustainability and success of the island’s
dairy industry; make recommendations for the adoption of such arrangements at the earliest possible
opportunity; and examine, and make recommendations upon, whether it would be appropriate to put in
place measures, financial or otherwise, to mitigate any likely adverse consequences upon existing milk
distributors of moving to such arrangements.
3. To direct the preparation of any legislation necessary to give effect to their above decisions,
including the repeal of the Milk Control (Guernsey) Ordinance, 1958, as amended, and the making of a
new Ordinance under the provisions of the Milk and Milk Products (Guernsey) Law, 1955 along the
lines set out in paragraphs 3.114 to 3.118 of that report.
3365

Deputy Fallaize: Thank you.
First of all, sir, I want to… You do not want me to read it out, do you, sir? I will read out 2 and 3 as I get
to them, but number one is very long.
The Deputy Bailiff: Yes, there is no need to.
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Deputy Fallaize: Okay, thank you.
The Deputy Bailiff: You can summarise it.
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Deputy Fallaize: Sorry?
Deputy Bailiff: Summarise: it means be brief!
Deputy David Jones: Yes! (Laughter and interjections)
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Deputy Fallaize: This morning, Deputy Perrot said to me, ‘I haven’t got anything prepared because I
know you’ll speak for about an hour and a half and I’m sure you’ll cover it all.’ It will not be quite an hour
and a half, but close perhaps. No!
First, I want to commend Commerce & Employment because I agree with the Minister: I think that this
is a comprehensive Report, it is a thorough report, it reads well. In my time in the States, I think this is the
third or possibly the fourth report on the future of the dairy industry, and there was one put to the States just
before the election at which I was elected. I have to say all of those reports had material flaws. I thought
they were all distinctly unimpressive, quite frankly. This Report is clearly the best report, the most thorough
report, the most coherent report on the dairy industry that I have read.
I do have some questions and perhaps some reservations in respect of one or two areas – the
arrangements for the quotas and the way that milk supply agreements will replace quotas, and one or two
other issues in respect of farming and the Dairy – but they are not major reservations, and I said to the
Department that I am prepared to back their ideas and their proposals on this Report and I think this report
is a great improvement on what has come before.
In fact, the reason I am laying the amendment, sir, and trying to vary the proposals in respect of
distribution and retailing is because I think if the proposals in respect of distribution and retailing are not
amended there is a possibility – and I put it no more strongly than that, but there is a possibility – that this
whole report will be rejected – I would not be able to vote for it as the Propositions are set out at the
moment – and if that happens, then Commerce & Employment will lose all of the good aspects in respect of
farmers and the future of the Dairy and the focus on the consumer and the changing to a more commercial
focus. They would have lost all of that because of the problems with the proposals in respect of distribution
and retailing.
The new Proposition 1 which I am trying to insert is quite long, but it is relatively straightforward. I said
to Deputy Stewart and Deputy Soulsby, ‘I don’t quite understand why the Propositions were set out in the
way that they are, but they do not seek to convert the Commerce & Employment Department proposals into
Propositions and subsequently States’ Resolutions.’ I do not know why that is, but my view is that the
States should have an opportunity to vote on what it is actually being asked to debate, and so 1(a) to (j) seek
to bring the Department’s proposals which are contained in the report into the Propositions. I think if the
amendment is approved and if it becomes a Resolution it strengthens the Department’s hand in the sense
that it would have had an endorsement from the States and it is setting out the future of the dairy industry,
rather than it being just wrapped up in a report and not converted into Propositions.
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Also, there are extant States’ Resolutions in respect of, for example, quotas and the Farm Management
Agreement. Some of those were set up by States’ Resolution. Now the Department wants to vary them – in
some cases, wants to replace them with other arrangements – but it is not seeking to rescind or vary the
original Resolutions. I am not quite sure how that has happened, but obviously if the amendment is
accepted then all of the Department’s proposals will find their way into the Propositions and I think it is a
much cleaner way of moving towards the new framework for the industry which they set out. So that is new
proposition 1.
1(a) to (j) all end with the words ‘along the lines set out in paragraphs such-and-such of that report’, for
obvious reasons, except in respect of 1(i), which is the modernised arrangements for milk distribution and
retailing. I agree and I do not think it is possible to dispute that it is a sound objective to have modernised
arrangements and retailing of milk. My view, however, is that the proposals set out in the Department’s
report are not really modernising the arrangements for the distribution and the retailing of milk. I do not
think the proposals they have set out in their report fulfil the objective of modernising those arrangements.
That brings me to the new Proposition 2, which I am trying to insert, and I will read that:
‘To direct the Commerce & Employment Department to submit to the States as expeditiously as possible, but in any event by no
later than July, 2015, a report on the distribution and retailing of milk and milk products which shall: set out what in the opinion of
the Department are the optimum distribution and retailing arrangements for the long-term sustainability and success of the island’s
dairy industry; make recommendations for the adoption of such arrangements at the earliest possible opportunity; and examine,
and make recommendations upon, whether it would be appropriate to put in place measures, financial or otherwise, to mitigate
any likely adverse consequences upon existing milk distributors of moving to such arrangements.’
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The key parts of that Proposition 2 are to direct the Department to lay before the States the optimum
distribution and retailing arrangements for the health of the dairy industry and to examine whether there are
measures, financial or otherwise, which could be put in place to mitigate the adverse consequences upon the
existing retailers.
Why I talk about the optimum arrangements is because it seems to me the only thing on which all
parties are agreed is that the proposals set out in the report in respect of distribution and retailing are not the
optimum arrangements. For example, the Department talks of making improvements in the distribution
arrangements but stops short of recommending them. Two examples are the chilled distribution chain and a
distribution system organised on a fully commercial basis. The Department tell us in the Report that they
would like to introduce reforms along those lines but they have stopped short of recommending those things
in this report.
At paragraph 97 of the annex, if it is in annex – this report with the picture of the cow on the front,
which much to Deputy Lester Queripel’s disgust is in colour. (Laughter) I hope he does not to vote against
it just on that basis! The last sentence of paragraph 97 reads:
‘The larger retail stores and groups wanted to avoid multiple transactions and saw the solution to be dealing directly with the
dairy.’
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 so that is what the large commercial outlets want.
Then, at paragraph 100, the report tells us:
‘The Dairy commented that it would value a greater opportunity to deal directly with the larger retail outlets on product
promotions and to specify how their perishable dairy products are handled.’
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So the large commercial outlets and the Dairy are not getting what they believe to be the optimum
arrangements out of the Department’s proposals as they stand.
We know that, for the sake of the existing retailers, the distributors, their rounds are based on the
concept of zoning and de facto exclusivity – and I will come on to that in a bit more detail in a moment –
and the fixed retail price, which allows the vast majority of them to cross-subsidise within their round from
retail outlets to doorstep delivery, without which the vast majority of rounds are not viable. The proposals
do not provide the zoning and they emphatically try to unfix the retail price of milk. I am not opposed to
that, and I will come onto that in a moment, but the viability is in the zoning, the de facto exclusivity and
the fixed retail price.
There is only one other home delivery network that crosses the Island and that is the delivery of
newspapers, which is something I know a little about having had a paper round for a few years before I was
in the States. That relies on rigorous zoning endorsed by the wholesaler. It is an agreement between the
Federation of retail newsagents, but it is endorsed by the wholesaler and there is a fixed retail price. Okay,
there is also a delivery charge of £1 a week or £1.50 a week, but there is a difference between newspapers
and milk: newspapers are a daily product and they tend not to freeze too well, whereas milk obviously can
be purchased in bulk and that does make the economics of newspaper deliveries quite different from the
economics of milk deliveries. But it is critical that the only other home delivery network which exists is in
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relation to newspapers, and I am telling the States it is based rigorously on zoning endorsed and supported
and assisted by the wholesaler. (A Member: Not the States.)
Not by the States, but the difference is that the wholesaler is not the States. In this industry the problem
is that the product is being released by a States’ organisation. That is a key difference.
For all the other areas of the industry in this report I think the Department is setting out what are more
than viable… It is a coherent package to secure the long-term sustainability and health of the industry. We
cannot be absolutely certain that they will be successful, and I do think that in some respects certain
elements of the report perhaps do not pay appropriate attention to the past. As an example, the quota
arrangement was introduced to deal explicitly with the overproduction of milk. The proposal is to remove
the quota arrangement. I am going to support it and the Department assures me that the milk supply
agreements will be able to perform some of the functions that were being performed by the old quota
arrangements, but to some extent we are being asked to take a leap of faith here. I can see running through
this report a coherent thread and a coherent plan for the future of the industry, but in respect of distribution
and retailing this is a patched-up compromise. I understand why the Department has done it, but I think
they have come up with a solution which does not please anybody, and by their own admission these
arrangements are sub optimal.
I would say to Members please do not believe that by voting against this amendment the States can
avoid future reports on distribution and retailing of milk – I know I am proposing another report in the
middle of next year. I am firmly of the opinion that if the proposals are carried as they are this will be an
elastoplast and we will be here, or our successors will be here – whether it is two years or three years or five
years I do not know, but sometime in the foreseeable future the States will have to wrestle once again with
the problems of distribution and retailing because the proposals as outlined are not a long-term sustainable
solution.
The reason for that is because they do not really unpick us from the historic distribution arrangements,
and they have their origin in the immediate post-war period when, as the Department’s Report states,
unpasteurised milk was delivered to the home once a day, and in some cases twice-daily. Even with the
advent of the tetra pack and central packing, distribution arrangements did work well while the bulk of sales
were made through the doorstep. According to the Department’s calculations, 10 years ago the bulk of sales
were still made through the doorstep and I would argue the States has tried to retain that traditional model
longer than it might have. Fixing the retail price has discouraged consumers from transferring their milk
purchases to retail outlets because it has kept the price of the doorstep delivery lower because of the crosssubsidy which the distributor is able to obtain through the large commercial outlets. I do not think the States
can be blamed – these are consumer trends; this is consumer demand.
The Department’s review group suggests that doorstep deliveries are down by 50% in just the last seven
years and, according to the statistics that we have available, there has been no discernible reduction in
consumption. In 2007, the reports advised that around 50% of milk sales were on the doorstep. The
Department is now telling us that their best estimates are around 25%. So clearly the demands of consumers
have changed radically since the days when these distribution and retail arrangements were put in place.
What is needed here, in my view, is not a sticking plaster but is a new… probably a radically different
arrangement in respect of distribution and retailing, and we need to put in place the optimum arrangements
for the long-term sustainability of the dairy industry. We do not need a sticking plaster.
The second part of this new Proposition 2 I am trying to insert, which is the examination of measures to
mitigate any likely adverse consequences upon existing milk distributors, I suppose to some people will be
contentious. The history of the distribution and retailing of milk is clearly complicated and convoluted. I
think what is relevant – and I have said this to Deputy Stewart and Deputy Soulsby… They should not
forget the fate which befell their predecessors. In 2007, the Department laid proposals to the States trying
to, in their view, commercialise the distribution and retail arrangements, moving towards more of a freemarket model. Their proposals received the support of four Members of the States. Not a single Member of
the States who was not a Member of Commerce & Employment backed the Department, and instead the
States supported an amendment to have zoning rigorously enforced by the Dairy together with exclusivity.
That was the basis on which the States made its decisions in 2007. A report was lost in 2008. In effect, a
report was lost in 2011 because amendments were laid against it, and I think the Department needs to bear
that in mind when they are articulating their proposals in respect of distribution and retailing. The past
history of the Department in this area is not a happy one.
Personally, I am in no doubt that the States, through the Dairy, have supported and assisted, and in some
ways played a role in regulating the zoning of milk rounds. In 2000, there was an independent review
carried out on the dairy industry by ODL and they concluded that licences had been issued by the Dairy to
rounds men for specific zones. These are quotes from their report:
‘The territory of each round is defined and agreed by the Dairy and each retailer and between retailers.’
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That report notes that where zoning problems arose the Dairy and the GMRA sat in committee together
trying to resolve the zoning problems, so we cannot reasonably say that the zoning arrangement is
something that has evolved by happenstance and without much involvement from the Dairy. The Dairy has
been involved at an integral level in zoning.
Deputy Lowe, last night or the night before, circulated a letter from Mr Cleal , the former Chairman of
the Dairy Executive Committee, Member of the States, who set out the role that the Dairy has played
historically in zoning. Let’s face it, for years the Dairy wanted… I am not saying the Dairy instigated
zoning – I do not believe they did, and I will come on to exclusivity in a moment. They did not instigate
zoning, but it was in the interests of the Dairy for there to be zoning while the vast majority of milk sales
were being carried out through the doorstep, and they, the Dairy – and that means the States – played a role
effectively as the wholesaler in assisting and supporting and regulating the zoning of milk rounds.
For a while, we had this argument that there was zoning but there was no exclusivity. I am sure that in
law that is the case. I have never seen a licence in which the Dairy entered into an exclusive contract with
any retailer or distributor, but if in practice you have a system of one licence per zone and one licensee per
zone, and attached to every licence you place a condition that the licensee cannot deliver outside his or her
zone, it is hardly surprising that over years – decades – the perception and the expectation of exclusivity is
established; and that is what has happened here. Rounds were purchased on that basis with the full
knowledge and in some cases with the assistance of the States’ Dairy.
But even if Members disagree with my view, even if we take the view that the States has not in any way
endorsed the present arrangement of rounds, not endorsed zones, that there has not been exclusivity even
through custom and practice – even if Members get themselves to that position, I would ask the States this
question: why is it that the Commerce & Employment Department cannot propose the optimum
arrangements for the distribution of milk and milk products? Because they cannot; by their own admission
they cannot.
Where is the proposal for large commercial outlets to deal directly with the Dairy, as desired by the
large retailers, the Dairy, and I believe by the Department – certainly by some Members of the Department.
I was told before today, ‘Don’t worry, there will be an amendment for large commercial outlets to deal with
the Dairy, so there is no point trying to worry about the future of the retailers. The States have moved on
from that point. We are going to get an amendment so that the large commercial outlets can deal directly
with the Dairy.’ Where is the amendment? There is no amendment and the Department cannot move to
their optimum distribution arrangements because we are all constrained by the history of the distribution
and retailing arrangements. We are allowing ourselves to be constrained by history and the current
proposals do not really do a great deal more than tinker with the arrangements. I am not saying that they do
not move them forward at all. Clearly they do suggest some reforms, but they are really tinkering on an old
model.
My view is that the only way we can move towards the optimum distribution arrangements for the longterm success of the industry is to draw a line under the past and to establish new optimum distribution and
retailing arrangements without being constrained by all of the baggage of the past, which will continue to
bedevil the Department and the industry unless we are prepared to draw a line under them. The only way
we can do that pragmatically and ethically is to direct the Department to examine mitigating measures for
existing distributors of moving to those optimum arrangements. If that was not the only pragmatic and
ethical way we could do it we would have an amendment here now proposing the Dairy being able to deal
directly with commercial outlets, but the Department and the potential proponents of that sort of approach
know that they will not get it through the States.
Deputy Perrot and I – Deputy Perrot is kindly seconding the amendment – are not the first people to
raise the possibility of mitigating measures. I have kept the ‘c’ word out of my amendment, but the
Commerce & Employment Department itself proposed compensation to existing milk distributors. Back in
2011, the Department proposed a compensation scheme for the loss of business to distributors which they
could see was likely as a consequence of reforms which they had in mind that time. Ultimately, those
reforms were not introduced, but compensation was the Department proposal then and they set out a
framework for how a compensation scheme could be arranged. So I do not want to hear any of this, ‘Oh, we
could be setting a precedent – the amendment is dangerous because it sets a precedent.’ Commerce &
Employment have already proposed a compensation scheme less than three years ago.
The new Proposition 3, I think, is fairly self-explanatory and routine.
I thank the Department, because they invited me in to talk about my concerns and the Department have
been very helpful in listening to my concerns. I believe from my discussions with them that this amendment
will not be opposed by the three Members of the Department’s Dairy Industry Review Group – Deputy
Stewart, Deputy Soulsby and Deputy Laurie Queripel – for which I am grateful. I can only ask other
Members to take what I think is a pragmatic and reasonable way forward to draw a line under an
extraordinarily convoluted and clearly now unhelpful and destructive period.
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I think what I am setting out in the amendment is the only way that we are going to move in the
foreseeable future to the optimum distribution arrangements, and what matters most is not a point of
principle about whether people deserve mitigating measures. I think that we can quickly get ourselves into a
position of intransigence if we become preoccupied by that. What matters most is the long-term health of
the dairy industry, and the distribution arrangements at present do not provide for it and the proposals in the
Department’s report, by their own admission, are not the optimum arrangements to provide for the longterm health of the industry.
I think what is set out in the amendment is a pragmatic and reasonable way forward and I would ask
Members to support it.
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The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Perrot, do you formally second the amendment?
Deputy Perrot: I do, sir, but perhaps I could keep my powder dry.
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The Deputy Bailiff: Of course you can reserve your right to speak.
Deputy Stewart I will call first. You are forgoing your right to reply on the amendment this way.
Deputy Stewart: Sir, maybe this would be helpful. In fact, the Commerce & Employment Board do not
oppose this amendment. Clearly, we would like our own proposals to go through, but we do not oppose this
amendment, and I will tell you why.
Deputy Fallaize is quite right: past reports, the failure to get those through the States and the failure to
even then be able to move on with some of those resolutions in terms of actually issuing licences and
getting agreements… and all of this that has really damaged the industry, and we are at risk because what
will happen if we do not move on… and by doing this review and being dragged into it and listening to the
passion from the farmers, the passion from the staff at the Dairy… is we could lose something which is
quintessentially Guernsey, is important to our heritage and culture.
If we go below 6½ million litres a year, if we cannot produce that, as a matter of course we will have to
import milk from Jersey, the UK or wherever, and that will become a standard product on our shelves,
consumer habits may well change, we will not have our children brought up on Guernsey milk, they may be
even brought upon other milk and therefore they will not consume it as adults, and you start getting into this
whole spiralling-down, in my belief, of the dairy industry.
We have tried to be pragmatic. I think this shows again pragmatism on behalf of the Commerce &
Employment Board. The most important issue here is the dairy industry, it is the farmers, it is our heritage
and it is our environment. Here we are again. All of these previous debates have been around the milk
retailers – how we deliver – when we really need to focus in the future on our environment, on our breeds,
on delivering a product that our consumers want at the right price.
It has been a lot of work and I would like to thank Deputy Soulsby, who has been so helpful in all of
these issues.
During the past weeks we have heard from some Deputies who wished us to go further with our
proposals, to free up dairy distribution, allow supermarkets to collect the stuff and for the whole thing to
just end up as a straightforward commercial agreement and the Dairy work out how they want their milk
distributed. There are others who want more protection and what have you for the GMRA. Yes, we did
plough a middle path because we really wanted to get the Milk Ordinance through and we wanted to at least
get this on the road.
My own personal view is this five-year journey and the way that doorstep deliveries are going and the
way that consumer habits have changed is… possibly a lot of those businesses – and we know from some of
the payment records at the Dairy – are not really viable now and that some of them have probably dropped
below the point where they have critical mass as a business because of the change in consumer habits. We
do not know that for sure because we have not seen any retailers’ accounts. We did ask and we are not
privy to that. We know with the farmers – we have records of their accounts. So the reason why we took
this middle view is we actually thought a lot of this will probably sort itself out bit by bit over the next few
years anyway.
I do want to reiterate that the farmers have given their wholehearted support and I gave them my word
that I would try and bring an Ordinance that would give them that protection and that security within six
months, as did Deputy Soulsby, and it was the worry for my board that we would not get through the main
proposals for the ending of the Milk Price Review Panel, the new Ordinance and other big measures.
The timeline, if Members approve this amendment, in my view would be that I do want to bring that
Milk Ordinance as soon as I can to this Assembly. That would mean within that Ordinance we would have
to take a reasonably neutral position in terms of the licensing for the retailers. I would imagine that we
would bring an optimum report – and you are quite right, that optimum report is probably going to be…
There will be a huge amount of debate around that because if you want optimum for the consumer and for
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the Dairy, actually it has to go to a commercial arrangement – there are supermarkets that want to either
collect it themselves, have it delivered directly by the Dairy, and some of them that want the cold chain
improved as well. So that is what that is likely to be, but that would be put a couple of months after we
bring the Milk Ordinance. Whatever is decided on that subsequent debate, we would then have to amend
the new Milk Ordinance, which I do not see would be a real problem to do.
That will kind of be the timeline, so I think we can meet the temporal requirements that you put in your
amendment, but we would wish to bring the Milk Ordinance prior to that report to give the farmers the
certainty and to be true to our word that Deputy Soulsby and I gave to the farmers. So we do not support it,
but we do not oppose it. It is, I think, C&E being pragmatic.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Deputy Laurie Queripel and then Deputy David Jones.
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Deputy Laurie Queripel: Thank you, sir.
I want to start by absolutely agreeing with Deputy Stewart that the most crucial thing to do is to
strengthen the Milk Ordinance with regard to imports. The future, the viability and the sustainability of our
dairy industry and our iconic breed is absolutely dependent on that, so there are very good reasons to do
that and I agree with Deputy Stewart there.
Yes, Deputy Fallaize is right, I am attracted to this amendment for the following reasons. The
propositions as they stand – and I accept my share of the blame for those, and I will expand on that later –
are nebulous. The Propositions in this amendment more accurately reflect the findings and
recommendations of the report, and I have gone on record as saying that in many respects it is a good
report.
In addition, the Propositions in the amendment endorse a Resolution that resulted from Deputy Le
Lièvre’s amendment that the current arrangements stay in place for retailers, distributors, exclusivity,
zoning etc. until the end of 2015. That acknowledges the part of the retailers – and it is correct to call them
retailers as well as distributors because they are the only ones licensed at present to sell milk, and in those
agreements shops and supermarkets etc. are referred to as ‘depots’, so this acknowledges the part that the
retailers have played in the industry. They have been an integral part and have evolved with the industry,
not apart from it. This has been with the co-operation of the States and has been facilitated by the States in
regard to licensing and the conditions contained within these licences – and more on that in a moment.
I am not a great fan of clichés. I do try to avoid them and use alternative phrases, but in this case one is
particularly apt: we are where we are. It is not a case that the retailers are where they are caught; it is that
we have reached this juncture together, sir.
If we are to put a new optimum distribution system in place… and again I have gone on record as saying
I have no real problem with that concept, though I do believe as well as benefits there may well be less
desirable consequences – but more on that in a moment as well. But if we are to have a new system in place
– an optimum system, a system that could significantly affect the value and viability of the retailers’
businesses – it is only fair and just that financial settlement packages are given serious consideration, and
the amendment also gives the direction to the Department, to C&E, to give consideration to that.
It has to be remembered that the distributors have effectively been in limbo for nearly 10 years, since
reforms were first suggested, and this has clearly caused – and I do not think I need to elaborate more than
this – great anxiety and stress for them.
As for my part in the Report’s Propositions, it is true that the review group, or a majority, wanted to put
forward proposals of a more uncompromising nature, and I did play my part, along with Deputy Brouard, in
asking to have a well-intended concession inserted – and the board, sir, to its credit, agreed to it. But I have
come to realise – because of course we never stop thinking about these things, and perhaps I could be
accused of overthinking and I don’t mind that – that that concession was something akin to a consolation
prize, a ‘band-aid’ I think Deputy Fallaize might have referred to it as. It actually fudged the issue; it was a
sop.
So what of the retailers’ position in regard to financial settlement should the optimum distribution
system come into being? They have never operated in a straightforward commercial environment. The
current environment is one that the States helped to create. I am sure that we can all agree that an optimum
delivery system is very likely to improve the financial position of the farmers, the Dairy, and provide better
value for the consumers. So far so good, I agree with that; but despite the claim in the report that this would
present the retailers with commercial opportunities, the real possibility remains that a turf war could ensue
and a number of rounds would lose their value and perhaps become unviable – and that is not conjecture on
my part because we have heard that from the horse’s mouth during the consultation process when we spoke
to some of the retailers. One of them in particular said they could not wait for the boundaries to come down
so that they could commence this turf war. It is worth noting that in Jersey there are only five distributors
and only one of those does doorstep deliveries. So the retailers have claimed – reasonably, in my opinion –
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that the proposals would be akin to moving the goalposts. I expressed the view early on in the review
process that it would be morally right to come to terms with the retailers. It would represent a pragmatic
solution that will enable quick progress, a clearing of the decks.
As to the evidence, I have here before me some notes from a meeting that took place at Frossard House
on 27th June 2008. The Guernsey Milk Retailers Association were present and also present were former
Chief Minister, Deputy Trott, the Chief Executive Officer of the States, and also a former Chief Officer of
Commerce & Employment. Just to look at a couple of lines:
‘Mr Wood…’

 who is a retailer –
‘… asked if the Dairy would step in if the wholesaler began selling in another zone.’

3705
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The Chief Officer of Commerce & Employment at the time said that it could for milk if the Dairy knew
that the area’s outlets covered by the zones. The Chief Minister said at the end that the licences needed to
be agreed along the lines of the Lowe amendment, then the other issues could be considered. So here we
have the first example in black and white, an acknowledgement from the States that the licence included
zones, and also a confirmation that licences along the lines of the Lowe amendment needed to be agreed.
That has never been done, that has not been fulfilled, that is an extant Resolution.
My second example here is a letter dated 31 st May 2007, and this once again is from a former Chief
Officer of the Commerce & Employment Department. The first paragraph says:
‘As you know, in the light of the recent States’ debate on the dairy industry, and in particular the Lowe amendment, the
Department will be issuing new licences to all milk retailers in accordance with the provisions of the Milk Ordinance.’

And the second paragraph:
‘The licences will list the parishes and the depots to which milk is delivered by each retailer.’

3715

And towards the bottom:
‘Finally, the licence will be issued by the Department at Raymond Falla House and not the Dairy, as this appears to be the
requirement of the Milk Ordinance.’

 another example, sir, in black and white, from the States Department in regard to zoning being part of the
licence agreement.
And just to say, the history of licensing… and this by no means goes back as far as the history of
licensing does, but I have a section of the document here from February 1991, ‘Regulations and Guidelines
Governing the Retail Sale of Milk’:
‘All rounds have been frozen from midnight, 27.7.87, i.e. each round will stay as it is with regard to properties. The only change
to be made will be made to assist zoning.’

3720

So yet another example of zoning being included in the licensing agreements.
Another excerpt from that document, sir, in the section entitled ‘Transfer of a Milk Round’:
‘No round or part of a round may be bought or sold without the permission of the Dairy. Before a round is offered for sale it will
be examined by the consultative committee as to its suitability for zoning.’

3725
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So yet another example of the States being complicit in regard to zoning on milk licences. My guess is
the main reason why that condition has not been adhered to is the unresolved or extant resolution because
agreement could not be reached between the retailers and the States in regard to all the conditions that
should be encompassed within the licences – and having seen some of the proposals for those conditions
from the States, from C&E, I can understand why.
Finally, I have a page here to show Members. This is one page of, I think, nine and it dates from
8th November 1999. In the first column you will see the list of retailers, in the second column you will see
the roads, and in the third column you will see the parishes. So once again another example of zoning
agreed to by the States.
So that is documental evidence that has come from the States, a States’ Department – Commerce &
Employment in particular.
Finally, sir, some political comments. The first one is from the 2007 debate by former Deputy David
Grut. He says:
‘There is no doubt that there is a licensing system which has been endorsed and in many instances facilitated by the Dairy… and
has allocated geographical areas to particular rounds and has enabled rounds to accumulate capital value.’
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Another political comment from that debate by a Deputy who is very much with us today, Deputy Al
Brouard. (Interjection and laughter) He was with us! He is with us in spirit, sir – perhaps in milk!
‘The retailers have bought into a scheme, and if we want to rewrite it it should be done by negotiation, not trying to rewrite the
past using smoke and mirrors.’

And finally, sir, a comment by Deputy David de Lisle from that same debate:
‘The milk retailers play a vital role in the dairy industry. We want to expand our dairy industry, not to see it retract, and I think the
retailers have a major role to play in that and I thank them for their efforts.’
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That is just a small portion of the evidence – documental evidence that emanates from the States and
political comment on the validity of rounds, zones and all that goes with that, and licences; and that is
without even touching on Deputy Le Lièvre’s amendment, of course, which directs the States to keep the
current arrangements in place until the end of 2015. So we have covered the Lowe amendment, we have
covered the Le Lièvre amendment and documental evidence and political comment. So, sir, it is only right,
it is only just that this amendment is calling for financial settlements to be looked at.
What of the optimum system for distribution? I can quite clearly see the benefits of such a system, but I
really think we would do well to consider and be aware of some of the possible consequences. Whenever
you create a free-market environment, the outcome is fairly predictable. The best-resourced major concerns,
major companies, end up with a market dominance. It is another type of monopoly, really. If you have got
the cash, you can pass go. And they do this of course by driving down their costs in a way that a small
business just cannot. We may end up with a similar scenario to Jersey’s, where not all consumers who want
doorstep deliveries can get them, so it is possible that a free-market environment can actually restrict
consumer choice.
So how do they drive down their costs? Let me tell you a story to illustrate one way that they can do it. I
have got to be careful with the phrases I use here, because there are people – including some Assembly
Members – who assign connotation or meanings to some phrases that just are not intended by the speaker.
So I am not going to use a term that I might otherwise use – I am going to say ‘a long-established resident
who happened to be born here’. So anyway, I get a call from this very worried guy on Saturday evening. He
runs a business – it is a gardening service business – and he likes to pay a decent wage, nothing astounding
but a living wage, to his employees, most of whom are long-established residents who happened to have
been born here.
He, despite attempts to compete, is being regularly undercut by firms that employ guest workers at
minimum wage or close to it. I have nothing against guest workers – they are inhabitants of planet Earth
just as we are, and they are trying to make a living just as we are – but this is an increasing trend across the
Island. It is happening within this sector – gardening services, it has happened more frequently within
construction, and it is happening and has happened within horticulture, growing, and retail to a certain
extent. This guy who called me is married, he has a family, he has what we might call a ‘Guernsey
mortgage’. In other words, because of his investment here he is exposed to the Guernsey cost base. He is
trying to be competitive, but he cannot be involved – he cannot afford to be involved – in a race to the
bottom.
There is a lot to be said about this issue and this is not the time or place to do it, but in due course I am
going to have a lot more to say on this matter. (Interjection) I could not care… It is a conundrum we have to
face and find ways to address.
So the free market is lauded by many, but it is not actually free: somebody pays the price and there are
consequences. An obvious example is the scarcity of, the decreasing of small shops and the dominance of
large chains and supermarkets.
The point is that this could well happen in a liberated milk distribution system – people employed at
minimum or close to minimum wage to deliver milk and milk products – and we may have another business
and employment sector where established residents who have invested in the community in the way that I
have mentioned and in the way that is encouraged by the States – another sector where such people cannot
afford to operate a business or to be employed in. But in this particular area, milk distribution, I know the
way the tide is flowing, I understand the way the wind is blowing, and so I am prepared to give it a chance,
the benefit of the doubt, because perhaps the benefits will outweigh these types of consequences. Perhaps
the smaller distributors will find a way to remain viable.
I am not overly keen on giving more power, more clout, to supermarkets. One only has to look at the
way they have affected detrimentally the dairy industry in the UK to see what they can do if they have a
mind to. But, sir, I believe the majority of the Assembly want to see the optimum distribution system in
place, so I appreciate that it will bring more money to the Dairy, to the farmers – and it is really important
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that farmers get all the support they need – and I know it will be a better deal for the consumer, so I am
prepared to go along with that.
What troubles me now is the unfixing of the retail price from the beginning of 2015. Fair enough, the
zones and the exclusivity remain in place until the end of 2015 because of the Le Lièvre amendment, but
actually the fixed retail price is just as important as those things regarding the stability of a round. I think it
should all stay in place until the expiry date of the Le Lièvre amendment and I would request that C&E, out
of good will, out of good faith, indicates during this debate that they would be prepared to do that, to keep
that retail price in place until the end of 2015.
Yes, of course we have to think of the farmers, we have to think of the Dairy and we have to think of the
consumer, but all are in good shape at the moment. The farmers will get what they are getting now, the
Dairy is making a profit, and there is a very modest rise in price for the consumer, so it will not do any
harm to leave that fixed retail price in place until the end of 2015, bearing in mind what is likely to be in
place in the comparatively near future. I think retaining that fixed retail price for that short period of time is
acceptable and I would ask the Department to really consider that.
This has been a trying process for all concerned, including Members of the review group. There have
been some very lively and interesting exchanges between us, sir, and the C&E Board. This is a big,
complex piece of work and the dairy industry is an emotive subject for the community, but I believe we
have got to this stage because of the review group’s refusal to acknowledge some important issues, and I
have just alluded to a couple of those.
I had to think long and hard about my decision to resign. C&E is a dynamic Department and the board
and the staff are working on some very exciting, important and interesting projects. However, I think in
some small way my resignation has helped to highlight some of the issues that needed to be addressed and
has played a small part in being a catalyst for the debate we are having now, the amendment we are
considering now.
I absolutely understand the need to look at the bigger picture for the greater good, but we cannot ignore
history because it represents an inconvenient truth and does not fit an agenda. We not only need to review
and acknowledge what has happened in the past and how it has brought us to where we are now, and then
we plan to the future, but the process of transition needs to be fair. Yes, this should be a business-like
government, a government that wishes to make progress, but it also needs to demonstrate that it is just and
even-handed, and remember that all within our community and all within our business community –
whether they are big players or at the other end of the scale – deserve our consideration. We need to
remember that representation is part of the government’s duty.
As I said, sir, I am attracted to this amendment and I will probably vote for it, but I do have one or two
misgivings because of the timing of the unfixing of the retail price. As I say, I am very tempted to vote for
it and I would just like somebody from the Department to give the assurance that that retail price could stay
in place until the end of 2015.
Thank you, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you, Deputy Queripel.
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Deputy Lowe: Sir, I did not like to interrupt Deputy Queripel during his speech, but I just wanted to do
a point of correction, please, sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: Point of correction, Deputy Lowe, then.
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Deputy Lowe: It was regarding the licence agreement that Deputy Laurie Queripel read out from 1989,
where the rounds had to be frozen and there was no agreement. That was actually signed by both parties,
sir. I know that because my husband drew up this agreement and we were part of it at the time.
The Deputy Bailiff: Thank you.
Deputy Queripel, I was not 100% sure as to whether you were confining yourself to speaking on the
amendment or straying into general debate. Did you stray into general debate?
Deputy Laurie Queripel: I think so, since the amendment seems to be so wide it encompasses all of
the Propositions. I think I was probably still speaking on the amendment – I believe, but… because the
amendment contains all the Propositions Deputy Fallaize and Deputy Perrot would like to have agreed to,
sir.
The Deputy Bailiff: That’s fine. Thank you.
Deputy Brehaut, you are rising.

3850
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Deputy Brehaut: Sorry, sir, I was just going to ask, if I may, Deputy Stewart referred to a ‘game
changer’ – that we can now ‘categorically assert that…’, for example. Can he share with us the advice they
have had regarding… because the risk is still a challenge to the milk importation? The Guernsey breed I do
not even think is a rare breed, for example. Can we have some clarification overnight as to the status of the
breed and the advice they have had with regard to biodiversity, for example?
The Deputy Bailiff: Mr Procureur.
The Procureur: ‘Overnight’ will be a very good idea, sir.

3860

The Deputy Bailiff: Well, it will now be overnight. I was just about to say we will now adjourn until
9.30 in the morning and close this session.
The Assembly adjourned at 5.31 p.m.
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